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' PTO/SB/17 (1204)

Effective on 12/08/2004. Com 0 Iete if Known
Fees pursuant to the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2005 (H.R. 4818).

FEE TRANSMITTAL
For FY 2006 _

E“"""e'Na'"eArt Unit

(5) 2950 Attorney Docket No. 080379-000100US
METHOD OF PAYMENT check all that a I

D Check El Credit Card El Money Order [:1 None El Other (please identify):

% Deposit Account Deposit AccountNumber: 20.1430

First Named Inventor Hulst, Hermen-ard

Deposit Account Name: Townsend and Townsend and Crew LLP

For the above-identified deposit account. the Director is hereby authorized to: (check all that apply)

IXI Charge fee(s) indicated below
Charge any additional fee(s) or underpayments of fee(s)
under 37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17 XI Credit any overpayments

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form. Provide credit card
information and authorization on PTO-2038

FEE CALCULATION

1. BASIC FILING, SEARCH, AND EXAMINATION FEES
FILING FEES SEARCH FEES EXAMINATION FEES

Small Entity Small Entity Small Entig
Application Type Fee (§)_ Fee (§) Fee (§) Fee (§) Fee (§) Fee (§) ‘Fees Paid t§)

Utility 300 150 500 250 200 100 500

Design 200. I00 I00 50 I30 65

Plant 200 I00 ‘ 300 150 I 60 80

Reissue 300 150 500 250 600

Provisional 200 100 0 0 O

2. EXCESS CLAIM FEES . ‘ Small Entity

Fee Description Fee (§) Fee (§)

Each claim over 20 or, for Reissues, each claim over 20 and more than in the original patent 50 25

Each independent claim over 3 or, for Reissues, each independent claim more than in the original patent 200 100
Multiple dependent claims ‘ 360 180

Total Claims Extra Claims Fee (§) Fee Paid (§1 Multiple Dependent Claims
74 -20 or HP = 54 x $25 $1.350 - Fee (§) Fee Paid (§)_

HP = highest number of total claims paid for. if greater than 20
Indep. Claims Extra Claims ' Fee (§) Fee Paid (§)

14 -3orHP= 11 x $100 $1,100

HP = highest number of independent claims paid for, if greater than 3

3. APPLICATION SIZE FEE _

if the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets of paper, the application size fee due is $250 ($125 for small entity)
for each additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 4l(a)(l)(G) and 37 CFR 1.l6(s).
Total Sheets Extra Sheets Number of each additional 50 or fraction thereof Fee

- 100 = I 50 = (round up to a whole number) x

D Charge fee(s) indicated below, except for the filing fee

Fee Paid (§)

4. OTHER FEE(S)

Non-English Specification, $130 fee (no small entity discount)

Fees Paid (§)

Other:

I
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DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

This invention‘ is generally concerned with data storage and access systems. More '

particularly, it relates to a portabledata carrier for storing and paying for data and to

computer systems for providing access to data to be stored. The invention also includes

corresponding methods and computer programs. The invention is particularly useful for

managing stored audio and video data, but may also be applied to storage and access of

text and software, including games, as well as other types of data.

Once problem associated with the increasingly wide use of the intemet is the growing ’

prevalence of so-called data pirates. Such pirates obtain data either by unauthorised or

legitimate means and then make this data available essentially world-wide over the

intemet without authorisation. Data can be a very valuable commodity, but once it has

been published on the Internet it is difficult to police access to and use of it by Internet

\ users who may not even realise that it is pirated. This is a particular problem with audio

recordings, and, once the bandwidth becomes available, is also likely to be evident with

video.

Over the past three or four years compressed audio sources have become increasingly

widely available on web pages. One widely‘ used audio data compression format is MP3

(MPEG3) which is an internationally definedhstandard including a definition of

compressed audio information such, as speech orrmusic. It relies on psycho-acoustic

, properties of human hearing to achieve very large data compression factors. It is thus

feasible to download usefully long passages of music in a practically convenient short

time. Pirate data suppliers have not been slow to realise the potential of this and many

unauthorised websites have sprung up offering popular music including recent releases
by world famous bands. This has caused the recording industry considerable concern

and there is an urgent need to find a way to address the problem ofdata piracy.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)

BEST AvAtLABLgaQ9m
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The invention described below addresses this and related problems.

According to the present invention there is therefore provided a method of providing

portable data comprising providing a portable data storage device comprising

downloaded data storage means and payment validation means; providing a terminal for

intemet access; coupling the portable data storage device to the terminal; reading

payment information from the payment validation means using the terminal; validating

the paymentinformation; and downloading data into the portable storage devicefrom a

data ‘supplier.

Another aspect of the invention provides a corresponding mobile data retrieval device

for retrieving and outputting data such as stored music and/or noise from the data

storage device.

The payment validation means is, for example, means to validate payment with an

external authority such as a bank or building society. The combination of the payment
validation means with the data storage means allows the access to the downloaded data

which is to be stored by the data storage means, to be made conditional upon checked

and validated payment being made for the data. Binding the data access and payment

together allows the legitimate owners of the data to make the data available themselves

over the intemet without fear of loss of revenue, thus undermining the position ofdata

pirates.

A further advantage of the system is that it allows users under the age of 18 to make

intemet purchases. Currently intemet users pay for goods and/or services by credit card.

Since credit cards cannot be legitimately be used by persons under the age of 18 (at least

in the UK), a significant fraction of adventurous intemet users are excluded from e- I
commerce, one of the most significant predicted uses of the intemet. In one

embodiment of the invention however, the payment validation means comprises e-cash -

that is the payment validation means stores transaction value information on a cash
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value of transactions validatable by the ‘data storage means. In simple terms, the data

I storage means can be a card which is charged up to a desired cash value (ifnecessary-

limited to a maximum value) at a suitable terminal. This might be an internet access

terminal but could, more simply, be a device to accept the data storage card and to

receive and count money deposited by the user to charge the card, writing update cash

value infonnation onto the card. More sophisticated ways of updating the cash value on

the card are also possible, such as direct bank transfer. Since, with this type of

embodiment, the data storage means is, essentially, precharged with cash rather than

acting as a credit card it can be used by young people without the risk of their incurring

large debts. \

In one embodiment the data storage means is powered by the retrieval device when it is

connected to the device and retains a memory of the downloaded data whenit is

unpowered. This can be achieved by the use of Flash RAM or, more generally, any

form of programmable read-only memory. Alternatively the data storage means may '
incorporate a rechargeable cell or capacitor and store information in battery backed-up

‘static RAM.

The downloaded data maybe entered into the data storage device by meansvof an

interface such as a magnetically or capacitatively coupled connection or an optical

connection, but preferably the interface comprises contacts for direct electrical

connection to the storage means. The payment validation means may likewise have one

of a variety of interfaces but again preferably comprises a set of electrical contacts. The

payment validation means could, however comprise a magnetic or holographic data-

strip such as is known for use with credit cards and phone cards. The interface to

receive the downloaded data may be separate from the interface to the payment

validation means, to facilitate separate and simultaneous access to both these systems.

In other embodiments a single interface may serve for both data storage and payment.

Advantageously the payment validation means includes a memory storing infomtation

to identify the person who is paying for the downloaded data. .
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For additional security the downloaded data may be encrypted. In this case data

decryption may be necessary at some stage, either in the data storage means or in the .

retrieval_ device or in an information delivering apparatus such as a data access tenninal.

Alternatively the data decryption function can be shared amongst one or more of these

devices. The skilled person will be aware of a range of suitable encryption/decryption
techniques including Pretty Good Privacy (Registered Trade Mark) and PK] (Public Key

Infrastructure). Normally when the downloaded data is encrypted adecryption key must

be supplied. This can be generated automatically by the data access terminal or data

access service provider or it can be entered by the user into the data access terminal or

into the mobile data retrieval device.‘

The data storage means and/or the retrieval device can be provided with access control

means to prevent unauthorised access to the downloaded data. Additionally or

alternatively, use control means can be provided to stop or provide only limited access

of the user to the downloaded data in accordance with the amount paid. These access

and use control functions may in some embodiments be combined, permitted use

controlling access or permitted access controlling use. Thus, for example, a complete

set of data information relating to a particular topic, a particular music track, or a

particular software package might be downloaded, although access to part of the data set .

might thereafier be controlled by payments made by a user at a later stage. In this way, a _
user could pay to enable an extra level on a game or to enable further tracks of an

album.

In embodiments where the access oruse control means is responsive to the payment

validation means, access or use control information may be stored with the downloaded

data or in a separate storage area, for example in the payment validation means. The

user’s access to the downloaded data could advantageously be responsive to the

payment validation means, for example, by means of a control line coupling the

payment validation means with a memory access or decryption control element.
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ln one embodiment the data storage means comprises an electronic memory card or

smart card and the mobile data retrieval device is provided with a slot to receive the

card. Preferably the card is a push-fit within the retrieval device, and retention of the

card maybe effected by pressure from electrical interface connections and/or resilience

. of the housing, or by using a resilient retaining means. In a preferred embodiment the

retrievalldevice includes an audio output and a display, to play a downloaded track and

to show information about the track and/or an accompanying video.

To download data onto the data storage means the user can employ a data access

terminal coupled to the intemet. The tenninal can directly validate payment - for

example in the case of a smart card charged with electronic cash it can deduct a cash

value from the card. Alternatively it can communicate with a bank or other financial

services provider to control payment. in a preferred embodiment, however, the terminal

connects to a data access service provider which provides a portal to other sites and

which validates payment and then forwards data from a data supplier to the user's local

access terminal. The data access service provider may alternatively forward payment

validation information and/or information from the payment validation authority to the

data supplier for control by the supplier of the data supplied. Thus, access to the

payment validation system and/or data for downloading may be entirely controlled by

the data supplier.

Data held on the data storage means may advantageously include data relating to the

user’s or payer's usage of the system. This information may include, for example,

information on a user's spending pattern, infomtation on data suppliers used and

information on the downloaded data. This information may be accessed by the data

supplier and/or data access service provider and can be used for targeted marketing or
loyalty-based incentive schemes such as air miles or the like. ,

The data access terminal may be a conventional computer or, alternatively, it may be a

mobile phone. Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) and i-mode allow mobile phones

to efficiently access the intcmet and this allows a mobile phone to be used to download
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data to the data storage means, advantageously, directly. The data storage means can,.if

desired, incorporate the functionality of a mobile phone SIM (Subscriber Identity

Module) card, which cards already include a user identification means, to allow user

billing through the phone network operator.

In preferred embodiment the downloaded data is MP3 or other encoded audio data, but
the system finds more general application for other data types. For example, download

data can include software, and particularly games, share price information, current news

‘ information, transport timetable infonnation, weather information and catalogue

shopping information. The downloaded information may also include compressed

video data. The storage capacity of the data storage means is adaptable to suit the type

of data intended to be downloaded - for example, 32 megabytes is sufiicient for CD-

quality music, but for video it is preferable that the data storage means has a capacity of

128 megabytes or greater.

In another aspect, the invention provides a portable data carrier comprising an interface

for reading and writing data from and to the carrier; non-volatile data memory, coupled

to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; non-volatile payment data memory,

coupled to the interface, for providing payment data to an external device.

These features allow the data carrier to store both payment data and content data thus
I providing the advantages outlined above. Depending upon the payment system used,

‘ the payment data memory may also store code for validating or confirming a payment to

an external payment system. The payment data will normally be linked to card or card

holder identification data for payment by the card holder. The non-volatile memory

ensures that stored content and payment data is retained in the data carrier when the data

carrier is not receiving power from an extemal source. Thus "non-volatile"

encompasses, for example, low-power memory whose contents are retained by a battery

back-up system. In one embodiment the payment data memory comprises EEPROM

and the content data memory comprises Flash memory, but other types of content data

memory, such as optical, for example, holographic, data memory can also be used. The
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data carrier may also be integrated into other apparatus, such as a mobile

communications device.

Preferably, the portable data carrier further comprises a program store storing code

implementable by a processor; and a processor, coupled to the content data memory, the

payment data memory, the interface and to. the program store for implementing code in

the program store, wherein the code comprises code to output payment data from the

payment data memory to the interface and code to provide external access to the data

memory.

Normally, the (content) data memory allows both write and read access for both storing

and retrieving data, but in some embodiments the content data memory may be read"

only memory. In such embodiments, content may be pre-loaded onto the carrier and

payment may then be made for permission to access the pre-loaded data.

' Preferably, the data carrier also stores a record ofaccess made to the content data and

. updates this in response to external access, preferably read access, made to. the data

memory. The carrier may also store content .use rules pertaining to allowed use of

stored data items. These use rules may be linked to payments made from the card to-

provide payment options such as access to buy content data outright; rental access to

content data for a time period or for a specified number of access events; and/or

rental/purchase, for example where rental use is provided together-with an option to

purchase content data at the reduced price after rental access has expired.

Thus where the data carrier stores, for example, music the purchase outright option may

V be equivalent to the purchase of a compact disc (CD), preferably with some form of
content copy protection such as digital watennarking. In this example, the rental or - ‘

subscription payment option may be a pay-per-play option, and with this option payment

may either be before or after access to the stored data so that the carrier may operate in

either a debit or credit payment mode.
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The portability of the data carrier potentially allows it to be used to access content or, in

the example, play music without the need to be linked to a communications system or to _

be on-line to the intemet. By providing a use record memory on the data carrier, use of ,

the stored data can be tracked whilst ofi‘-line and then any necessary payment can be

made when the data can'ier is next coupled to a communication system. This allows the

' data carrier to operate in a credit mode. In a debit mode, the additional storage of use

rules facilitates the regulation of access to content data stored on the carrier without the

need for further exchange of payment/use data with an external system to validate the
USC.

By combining digital rights management with content data storage using a single carrier

the stored content data becomes mobile and can be accessed anywhere whilst retaining

control over the stored data for the data content provider or data copyright owner.

Preferably, the data carrier also stores access control data, such as a user ID and a

password, as the stored data maybe valuable. The access control data may be combined

with access control to the payment data, which is typically by means of a PIN (Personal

Identification Number) to simplify access to valued content stored on the carrier.

In one embodiment the stored content data is encrypted and a unique password or PIN

and/or biometric data is required for decryption. The data carrier may be arranged so

that the content is erased alter a predetermined number of incorrect access attempts.

Additionally or alternatively, a permanently stored flag‘ may be set and/or a hardware

modification (such as a fusable link)'may be made to prevent the data carrier from

functioning for further data storage/retrieval. Preferably, however, access to any ‘stored

value/payment data is nevertheless retained.

Supplementary data may also be stored on the carrier in association with stored content

data. This supplementary data may comprise customer reward management data and/or

advertising data. The supplementary data may comprise a pointer to an external data

source from which data is downloaded either to the data carrier or to a data access
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device or content player, so that advertising or other data can be displayed when

reviewing or accessing the stored content.

Additional data security and/or a mechanism for rewarding operators atidifierent levels

in the data supply chain may be provided using a content synthesis function. The

content synthesis function combines partial content information from two or more ‘

sources to provide content data items for storage and/or output. Thus, for‘ example, a

first percentage of a content data item could be provided by a content retailer whilst a

remaining percentage could be provided by an on-line data supplier. This would

provide an incentive for a user to register with alcontent retailer or distributor as well as

with an on-line scheme owner and so could encourage the use of existing retailers and

could provide a mechanism for paying commission to such retailers. The two portions

of data combined to provide a content data item could comprise encryption dataand a

key but preferably comprise separate parts of a complete data item, for ‘example, least_ .

significant bits and most significant bits or high frequencies and low frequencies (for

audio). This arrangement also facilitates customer reward and loyalty management.

In one embodiment the data carrier further comprises memory for storing data for

accessing a mobile communications network, for example to receive content data over

the network. For such an embodiment; the data carrier may replace a SIM (Subscriber

Identity Module) card in a mobile communications device, thus providing a single card

for both network access and valued content retrieval and storage. Additionally or

alternatively the card may also store the web address of a data supplier from whom data

may be downloaded onto the carrier.

The data memory for storing content data may be optic, magnetic or semiconductor

memory, but preferably comprises Flash memory. Preferably, the data memory has a

large capacity for storing large data files such as compressed video data. Preferably, the

data memory is partitioned for lock access, that is for read and/or write access to blocks

of, for example, 1K, 4K, 16K or 64K databytes for faster data access, particularly where

the stored content data will normally be accessed serially, as is normally the case with
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audio and video data. Preferably the card is configured as an IC card or smart card and

has a credit card-type format, although other formats such as the "memory stick" format

may also be used. This provides a small and convenient portable fonnat and facilitates

removable interfacing witha variety of devices.

The invention also provides a related method of controlling access to data on a data

carrier, the data carrier comprising non-volatile data memory and non-volatile parameter

memory storing use status data and rules, the method comprising receiving a data

access request; reading the use status data and use rules from memory; and evaluating

the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to the stored data is

permitted.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for

providing data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a

data access data store for storing records of data items available from the system, each

record comprising a data item description and a pointer to a data provider for the data

item; a program store storing code implementable by a processor; a processor coupled to

the communications interface, to the data access data store, and to the program store for

implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to receive a request for a data

item from the requester; code to receive from the communications interface payment

data comprising data relating to payment for the requested data item; code responsive to

the request and to the received payment data, to read data for the requested data item

from a content provider; and code to transmit the read data to the requester over the

communications interface.

The computer system is operated by a data supplier or data supply "scheme owner" for

providing content data to the data carrier described above. The payment data received

may either be data relating to an actual payment made to the data supplier, or it may be a

record of a payment made to an e-payment system relating either to a payment to the

data supplier, or to a payment to a third party. The data from the content provider,

preferably without permanent (local) storage of the forwarded data. This improves data
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security as the content provider retains control over a content data item and the data

supplier, a copy of a data item, is unable to supply data for the.item without the content

provider's assistance. The computer system may provide temporary storage for a

requested data item, for example, using a disk cache, but preferably the computer system

does not store a complete data item, even temporarily.

Preferably, the computer system includes payment distribution information so that when

payment is made for a data item, the payment can be distributed for reimbursing

royalties and making other payments. Typically a large fraction of the payment for a

data item will be transferred to a copyright owner or "content provider" for the item

whilst smaller payments will go to the artist and/or publisher and/or ‘retailer/distributor.

Payment may be made directly by the computer system to the computer systems of other

relevant parties using, for example, a signature-transporting type E-payment system.

Alternatively, the computer system can issue appropriate instructions to a third party E-

payment system for making the transfers. The computer system allows automatic

A distribution of payments either before, during or afler content data download, or afier

content data access by a user. Instructions for distributing the payments may be issued

substantially simultaneously, thereby avoiding long delays in the payment of some

parties - for example, it can presently take a year or more for an artist generating content

to be paid by conventional methods.

Preferably, the computer system also stores content data item access mle data, for

downloading in association with a content data item. The rule data may be stored by a

content provider but is preferably held by the computer system, and links a content

identifier with an access rule, typically based upon a required payment value, as outlined

above in the context of the data carrier. Normally, each content data item will have an

associated access rule, but a single rule may apply to a large number of data items. The

computer system also, preferably, stores requester reward data for customer

reward/loyalty management. This data may again comprise one or more rules linking a

payment value and/or content data item type to a specified reward, such as a number of

air miles or retailer value points. The computer system preferably also keeps a record of
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an identified user's or data's carriers content item downloads and payments for market

research purposes.

The computer system, in one embodiment, also stores access control data, such as an - A

access request identity and password which can be employed, for example, to create an

extranet of system users, which again can be linked to stored access record data for-

marketing purposes. When further linked to content item type data, such an

arrangement can be used to construct a club of users of content data items of a particular

type, for example, country and western or rock and‘ro__ll music.’ As described in

connection with the portable data carrier, the computer system may also comprise

content synthesis code for additional data security and for more secure management of

payment distributions.

The invention also provides a related method of providing data to a data requester

comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester; receiving payment

data from the requester relating to payment for the requested data; reading the requested

data from a content provider responsive to the received payment data; and transmitting

the read data to the requester.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, there is provided a data access
terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier and providing the retrieved data to a
data carrier, the terminal comprising a first interface for communicating with the data

supplier; a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier; a program store

storing code implementable by a processor; and a processor, coupled to the first

interface, the data carrier interface and to the program store for implementing the stored

code, the code comprising: code to read payment data fiom the data carrier and to‘

forward the payment data to a payment validation system; code to receivepayment

validation data from the payment validation system; code responsive to the payment

validation data to retrieve data from the data supplier and to write the retrieved data into

the data carrier.
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This terrriinal can be used for retrieving data from the above described computer system

and for downloading the retrieved data to the above described portable data carrier. As

with the data supply computer system, it is preferable that there islno (local) storage of

content item data forwarded from the data supplier to the data carrier. The data access

terminal is not restricted to use with the above described status supplier and could, for

example, retrieve data for downloading to the data carrier from a local data source, such

as a CD (Compact Disc) or DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), or from a third party such as a I

cable TV company. i

The terminal reads payment data from the data carrier and transmits this to a payment

validation system for validating the data and authorisingthe payment. This may be part
of the data supplier's computer system or it may be a separate system such as an e- .

payment system. Thus, the terminal operates with a data carrier storing payment

(validation) data and, in some embodiments, additional payment validation code for

validating payment to the payment validation system. Again, the terminal is preferably

configured to provide a data item use rule to the carrier in conjunction with a data item.

As before, the data item use rule will normally be dependent upon payment value-. .

information embodied in the payment data read from the data carrier. The terminal is

preferably also configured for user input of access control data. This access control data

may be forwarded to the data carrier for access permission verification and/or it may be

passed to the data supplier computer system for a similar purpose. The terminal may be

configured to warn a user of content access or data carrier function inhibition after a

predetermined number of access requests have been refused. The temiinal may also

incorporate content synthesis code as described above.

The terminal may comprise code to output supplementary data when downloading data

to the.data carrier. Identity data on the data carrier can be used to retrieve the

supplementary data, or a pointer to the supplementary data, from the data supplier

computer system, or the supplementary data or a pointer thereto can be retrieved directly

from the data carrier. Preferably, however, identification data on the card is used to

retrieve characterising data such as card user preference data from the data supplier
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computer system, and this characterising data is then used by the terminal to retrieve and

output supplementary data to a terminal user. When the terminal is associated with a

contact distributor or retailer, the supplementary data may be retrieved over a network

associated with the retailer/distributor such as a local area network (LAN), wide area

network (WAN) or extranet.

The invention also provides a method of providing data "from a data supplier to a data

carrier, the method comprising reading payment data from the data carrier; forwarding _

the payment data to a payment validation system; retrieving data from the data supplier;

and writing the retrieved data into the date carrier. i

The payment validation system may be part of the data suppliers computer systems or it

may be a separate e-payment system. In one embodiment the method further comprises

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and transmitting

at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier. Alternatively the

payment validation system may comprise a payment processor at the data supplier or at

a destination retrieved from the data supplier. The payment processormay also provide

payment distribution data for distributing a payment represented by the payment data.

In a further aspect, the invention provides a data access device for retrieving stored data

from a data carrier, the device comprising a user interface; a data carrier interface; a

program store storing code implementable by a processor; and a processor coupled to

the user interface, to the data carrier interface and to the program store -for implementing .

the stored code, the code comprising code to retrieve use status data indicating a use

status of data stored on the carrier, and use rules data indicating permissible use of data

stored on the carrier; code to evaluate the use status data using the use mles data to

determine whether access is pennitted to the stored data; and code to access the stored

data when access is permitted.

The data access device uses the use status data and use mles to detennine what access is

permitted to data _stored on the data carrier. As described above, the use rules will
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nonnally be dependent upon payments made for data stored on the data carrier, but may

also comprise access control employing a useridentification and password.‘ Since a

single data carrier may have more tltan one user, the use status and use rules may be

selected dependent upon a user identity. The data access device may also be configured

to present supplementary data when presenting the content data, retrieved as described

above, from the card, from a remote computer system or from some other source such as’

a cable TV network or off-air.

The invention also provides a related method of controlling access to data from a data

carrier, comprising retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating-past use of

the stored data; retrieving use rules from the data carrier; evaluating the use status data

using the use rules to determine whether access to data stored on the carrier is permitted;

and pennitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said

evaluating.

According to a timber aspect of the invention there is provided a data access system

comprising a data supply computer system for forwarding data from a data provider to a

data access terminal; a electronic payment system for confirming an electronic payment;

a data access terminal for communicating with the data supply system to write data from

the data supply system onto a data carrier; and a data carrier for storing data from the

data supply system and payment data; wherein data is forwarded from the data provider

to the data carrier on validation ofpayment data provided from the data carrier to the

electronic ‘payment system.

In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a portable data carrier comprising .

an interface for sendingiand receiving data from and to the carrier; non-volatile data

memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; and a digital rights

management processor for controlling access to the stored data.

In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a portable data carrier comprising

an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier; non-volatile data
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memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; and an access control

processor; wherein the data memory is partitioned as data blocks and the access control

processor controls external access to the data blocks.

In a funheraspect ofthe invention, there is provided a computer system for providing

data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data access '

data store for storing records of data items available from the system, each record

comprising a data item description and a resource locator a data provider for the data

item; a program store storing code implementable by a processor; a processor coupled to _

the communications interface, to_ the data access data store, and to the program store for

implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to receive a request for a data

item from the requester to receive from the communications interface payment data '

comprising data relating to payment for the requested data item; code, responsive to the

request and to the received payment data to output the item data to the requester over the

communication interface; wherein said data access data store further comprises payment

distribution information indicating to whom payments should be made for a data item;

and further comprising code to output payment data for a data item for making payments

for thegitem when the item is supplied to a said requester.

In a further aspect of the invention,»there is provided a computer system for providing

data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data access

data store for storing records of data items available from the system, each record

comprising a data item description and a printer location data identifying an electronic

address for a provider for the data item; a program store storing code implementable by

a processor; a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data

store, and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising

. code to receive a request for a data item fiorn the requester to receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the

requested data item; code responsive to the request and to the received payment data to

output the item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein said

data access data store further comprises data item access rule data for output to the
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requester with a said data item; and further comprising code to select access rule data for

output with a data item in response tosaid payment data.

In a yet further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method ofproviding data to a

data requester comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; reading payment distribution

information from a data store; and outputting payment data to a payment system for

distributing the payment for the requested data. '

In a still further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of providing data to

a data requester comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; and transmitting data access rule data to

requester with the read data.

These and other aspects of the invention will now be further described, by way of

example, only, with reference to the accompanying figures in which:-

Figure 1 shows a data access device a) from the top; b) from the front; and c) from the
side; 2

Figure 2 shows, conceptually, a portable data carrier;

Figures 3a and b show exemplary data access terminals;

Figure 4a and b show, respectively, a logical signal path between elements of a

conceptual data access system; and a physical representation of a conceptual data access

system;

Figure 5 shows a content provision system;
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Figure 6 shows a data supply computer system;

Figure 7 shows a variety ofdata access terminals;

Figure 8 shows a schematic diagram ofcomponents of a data access terminal;

Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram ofcomponents of a data carrier;

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of components of a data access device;

Figures 1 la and l lb show a flow diagrams of a data carrier registration process:

Figures l2a—c and 12d-e show, respectively, a flow diagram of data access using a data

access terminal; and a flow diagram ofdata supply using a data supply computer

system; and

Figure 13 shows a flow diagram of data retrieval using a data access device.

Referring to Figure 1, this shows a data access device for playing MP3 audio (10) with

operator controls (12) and LCD display (14). The outline of a smart card data storage

device is shown at (16). The operator controls allow a user to select and play tracks,

whilst track infonnation and still or video images are provided on display (14). A slot

(18) is provided in the front of the device to receive a smart _card-type data storage

means. This smart card occupies space (20) and interfaces with resilient contacts (24);

it is held in the data retrieval device against the contacts, by resilient housing element

(22).

Referring now to Figure 2, this shows a portable data carrier (30) suitable for use with

the device of Figure 1. The data storage means is based on a standard smart card; it is

plastic, about the size of a standard credit card, and has some flexibility. On the card
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(30) are two sets of contacts, contacts (32) for interfacing with the payment validation

means and contacts (34) for interfacing with the memory for storing downloaded data

b (although in other embodiments, a single set of contacts may be usedfor both). The
surface of the card can be embellished with suitable graphics.

In one embodiment the smart card retains all its useable functionality as specified for

standard Electronics Point of Sale Systems (EPOSS) and, if desired, the memory for

storing the downloaded data be electrically separate from this. However, it may be

_ preferable to provide interaction between the standard smart card device and the data

memory in order to accomplish’ the access control/decryption fimctions described above.

Referring now to Figure 3, an example ofa data access terminal is shown at (40). This

has a screen (42) and a slot (44) to _receive the data carrier (30). Alternatively the data

carrier may interface to the terminal via the data access device.(l0) and an interface (46)

to the terminal (40). In Figure 3b a dedicated terminal (50) has a slot (52) to receive the

data carrier, a display (54) and controls (56). Coins can be inserted into the terminal at

(58) and notes at (60) to charge the data carrier with cash.

Referring now to Figure 4a, this illustrates conceptually the logical connections and data

flow between data processing systems involved in payment validation, and data

download to the carrier (30). A user connects the data carrier (30) to tenninal (40) and

logs on to a data web page of data supply service provider (60). Either terminal (40 ) or

service provider (60) then communicates via data paths (62) with a payment validation

authority (70) to check and authorise the user’s or payer’s payment. In the case of

electronic cash the terminal (40) may immediately validate the payment information,

updating the service provider and/or payment validation authority (70) at a later stage.

' The logical connection (64) between the tenninal and the service provider is preferably

made over the intemet.

The service provider may provide a direct portal to data providers (80) or may collect

information from data suppliers (80) and provide a “front end” to presentdata from the
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suppliers to the terminal user. Alternatively data supply service provider (60) may

regulate direct access between terminal (40) and data providers (80), as shown by links

(66), by communicating withthe terminal and the data providers to provide

communication regulation information to, for example, instruct data suppliers about

what information the user of tenninal (40) should have access to.

In a preferred embodiment service provider (60) pays royalties at an agreed rate - for-

example,'l0 pence per track or 10 pence per minute - to a computer system owned by a

company or entity in the recording industry, such as a content provider or copyright

owner, a content publisher or a content creator, and the user of terminal (40) efiectively

pays the service provider. Billing can also be regulated by bandwidth and/or data
download time.

Preferably the service provider (60) monitors the user’s access to the system and either

' stores or forwards to data providers (80), or downloads to the data carrier (30), usage-

information. In a preferred embodiment the service provider sends information via

tenninal (40) to data carrier (30) which can be used to determine incentives to be

' provided to users of the system.

Figure 4b shows a conceptual physical configuration of the system of Figure 4a in which

a plurality of terminals (40), a plurality of service providers (60) and a plurality of data

providers (80) all interact via the intemet. The physical embodiment of the system is

not critical and a skilled person will understand that the terminals, data processing

systems and the like can all take a variety of forms.

Referring now to Figure 5, this shows a conceptual illustration of a content provision

system 100. Content creators 104a, b generate or receive content data from artist

tenninals l02a-d and store content data in databases 106a, b. The content data stored in

databases 106a, b may comprise audio data, such as music, video data, such as films or

TV programs, text, such as literary works, sofiware, such as games sofiware, or other

data. Content creators 104a, b are coupled to communications network l0l for
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communicating created content data over the network. Also coupled to communications

network 101 are content publishers 1 10a and 1 10b, each ofwhich is coupled to an

associated stored content database, 1 12a and ll2b respectively. The content publishers ’

make their stored content available for controlled access using‘ communications network

101. In some instances, for example where the content data comprises computer games,

the functions of content creator and content publisher may be provided by a single

entity. ‘Also although conceptually illustrated as blocks in Figure 5, the content creator

and content publisher typically each comprise a client server computer network.

4 The communications network 101 is typically a private communications network, such -

as an extranet, with security controlled access to entities connected to the network.

Physically the network may comprise an intemet protocol network‘ or it may -comprise",

or consist of, dedicated point—to.-point links. Thus, for example, a content creator l04

may be directly linked to a content publisher l 10 and/or to other entities shown in

Figure 5 such as a content provider or content distributor,

The content provision system includes a plurality of content providers l08a-e, each

coupled to the communications network 101. In the illustrated system, the content

providers own copyright in stored content data accessible over communications network

101 and may, in practice, also perform a content publication function. Five content

providers own the copyright in over 80% of all world-wide music sales. The content

providers are coupled to stored content databases 106 and H2 via communications

network 101, for supplying stored content data.

A gateway server 1 14 is also coupled to communications network l0l to link the

communications network to other networks such as the intemet and/or mobile

communications networks. Gateway server 1 14 provides security and access control

fimctions and firewalls. A second gateway, content distributor WAN gateway H6 is

also shown attached to communications network 101. This provides similar security

and firewall functions and coupled communications network 101 to distributor WAN

(wide area network) 117. Gateway ll6 has logical access to one or more of a content
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creator, content publisher and content provider for accessing stored content data.

Content distributor gateway 116 may be owned by a chain of record stores and provide

content access terminals 118, coupled to WAN 1 l7, in separate retail outlets. Content

access terminals 118 have access, via gateway 116, to stored content accessible over

communications network 10].

Referring now to Figure .6, this shows a data supply computer system 120. In this

embodiment, three content access terminals 118a-c, e-payment systems 121a, b, and

content access web server 124 are all coupled to internet 142. Data supply system 120

is coupled to the content provision system 100 illustrated in Figure 5. Where

Communications network 101 of Figure 5 is an extranet, this extranet physically

operates over internet 142; where communications network 101 does not partly operate

via intemet 142, a connection to intemet 142 is established via gateway server 114 as _

shown in Figure 5. In this way content access terminals 118a-c are provided with

controlled access to the stored content data of content provision system 100.

E-payment systems 121a and l2lb are coupled to banks 122a, b and c, d respectively.

These provide an e-payment system according to, for example, MONDEX, Proton,

and/or Visa cash compliant standards. Preferably at least one of e-payment systems

121a, b operates a so-called "open purse" system in which the value is stored as a

publicly verifiable digital signature issued by the e-payment system. In such a

signature-transporting arrangement payment data may be validated using public keys

and thus payment authentication need not be performed by the e-payment system but

may instead be performed by, for example, a data access terminal or data supply system

computer, using payment management code. The authenticated signatures, which in

effect perfonn a similar role to cheques, are submitted to the relevant e-payment system

after authentication for verification and reimbursement or transferof monetary value.

With such a system payments may be made anonymously and thus payer identification

is not essential. Data carriers, such ‘as data cards, may be issued with stored value or .

without value, in which latter case value (that is a publicly verifiable digital signature)

may be written onto the card during an on-line transaction.
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In altemative embodiments, a data carrier such the smart flash card described below

may be used to create value bearing digital signatures as is well-known to those familiar

with e-money. N

Content access web server 124 is also coupled to intemet 142 for providing content

access terminals 1 18a-c with access to content data. Content access web server 124 is

typically owned by a content data supply "scheme owner" who acts as an intermediary

between a content access terminal user and a content provider, forwarding content data

provided (directly or indirectly) by a content provider to a content access terminal and

thence to a stored content data carrier. Web server 124 is coupled to web server code

storage 126 storing Java code for generating web pages for interpretation by web

browsers on content access terminals 11 la-c. The web pages provide the content

download, value add, CRM (customer reward management) value cheque/spend and

website link functions described below.

Web server 124 ‘is coupled to payment processor 128, Digital Rights Management

(DRM) processor 130, access control processor 132, and content distribution processor

134. Payment processor 128 includes payment management code storage 128a and is

coupled to payment record ‘data store \136. Access control processor 132 includes access

control code storage 132a and is coupled to access control data store 138. DRM

processor 130 includes DRM code storage 130a and is coupled to content access and

DRM data store 140. Content distribution processor.134 includes CRM (customer

reward management) and payment distribution management code storage 134a and is

also coupled to content access and DRM data store 140. As shown in Figure 6,

processors 128-134 are all in communication with one another.

Processors 128, 130, 132 and 134 may comprise separate application programs or a

single computer program and may operate on a single physical computer, on which web

server 124 may also be provided, or may operate on separate computers. Likewise data

stores 136, 138 and 140 may comprise a single physical data store or may be distributed
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over a plurality of physical devices and may even be at physically remote locations from

processors 128-134 and coupled to these processors via internet 142.

Web server 124 communicates with processors 128-134 by means of a CG! (common

gateway interface) script and the code associated _with processors 128-134 may

written in any conventional computer language such as C, CH», or Perl. However, in

other embodiments one or more of the processors may be coupled to web server 124 via

intemet 142 and owned and operated by a separate entity, such as a financial institution.

In this case conventional secure web-based communications may be operated between

web server 124 and the relevant processor. In particular, payment processor 128 may be

operated by one of the e-payment system providers 128a, b.

Payment management code 128a issues and authenticates payment ‘data and stores an

audit record in payment record data store 136. Access control code 132a stores

identification data (of a user or card) together with registration data provided by user

when registering with the scheme owner. This data comprises a user password for

accessing stored content and/or payment data; user characterising data, for example

characterising user preferences, for marketing purposes; data indicating an e-payment

system to use; and in some embodiments, further general user related data such as card

level data for identifying the provision of "gold" level services to selected users. A copy

of the password is stored with the content data on the portable data carrier, as described

further below. Alternatively, one or both of the access control data store and portable

data carrier may simply store data for ‘verifying a user-entered password.

Content access and DRM data store 140 stores data related to content access and content

use, but does not itself store content data items; these are instead provided via content I

provision system 100 described above. Data store 140 stores a plurality ofrecords each

comprising a data item identifier, a data item description, a data item type or genre, and

location data comprising one or more pointers to a location or locations from where the

data item can be downloaded. Associated with a data item is also a table of use rule

data comprising a list of values (i.e. content data item prices) and corresponding levels
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of pennitted usage. Thus a value of £1 might pennit ten plays of a music track, whilst

the value of £1 0 might pennit an unlimited number of plays of the track and copying of

the track for personal use.

Also associated a data item is a table of payment distribution data comprising a list

of recipients and corresponding fractions of the data item value each is to receive.

Typically, the main recipient will be the copyright owner of the data item andother

recipients will be selected from the content creator, the artist or artists, the scheme

owner, the content publisher, and the retailer/distributor. The payment distribution

proportions may be dependent upon the payment value in which case a plurality of sets

of payment distribution figures may be associated each data item, each set of

distribution figures corresponding to a payment value range. The payment data and ,

distribution data is here termed DRM (Digital Rights Management) data

Further associated with a data item is a table of CRM (Customer Reward Management)

data, linked to the user rule data, comprising CRM rules to specify, for one or more data

item use levels, a quantity of reward points and one or more recipients for the reward

‘points (the recipients may include the card user and the retailer/distributor).

The CRM and payment distribution code 134a operates with content access and DRM

data store 140 to inform a system user of the description and value of a data item, to

access andhdownload a data item from the content provider system to a content-access

terminal, to provide content‘ use rules with the data item, and to provide instructions

either to payment processor l28 or to E-payment system 121 to distribute payments for

the data item to the recipients identified by the data store I40 and to distribute CRM

reward points.

The access control data store 138 holds a secure key, such as a secret "public" key in a

public key cryptography system, for the scheme owner to authenticate its identity to a

content provider.. This data is held securely with other sensitive data in the access _

control data store 138. As is described in more detail below, when data supply system
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I20 receives a request for a content data item from a content access terminal 118, it

looks up a location from which the data item is available using content access and DRM

data store 140 and then determines the identity of the corresponding content provider.

This identity is either stored in content access and DRM data store 140 or, as there are

relatively few content providers, it may be hard written in DRM code 130a. DRM code

130 then requests access control processor 132 to provide the secure scheme owner

identifier from access control data store 138 to therelevant content provider and sets up

a trusted connection between the content provider and content access web server 124 for

downloading the data item to a content access terminal ll-8-and thence. to a portable data

carrier.

Referring now to Figure 7, this shows a variety of content access terminals for accessing

data supply computer system 120 over intemet 142. The terminals are provided with an

interface to a portable data carrier or "smart Flashcard" (SFC) as generally described

with reference to Figure 2 and as described in more detail below. In most embodiments

of the terminal the SFC interface allows the smart Flash card data carrier to be inserted

into and removed from the terminal, but in some embodiments the data carrier may be

integral with the terminal.

Referring now to the specific embodiments illustrated in Figure 7, a simple content

access terminal may comprise a home personal computer 144 with SFC interface l44a.

In another embodiment, a mobile communications device 152 is provided with a smart

--Flash card interface 152a and is coupled to intemet 142 via radio tower 150, mobile

communications system 148 and mobile communications intemet gateway I46.

In another embodiment, a smart Flash card interface is provided to a so-called "set top

box" (STE) 154. The set top box is, in effect, a receiver for television programmes

received on video input l54b, which may comprise a satellite TV signal, a cable TV

signal or an ofi‘-air TV signal. The video signal is provided from the set top box to
television 156 or to some other home entertainment device such as a personal computer

(not shown). In another embodiment content access terminals 166 and 168 each with
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respective SFC interfaces 166a and 168a are coupled to a retailer local area network

(LAN) 160 connected to intemet 142 via retailer LAN sewer 158. DVD player 164 is

also coupled to LAN 160. In a further embodiment a_smart Flash card interface l70a is

provided for a CD/DVD player 170. D i

In these latter three embodiments, content data for storage on the smart Flash card may

be retrieved fromlbroadcast video and/or a CD- or DVD. In this case, the computer data

supply system 120 illustrated in Figure 6 may be usedto provide use rule data for the

content data stored on the smart Flash card, and to pay for data downloaded onto the

card; the content data may be captured before or after the data supply system 120 is

accessed to enable use of the stored data, but in a preferred embodiment content data

written to the card from a supplier other than the content data'supply computer system is

not accessible to a user until‘ corresponding use mle data has been downloaded from

computer system 120, which.will ‘normally be afierreceiving payment for the‘ i

downloaded data. ' '

Referring now to Figure 8, this shows a schematic diagram of one embodiment of a data

access terminal 170. The tenninal comprises a general purpose computer including an

audio/visual interface 184, a keyboard 186 and a pointing device 188 for providing an

interface to the user. The terminal has an intemet interface 176, for example a modem,

and optionally a LAN/WAN interface 174 for connecting the terminal to a retailer or

distributor LAN or WAN. The terminal also has an optional video input 178 for

receiving broadcast video data and a media input device 180, such as a CD or DVD

drive. Further communications l/0 ports 182 may also be provided. A portable data

carrier or smart Flash card interface 190 is provided for interfacing to a smart Flash

card. Optionally, a cash input and verification system 192, such as is conventionally

used in an automatic teller machine (ATM) may also be incorporated within the content

access terminal. The terminal has working memory 194 such as RAM and program

memory 196 which can comprise any conventional storage device such as RAM, ROM

or a disk drive. Program code in program memory I96 may also be stored on removable

. disk 198. A processor 200 loads and implements program code stored in program i
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memory 196. All the components of the terminal are linked by a data and

communications bus 172.

More specifically, processor 200 loads and implements cash payment management code

200a for managing cash input data from cash input and verification system 192, for

adding value to a smart Flash card. -Processor 200 also implements a web browser 200b

for accessing scheme owner web pages and data exchange interface 200c for exchanging

data between a smart Flash card interface to the terminal and data supply system 120.

Processor 200 also implements ofilline contents retrieval code 200d for retrieving data

for storage on a sman Flash card from media input device 180 and/or video input 178

and/or LAN/WAN interface I74. Theprocessor implements a content sampler 200e for

outputting small extracts of content data items to a user via audio/visual interface 184. .

Such data item samples may be stored with the content description data in content

access data store 140. The processor also implements a smart Flash card interface driver

200f, user interface code 200g and additional communication drivers 200h for driving

LAN/WAN interface 174 and/or comms I/O ports I82.

Referring now to Figure 9, this shows a schematic diagram of components of a portable

data carrier 202, in the embodiment shown a so-called "smart Flash card". In this

context,’ "smart Flash card" refers to an IC card similar in size to a plastic payment card

-incorporating a processor and Flash data memory, preferably of large capacity. For

further details on smart cards reference may be made to the ISO (International Standards

Organisation) series of standards including ISO 78l0, ISO 7811, ISO 7812, ISO 7813,

ISO 7816, ISO 9992 and ISO 10102, which are hereby incorporated by reference.

Referring in more detail to Figure 9, a data and communications bus 204 links

components of the card which include a processor 210, working memory 2l2, timing

and control logic 208 and an external interface which may have contacts (ISO 7816) or

be contactless (ISO 10536) for providing external access to a bus 204 for reading data

from and writing data to the card 202. Also coupled to bus 204 are permanent program
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memory 216, non-volatile data memory 218 and non.-volatile (Flash) content data

memory 214. Non-volatile data memory 218 may comprise EEPROM and permanent

program memory 216 may comprise ROM, for example, mask-programmed ROM. All

the components of Figure 9 are mounted on a single substrate, in a preferred

embodiment bearing contacts for external interface 206. I

Processor 200 loads and_ implements program code from permanent program memory

216. This code comprises operating system code for providing the card with a basic

- operating system for at least external communications, payment management code for

supplying payment data from non-volatile data memory 218 to pay for downloaded

content; DRM (Digital Rights Management) and security code including code to

implement content data use rules and code for password controlled access to data and

program functions; CRM code for implementing CRM-related rules; and content

synthesis code for combining stored content data with additional data provided via

external interface.206.for-synthesising complete content item data.

Non-volatile data memory 218 stores data including card identity data, access control

data, including password data for validating a user password, access record data for

storing a record of access attempts and their outcomes, and content supply data such as

scheme owner website addresses and retailer/distributor website addresses.

Data memory 218 further stores card value data comprising E-money such as publicly

verifiable digital signatures, and payment data for storing a payment audit _trail including

payment amounts and data on to whom payments have been made. The memory 218

also stores RPM (Recency Frequency Monetary) data to provide a record of transactions

for market research and customer reward purposes, and CRM data storing customer

reward points. Data memory 218 also stores an index of content data items stored'in

Flash memory 214 and associated content use rules, as well as DRM and royalty data for

maintaining an audit trail of use history for rights management tracking. Optionally,

data memory 218 may also store supply chain data specifying a supply chain route

through which data has been obtained from a content provider, which may be used for
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rewarding supply chain intermediaries, for example on a commission or reward points

basis.

Content data memory 214 preferably comprises at least 100 MB of data storage,

partitioned as data blocks of a size selected to match the stored content type. For storing

video data Flash memory 214 preferably comprises > 1 GB data storage and the data

blocks into which the data memory is partitioned are larger.

Referring now to Figure _l0, this shows a schematic diagram of a data access device 220,

such as a portable audio/video player. The data access device 220 comprises a

conventional dedicated computer system including a processor 23 8,.permanent program

memory 236, such as ROM, working memory 234, such as RAM, and timing and

control logic 226 all coupled by a data and communications bus 222. Also coupled to

the bus are an audio interface 228, a display 230 and user controls 232, for providing a

user interface. A smart Flash card interface 224 is coupled to bus 222 for interfacing

with a smart Flash card for retrieving and playing stored content data.

Permanent program memory 236 stores program code for implementation by processor

238; this code may also be provided on a data carrier such as a ROM chip or disk 240.

Processor 238 implements an SFC interface 23 8a, a user interface 238b, a content player

238d for retrieving stored content data from a smart Flash card interfaced to the device

and for outputting audio and/or video data derived from the retrieved content data .

(which may comprise compressed audio and/or video data) to a user of the device.

Processor 238 also implements use control 238c for controlling access to and use of

contentsstored on the smart Flash card by the content access device user. Use control

routine 238c and/or DRM and security code in permanent memory 216 on the smart

Flash rr__iay_also implement digital watennarking and other Secure Digital Music
__ lnitiative'(SD'Ml) content protection code as specified in the SDMI portable device 2

specification, pan one, version 1.0 (see www.sdmi.org) which is hereby incorporated by

reference.
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Figures l la and 1 lb show a flow diagram of a process for registering a data carrier or

smart Flash card with a data supplier or scheme owner operating a data supply system as

illustrated in Figure 6. A smart Flash card may be issued entirely blank, that is, with no

prestored content or value, with prestored value but no prestored content, with prestored

content but not prestored value (the content being provided free) or with both prestored

value and prestored content. Thus, for example, a user may purchase a card with stored

value but no stored content over the counter at a retailer. The process of Figures lla

and 1 lb illustrates the registration of a card with neither prestored content nor prestored

value. As illustrated the registration process records user registrationdata in the access

control data store 138 of Figure‘6 and writes‘ value data onto the blank card. . I

At step S10 a smart Flash card is inserted into a content access terminal smart Flash card
interface. The scheme owner web page is then loaded onto the content access terminal

and displayed to the user (step S1 1). User registration data is then entered into the

content access terminal (step S12) and transmitted to the scheme owner (S13), the user

registration data may include a user identity, a preferred e-payment system to use and,

optionally, a content access PIN or password, and a service level (for example bronze,

silver or gold). The optional password may be a password required by the e-payment

system for validation of a payment by the user with the card or it may be a password to

protect unauthorised access to content on a smart Flash card to protect stored data in the

event, for example, of the card being stolen. A single password may serve both these

functions. The content access terminal web browser is configured so that all sensitive

data passing between the terminal and the scheme owner is securely transmitted, for

example by using a conventional encryption system such as PK] (Public Key 4

Infrastructure).

At step S14 a payment request is received from the scheme owner at the content access

terminal and displayed to the user. At step S15 the user enters payment data into the

content access terminal and this payment data is transmitted to the scheme owner, for

adding value to the card. This may, for example, be a credit card transaction as is
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conventionally used for purchase over the intemet. Card value data and a card value

access code is then received by the content access terminal from the scheme owner at

step S16. The card value corresponds to the payment made by the user and the value

access code may be a password entered by the user at step S12 or may comprise a"

password for PIN created by payment processor I28 or e-payment system 121 as

illustrated in Figure 6. In a preferred embodiment, the user pays the scheme owner and

the scheme owner then directly provides digital signature data representing valueto the

content access terminal for writing onto the smart Flash card.

At step S17, card registration data is received from the scheme owner by the content I
access terminal and written onto the smart Flash card. This card registration "data

comprises user identity data, access control data, payment system specifying data,

scheme owner access data, suchias a scheme owner web page address and other dial-up

information. At this stage other data may be entered by the user and written onto the

card including, for example, user preference data, retail outlet and CRM data A

(alternatively user preference data may be captured at step S12). At step S18 the card

value data and card value access code received at step S16 is written onto the card and

output to the user visually and, optionally, as a printed record. The card is then

available for use, at step S19.

Figure '1 lb shows the corresponding registration steps performed by the scheme owner's

data supply system 120. At step S20, a request for a smart card registration web page is

received from a content access device and, at step S21, transmitted to the device. User ‘

registration data is then received, at step S22, from the content access terminal and

stored in content access control data store 138. The scheme owner's computer system

then transmits, at step S23, a payment reouest to the content access terminal and

receives, at step S24, payment data in reply, this payment is then authenticated, at step

S25, with an E-payment system such as payment system )2] a or b illustrated in Figure

6, and after verification-the payment processor 128 of the computer system transmits, at

step S26, value data and a value access code to the content access terminal, for writing

onto the smart Flash card. The payment processor then updates the payment record data
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store 136 with data relating to the transaction (step S27) and, at step S28, retrieves card

registration data previously written into the access control data store and transmits this

registration data to the content access terminal. At step S29 the transaction is then

complete.

Referring now to Figures 12a to c, these illustrate a flow chart for downloading data to a

smart Flash card using a data access terminal. At step S30 the smart Flash card is

inserted into the content access terminal and the user then enters, at step S31, their

password for gaining access to the fimctionality of the smart Flash card. At step S32,

the content access terminal transmits the password to the smart card for verification and

the tenninal checks, at step S33, whether access is permitted. lf accessisnot permitted

a warning is displayed by the terminal, at step S34, and an access denied count is

implemented. A threshold count is then read fiom the card together with a count of the

total number of times access to the card has been denied (step S35). At step S36 the

terminal checks whether the total number of denied accesses is within three of the card

threshold, and if it is not, returns to step S31 whilst if it is, it proceeds to step S37 where

the tenninal displays a warning that a further denied access is likely to result in erasure

' of content stored on the card. At step S38 the terminal then checks whether ‘it's count of ‘

denied accesses is greater than its threshold value, returning to step S3] if not, and

H displaying an access refused message at step S39 if the total number ofpermitted

accesses has been exceeded. The system then waits at step S39 for removal of the smart

Flash card from the content access tenninal.

If access is permitted at step $33, the terminal loads outline CRM data from the card

(step S40) and loads retail data, such as targeted advertising, from the retailer

LAN/WAN (step S41). At step S42, the terminal then displays a menu of options, retail

data such as advertising or CRM-related data and outline CRM data, such as a total

number of reward points earned, on the content access terminal. Many options include

download content (from a scheme owner), add monetary value (to the card),

check/spend CRM value stored on the card, follow website links. and exit. At step S43,

the user inputs a menu option which, in the illustrated flow chart, is the download
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option. The system thus passes to step S44 and loads the scheme owner's content access

web page onto the content access terminal and displays-this to the user.

At step S45, the user enters a content search request, which is transmitted to the scheme

owner content distributor processor 134. Content search results are received back from

the content distribution processor, including a content identifier, a brief description, and

content cost data for at least one payment option, and these results are displayed on the

user on the content access terminal. The user then selects one or more content items at

step S47 and the selection is transmitted to the content distribution processor 134 where

further content cost data and purchase option data is retrieved from data store 140. At

step S48, this content cost andpurchase data (including use rule data) is received from

the scheme owner and displayed to the temiinal user. The user then selects, at step S49,

a purchase option and confimts a purchase request or, alternatively, selects "exit" to

return to the menu display of step S42. Afier one or more content items have been

selected, together with a purchase option, hard value and CRM data is read from the

smart Flash card at step S50 and at step S51 a check is made to determine whether the

monetary and/or CRM (reward points) value stored on the smart Flash card is sufficient

to purchase the selected purchase data items. If the card value is insufficient, a warning

is displayed at step S52 and the system returns to the menu display at step S42. If the

card value is sufficient, at step S53 the content access terminal transmits a payment

request to the smart Flash card.

Payment for the data item or items requested may either be made directly to the scheme —

owner or may be made to an e-payment system such as e-payment systems 121a and

l2lb of Figure 6, with these systems then forwarding payment confirmation data to the

scheme owner computer system. Alternatively, the content access terminal may

transmit data to the card to set up a transaction directly with a content provider who,

being the copyright owner, would normally receive the majority of the payment.

At step S54, payment data for making a payment to the scheme owner is received from i

the smart Flash card by the content access terminal and forwarded to an e-payment
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system such as E-payment system 121 in Figure 6. Payment record data, validating

payment by the card to the scheme owner is then received back from the e-payment

system atstep S55 by the content access terminal and forwarded to the card for updating

payment data on the card. In alternative embodiments, payment data from the card may

be provided directly to the scheme owner's data supply computer for authentication and,

optionally, firrther validation with an e-payrnent system by the scheme owner’s

computer.

Distribution of the payment received by the scheme owner from the card is performed

by the scheme owner's computer system, as described elsewhere. Such payment

distribution will normally provide a small percentage of the total payment to a "owner"

or operator of the content access terminal, such as a retailer, distributor, or in other . ‘

embodiments, mobile communications network operator or cable TV network operator.

In the presently describedembodiment payment record data received in step S55 is

transmitted to the scheme owner to confirm payment by the card and thus it is the

content access terminal, in the described embodiment, which authenticates a payment

before confirming that the payment has been made to the scheme owner.

In step S56, together with the payment record data, purchase request and card.

registration data is transmitted to the scheme owner to identify one or more content data

items for purchase and to identify the purchaser. Then, at step S57, the content access

terminal sets up a transaction between the scheme owner data supply computer and the

smart Flash card for download of the identified content items requested from the data

supplier to the smart Flash card. The download is preferably arranged so that there is no

permanent storage of downloaded data on the content access terminal (although

temporary storage in a disk cache may be permissible), and there is further preferably no

temporary storage on the content access terminal of complete data for a content data

item. Thislprovides data security and reassurance to the content providers.
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In the same way as with card registration described with regard to Figure ll, a secure

and trusted link is set up between the content access terminal and/or the smart Flash

card and the data supply computer in a conventional manner as is well known to those

skilled in the art (for example, using public key data encryption). The data transaction

may be set up directly between the smart Flash card and the data supply computer, in »

which case the content access terminal has no access to unencrypted content data, or it

may be set up between the content access terminal and the data supply computer, in.

which case unencrypted data is written by the content access terminal to the smart Flash

card. Standard transmission protocols are used to ensure complete transmission of a

content-data item, for example by re-transmitting blocks of data_which are not correctly

received.

Also at step S57, one or more content access rules is received from the scheme owner

data supply computer and written to the smart Flash card so that each content data item

has an associated use rule to specify under what conditions a user of the smart Flash

card is allowed access to the content data item.

At step S58 the content access terminal receives CRM data from the content distribution

processor 134 of the scheme owner, for example specifying a number of reward points

earned by downloading the selected content items. This CRM data will nomtally be

written to.the smart Flash card (step S59), but may additionally or alternatively be stored

in the content access terminal or in a data store of the content access terminal owner so

that the reward points are held by the distributor/retailer/cable TV operator. Finally,

also at step S59, a complete recordofdetails of the transactions between the smart Flash

card and the content access terminal, the smart Flash card and the scheme owner, the

smart Flash card and the e-payment system, and the content access terminal and the e-

payment system and/or data supply computer is recorded on the smart Flash card to

' provide an audit trial. The system then returns to the menu display at step S42.

The acid monetary value menu option provided by the menu operates in a similar

manner to that described with regard to steps S15 and S16 of Figure He and steps S24
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to S27 of Figure 1 lb. In embodiments of the system in which the smart Flash card

operates either in a debit (pre-pay) or credit mode, operating mode data may be loaded

from the card together with outlying CRM data at step S40. If the card is operating in a

credit mode then, at step S41, the content access terminal reads content use data records

from the card and proceeds correspondingly to steps S47 and S48 to determine the value

of the content accessed and then proceeds according to steps S15 and "S16 of Figure .1 la

and steps S24 to S27 of Figure 1 lb to retrieve payment for the accessed content from

the card owner. Where enhanced access control features are provided, access control

data read from the smart Flash card or entered into the content access terminal at step

S31 is used, in step S44, to access the scheme owner content access webpage and, in _
some embodiments, to set up a secure connection between the content access terminal

and scheme owner data supply computer at step S44.

Referring now to Figures l2d and 12e, these show steps in a process implemented on

the scheme owner's data supply computer, for providing content data to a content access

terminal and thence to a data carrier such as a smart Flash card. At step S60 the scheme

owner’s content access web page is requested by a content access .terrninal and

transmitted to the requesting terminal. A search request for searching for a content data

item is received, at step S61, from the content access terminal and at step S62 content

distribution processor 134 of the content supply system searches content access and

DRM data store 140 and transmits the search results to the content access terminal. The

search results will normally comprise a contentitem identifier, a content item

description, optionally a content item sample, and at least one content item price, for

example, for a default payment option. The search results may comprise a set of content

data items, either selected by type or artist or comprising some predetermined selection

in a similar manner to a compilation of tracks on a CD.

At step S63 content item selection dataidentifying one or more content items is

retrieved from the content access terminal and at step S64 content item purchase data for

the selected content items is retrieved fiom content access and DRM data store 140.

This purchase data will normally include, for each selected content item, one or more
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prices and purchase options. Purchase option data may simply comprise one ofa set of .

standard options, for example, "1" to purchase outright, "2" to rent for a period of time,

"3" to rent for a number of plays, and "4" to rent with a final purchase option. The

- purchase option data may also indicate when a content item is available free.

At step S65 the content purchase data is transmitted to the content access terminal, and

at step S66 payment record data, indicating a payment made from the smart Flash card

to the scheme owner, purchase request data, card registration data and, optionally,

access control data is received from the content access terminal. The payment record

data confirms a payment for the requested data items, the purchase request data specifies

the payment option selected for the selected content items, and the card registration data

provides data for keeping records of the transaction and providing reward points; the-

access control data may be required for additional data security. At step S67 the

payment record data, in the described embodiment of the system, is validated with an e-

payment system such as E-payment system 121 ofFigure 6. As illustrated in the flow

chart, the data supply system computer checks with the e-payment system that a

payment has in fact been made to the scheme owner. In other embodiments of the

system, payment may be made directly to the scheme owner and either concurrently

with the content access and download process, or at some later stage, payment data

received from the smart Flash card may be verified with the e-payment system for

reimbursement of the scheme owner. _

At step S68, payment distribution data is read from the content access data store 140. .

This data will indicate how payment made by the card for the data is to be distributed

among recipients. In one embodiment, recipients‘ payment fractions are specified in

general terms in the content access data store, for example, copyright owner 0.90,

scheme owner 0.01, retailer/distributor 0.02, publisher 0.02, creator 0.05. Identification

of who is the relevant copyright owner is stored in the data store together with the

content item identifier, but may be selected from more than one possible content

providers for the data item, and identification ofwho is the relevant retailer/distributor

may be determined from, for example, content access identity infomtation received from
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the content access terminal when the scheme owner content access web page is accessed

at step S60. At step S69, payments are then distributed in [accordance with the payment
distribution data, either by direct distribution of value—bearing digital signatures to the

relevant parties, or by issuing a payment distribution instruction to e-payment system

12!. Preferably the data supply system stores records of individual card payments and,

at intervals, combines the payment distribution data for a plurality of individual records

to output payment data for distributing the total payment received by the data supply

system from a batch of individual payments.

At step S70, content access rules for the purchased level of service are read from the

content access data store. These rules could, for example, specify that only a

predetermined number of accesses to the content are permitted, for example 10 plays.

Alternatively, the rules could provide access for, say, one month from the download

date. Other rules may provide unlimited plays but only on specified players, for

example, set top boxes owned by a particular cable TV network (as determined by

content access device identification data provided to a smart Flash card from a content

access device). A content provider identification for the requested content data is also

read from the content access data store at step S70 together with CRM data for issuing

reward points.

At step S71, content access rules for the requested content data items are retrieved from

data store 140 and transmitted to the content access terminal. Then, at step S72, DRM

processor 130 of the data supply system transmits a transaction request and

authentication data to the content provider identified in step S70. This request identifies

the scheme owner data supply system to the content provider in a secure manner, either

by means of physical security, such as a dedicated connection from the scheme owner

data supply system to the content provider, or by means of an electronically secure

connection such as an encryption connection. Then, at step S73, the content access web

server 124 receives protected content from the content provider, comprising the data

items requested by the content access terminal, and transmits this protected content to

the content access terminal. The content is preferably protected by data encryption but
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may be protected in other ways, for example, by digital watermarking or simply by the

, large number of other transactions taking place at any one time over the intemet. The

data supply system computer, at this point, essentially acts as a transparent data

forwarder, forwarding data from the content provider to the content access "terminal,

which itself is preferably effectively transparent, using data exchange interface 2000 to

transmit the protected content data directly to the smart Flash card. As described with

regard to Figure 12d, the content download protocol includes error protection and"

transmission retry protocols to ensure substantially error free data transmission.

Once content has been downloaded to the content access terminal (and, hence, to the

smart Flash card) at step S74 a record of the purchase data and content accessed is

written to payment record data store 136, to provide an audit trail. Then, at step S75,‘
updated CRM data is written to the content access data store 140, using rules stored in

the content access data store, in conjunction with a record of the downloaded data items,

to calculate the CRM data (i.e. reward points). The updated CRM data is then also

transmitted to the content access terminal, where it can be forwarded to the smart Flash

card. Then, at step S76, the process ends.

Referring now to Figure 13, this shows a flow chart for user access of stored data on a

smart Flash card using a data access device such as the MP3 player of Figure 1. At step

S77 the smart Flash card is inserted into the player and, at step S78, the user enters a

password into the player, which is transmitted to the smart Flash card for validation (this

step is optional). If access to stored data on the card is permitted, the process proceeds

to step S79 where an index of content data items stored on the card is loaded from the

card and displayed together with a menu. The menu provides options including access

content, check value (stored on the card), check CRM data (such as reward points)

stored on the card, and play options (such as no video, repeat play, random play, and the

like). If the user wishes to access content data items stored on the smart Flash card, a

user selection of such items is entered into the player at step S80, for example using

cursor keys or a pointer; additionally or alternatively a default play option may be

provided to, for example, play the most recently downloaded data.
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At step S81 content use status data for the selected content items is loaded from the

smart Flash card together .with associated content use rules. Then,’ at step 882, the use
rules and present use status for each selected content item are compared and the result is

displayed together with a content play menu. The content play menu may comprise a

simple list of the selected content items with items not available for access highlighted

in, for example, red. Alternatively, more detailed content access permission data may

be displayed such asthe purchased contents use fora content data item, the actual use of

the data item made so far, and the available remaining use. Then, at step S83, the layer

determines whether content use is permitted. If use is not permitted, the process returns

to step S79 to re-display the menu; ifcontent use is permitted the system proceeds to

step S84.

-At step S84 the selected content data items whose use is permitted are retrieved

sequentially from the card, decoded as necessary, and the decoded audio and/or video

data is made available to the user, for example, by providing audio output at a

headphone socket on the player and displaying video output on the player display.

Preferably, the player also retrieves supplementary data stored in association with a

content data item, such as advertising data, or for a web-enabled player, hot links to web

sites for sale of goods or services, particularly those related to the accessed content data

item or those identified to appeal to users accessing the data item (such as pop group

mechandising or Harley Davidson (trade mark) motor bikes for rock music/video).

Preferably, the player is provided with "pause" and "continue" functions and

corresponding user controls. When "pause" is selected the process passes to step S85

and writes a record to the smart Flash card comprising data specifying how_ much use

has been made of the accessed content data item. In the case ofmusic or videodata, this

may comprise start and end time markers or simply a play duration time ‘(the start time

being predetermined, for example at the start of the data item). la the case of a game the

partial use data may comprise an elapsed play time or a number of lives left. In the case

of a data item providing a service such as access to stock and share prices, or weather
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information, or a share dealing service, the partial useinformation may comprise a

status record indicating the status of an interrupted transaction. When the "continue"

function is selected on the player the process returns to step S84.

To allow for the smart Flash card being removed from the player between pause and

continue events, a check may be made at step S78, by reading a partial use status data

from the card, to determine whether a content data item was lefi in a pause state when

the card was lost used. If such a paused state is determined to exist for a content data

item, the process may then jump directly to step S85 to allow a user to resume or

continue with the content data item and proceed directly to step S84.

Once play is complete the process moves to step S85_where updated content use data is

written to the smart Flash card. This updated use data provides a record of the use of a

content made in step S84. This record can then used in steps S8l to S83 to

determine, on a subsequent occasion, whether further use of the content data item is

permitted, Finally, at step S86, customer reward management reward rules are loaded

from the smart Flash card together with CRM data stored on the card. The CRM data is

then updated, using the CRM reward rules, to reflect the use of content data items made

in step S84 and the updated data is written back to the smart Flash card.

In one embodiment_the CRM reward rules are determined by the content access terminal

owner (retailer/distributor/cable or mobile network operator) and are written onto the

card when registering the card. The updated CR.M data may then be accessed by a

content access tenninal for spending or other use when the smart Flash card is next

inserted into a content access terminal. Once the CRM data has been updated, the

process returns to step S79 to display the content index and menu.

The specific embodiments of the invention described above-use communication over the

intemet and web4based technology but this is not essential, and the invention may be

implemented using any electronic communications network, such as a wide area

network, local area network, wireless network, or conventional land line network.
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Likewise, the invention is applicable to the lntemet, intranets, extranets, and other

intemet protocol networks.

The skilled person will understand thnt many variants to the system are possible and the

invention is not limited to the described embodiments but encompasses modifications

which lie within the spirit and scope of the present invention.
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Further aspects of the invention are set out in the following clauses:

1. A mobile data retrieval device comprising:

a removable data storage means;

data access means, to access downloaded data on the data storage means;

storage interface means adapted to couple the ‘data storage and data access

means; and 4

data output means to provide the downloaded data, in a usefiil form, to a user of

the device; .

wherein the data storage means further comprises payment validation means to

validate payment for the downloaded data.

2. A mobile data retrieval device as in clause 1 wherein the data storage means

receives power from the retrieval device when connected to the device and retains

storage by the downloaded data when unpowered.

3. A mobile data retrieval device as in clause 1 or 2 wherein the data storage means

comprises external data interface means to receive data downloaded from an external

source onto the card for storage and wherein the payment validation means comprises

means to validate payment to the external source.

4. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause wherein the

payment validation means comprises memory means to store transaction value

information on a cash value of transactions validatable by the data storage means.

5. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause wherein the

payment validation means comprises memory means to store information to identify a

payer for the downloaded data.
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6. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause wherein one of

the data storage means and the retrieval device further comprises data description means

to atleast partially decrypt downloaded data.

7. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause wherein one of

the data storage means and the retrieval device comprises access control means to

prevent unauthorised access to the downloaded-data.

8. A mobile data retrieval device according to clause 7 wherein the access control

means is responsive to the payment validation means.

9. A mobile data retrieval device according to any. one of clauses 3 to 8 wherein the

payment validation means comprises a payment validation means interface operable

simultaneously with the external data interface» means. .

' 10. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause wherein the

data storage means comprises an electronic memory card or smart card.

11. A mobile data retrieval device according to clause 10 having a housing with a

slot therein to receive the data storage means.

12. A mobile data retrieval device according to clause 11 further comprising local

storage means and means to copy data fi'om the data storage means into the local storage

means.

13. A mobile data retrieval device according to clause 11 or 12 wherein the retrieval

device is portable and, in two directions, is not substantially larger than the data storage

means.
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14. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause wherein the

storage interface means is adapted for repeated removal and reconnection of the data

storage means to the retrieval device.

15. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause further

comprising display means to display information derived from the downloaded data to

the user.

16. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause further

comprising audio output means to provide an audio output corresponding to the

downloaded data to the user.

17. A mobile data retrieval device according to any preceding clause comprising a

first set of contacts for the storage interface means and a second set of contacts for

interfacing to the payment validation means.

18. A data providing system comprising a mobile date retrieval device as in any

preceding clause, and

a data access tenninal to interface with the data storage means to download data

and to co-operate with the payment validation means to validate payment for the

downloaded data.

19. A data providing system as in clause 18 wherein the data access terminal is

couplable to the intemet and co-operates with the payment validation means to validate

payment with a payment validation authority and is operable to download data to the

data storage means from a data supplier on the internet.

20. A data providing system as in clause 19 wherein the data access terminal

operates through a data access service provider, the data access service provider being

configured to communicate with the payment validation authority and to control access

of data access terminal to data from the data supplier.
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. 21. A data storage means for use with the device or system of any preceding clause. 2

22. A data storage means comprising an external data interface means to receive

data downloaded from an eirtemal source onto the card for storage; and payment:

. validation means comprising means to validate payment to the external source, and/or to

a payment validation authority.

23. A data storage means as in clause 22 further comprising data decryption means

to at least partially decrypt the downloaded data.

24. A data storage means as in clause 22 or 23 further comprising access control .

means to prevent unauthorised access to the downloaded data.

25. A data storage means as in clause 24 wherein the access control means is

responsive to the payment validation means.

26. A data storage means according to any one of clauses 22 to 25 wherein the

payment validation means comprises a payment validation means interface operable

simultaneously with the external data interface means.

27. A data storage means according to anyone ofclauses 22 to 26 wherein the data

storage means comprises an electronic memory card or smart card.
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CLAIMS:

1. A method of providing portable data comprising:

providing a portable data storage device comprising downloaded data storage

means and payment validation means;

providing a terminal for intemet access;

coupling the portable data storage device to the terminal;

reading payment information from the payment validation means using the

terminal;

validating the payment information; and

downloading data into the portable storage device from a data supplier.

2. A method as claimed in claim I further comprising

writing updated payment information into the payment validation means.

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 or 2 further comprising communicating a result

of the payment information validating to the data supplier.

4. A method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3 further comprising controlling

access by the terminal to data from the data supplier using a control data processing

system coupled to the internet. '

5. A method as claimed in claim 4 wherein the control data processing system

perfonns said validating of the payment information.

I 6. A method as claimed according to any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein said

coupling is performed by a mobile data retrieval device comprising:

a removable data storage means; _

data access means, to access downloaded data on the data storage means;

storage interface means adapted to couple the data storage and data access

means; and
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data output means to output data derived from the downloaded data. to a user of

the device.

7. A method as claimed in claims I to 6 further comprising

writing into the data storage device data relating to past use made of the

dovmloaded data including data identifying downloaded data items; and/or data

identifying data suppliers used; and/or data characterising a user spending pattern.

8. A method as claimed in claims 1 to 7 wherein said portable data storage device

comprises an electronic memory card or smart card.

9. A method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 8 wherein the downloaded data

comprises compressed audio and/or video data.

10. A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for reading and writing data from and to the carrier;

non-volatile data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the

,carn'er; I _

non-volatile payment data memory, coupled to the interface, for providing

. payment data to an external device.

1 l. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 10, further comprising a program

store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor, coupled to the content data memory, the payment data memory, the

A interface and to the program store for implementing code in the program store,

wherein the code comprises code to output payment data from the payment data

memory to the interface and code to provide external access to the data memory.

12. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim ll, further comprising non-volatile

use record memory, coupled to the processor, for storing a record ofaccess made to the
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data memory and code to update the use record memory in response to external access

made to the data memory.

13.. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 12, further comprising non-volatile

use rule memory, coupled to the processor for storing data use rules, and wherein the

code further comprises code for storing at least one data item in the data memory and at

least one corresponding use rule in the use rule memory and code to provide external

access to the data item in accordance with the use rule.

l4. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim ll, 12 or 13, further comprising a

non-volatile access control memory coupled to the processor, for storing access control

data and wherein said code to provide external access to the data memoryincludes code

to receive access request data from the interface, code to determine access permission

using the stored access control data and code to provide external access to the data

memory in response to the result of the determination. ‘

15. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 14, further comprising non-volatile

access record data memory, coupled to the processor, for storing a record of requests for ‘

external access "to the data memory and wherein said code further comprises code to I

compare said access record data and said access request data and to erase stored content

data in response to a result of said comparison.

16. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 11 to 15, configured for

storing supplementary data in said data memory and further comprising code to output

' the supplementary data from the interface in addition to the stored data, in response to

an external request to read the data memory.

17. I A portable data carrier ‘as claimed in any one of claims I l to 16 further

comprising data synthesis code to receive a first portion of data from the interface and to

combine the first portion with a second portion ofdata stored in the data. memory and to

store the result in the data memory.
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18. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one ofclaims 10 to 17, further

comprising non-volatile communications parameter memory for storing data for

accessing a communications network to receive data from the communications network

for storage in the data memory.

19. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 18, wherein the data

memory is partitioned for access on a block-by-block basis, each block comprising a

plurality ofdata bytes read or written as a set. ‘

20. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 1-9 wherein said

data memory has a capacity of greater than 1 MByte, more preferably > 100 MBytes,

and most preferably > I GByte. g

21. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 20 substantially

configured as an IC card or smart card.

22. A method ofcontrolling access to data on a data carrier, the data carrier

comprising non-volatile data memory and non—volatile parameter memory storing use

status data and use rules, the method comprising: I
receiving a data access request;

reading the use status data and use rules from memory; and

evaluating the use status data using the use rules todetermine whether access to

the stored data is permitted.

23. A method as claimed in claim 22 wherein said parameter memory further stores

payment data and further comprising selecting a said use rule dependent upon said

payment data.

24. A computer system forproviding data to a data requester, the system

comprising:
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a cornmunicationinterface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and a pointer to a data provider

for the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data

store, and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester; 2

code to receive from the communications interface payment data comprising

data relating to payment for the requested data item;

code responsive to the request and to the received payment data, to read data for

the requested data item from a content provider; and

code to transmit the data to the requester over the communications
interface.

--25. A computer system as claimed in claim 24, wherein said data’ access data store

further comprises payment distribution information indicating to whom payments

should be made for a data item; and further comprising code to output payment data for

a data item for making payments for the item when the item is supplied to a said

FCQUCSICI’.

26. A computer system as claimed inclaim 24 or 25, wherein said data access data

store further comprises data item access rule data for output to the requester with said

data item.

27. A computer system as claimed in claim 26, further comprising code to select

access rule data for output with a data item in response to said payment data.

28. A computer system as claimed in claim 27, wherein said data access data _store

further comprises requester reward data associated with a said data item, and said code

funher comprises code to update said reward data in response to said payment data.
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29. A computer system as claimed in any one of claims 24 to 28, further comprising

an access control data store coupled to said processor for storing access control data

comprising a requester identifier, corresponding requester system access data and ~

payment system data for identifying a payment system for use by the requester.

30. A computer system as claimed in any one of claims 24 to 29, further comprising

content synthesis code to generate substantially complete item data from partial item

data provided from two or more sources.

31. A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

reading the requested data from a content provider responsive to the received

payment data; and A

transmitting the read data to the requester.

32. A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in claim 31 further

comprising: A 4

reading payment distribution information from a data store; and

outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for the

requested data.

33. A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in claim 31 or 32

further comprising:

transmitting data accesslrule data to requester with the read data.

34. A method ofproviding data to a data requester as claimed in claim 33 further

comprising:

selecting said access rule data dependent upon said payment data
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35. A data access terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier and providing the

retrieved data to a data carrier, the terminal comprising:

a first interface for communicating with the data supplier;

a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier;

3 program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor, coupled to the first interface, the data carrier interface and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data

to a payment validation system; A

code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation system;

code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the data .

supplier and to write the retrieved data into the data carrier.

36. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 further comprising code to

transmit at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier or to a

destination received from the data supplier.

37. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 or 36 further comprising code to

retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user stored data identifier data and

associated value data and use rule data for a data item available from the data supplier.

38. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 further comprising code to write

use rule data for a data item into the data carrier with the associated data item.

39. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 or 38 further comprising code to

3 read a stored value from the data carrier, code to compare said stored value with said

value data; and code to provide a modified output to‘ a user of one or more of said stored

data identifier data, said value data and said use rule data, in response to a result ofthe

comparison.
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40. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 39 further

comprising code for user input of access control data, code to output the access control_

data to the data carrier, code to receive access permission data from the card, and code

to output data to the user in response to the received access permission data.

41. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 40 firrther comprising code to output

a data erasure warming in response to the received access permission data.

42. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 41 further

comprising code to read reward data from the data carrier and to write modified reward

data to the data carrier in response to said retrieval of data from the data supplier.-

43. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 42 further

comprising: V

code to read identity data from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier;

code to receive user characterising data from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data in response to said characterising data; and

code to output the supplementary data.

44. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 43 further

comprising a cash input device coupled to the processor, to provide cash input value

data; and code to update payment data in the data carrier, in accordance with the cash‘

input value data.

45._ A data access terminal according to any oneof claims 35 to 44 integrated with a

mobile communication device, a personal computer, an audio‘/video player, and/or a

cable or satellite television interface device.

46. A method of providing data from a data supplier to a data carrier, the method

comprising:
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reading payment data from the data carrier;

forwarding the payment data to a payment validation system;

retrieving data from the data supplier; and

writing the retrieved data into the date carrier. . .

47. A method of providing data from a data supplier according to claim 46 further

comprising:

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and

transmitting at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier.

48. A method of providing data as claimed in claim 47, wherein the payment

validation system comprises a payment processor at the data supplier.

49. A method of providing data as.claimed in claim 46, 47 or 48, further comprising:

retrieving from the data supplier a stored data item identifier and associated

value data and use rule data; and

writing use rule data for the data item into the data carrier.

50. A method of providing data as claimed in claim 48 or 49, fiirther comprising:

reading a stored value from the data carrier;

comparing the stored value with said value data; and

outputting to a user information indicating the result of said comparing.

5]. A datalaccess device for retrieving stored data from a data carrier, the device

comprising:

a user interface;

a data can-ier interface;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor coupled to the user interface, to the data carrier interface and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:
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code to retrieve use status data indicating a use status ofdata stored on the

carrier, and use rules data indicating permissible use ofdata stored on the carrier;

code to evaluate the use status data using the use rules data to determine whether

access is permitted to the stored data; and

code to access the stored data when access is permitted.

52. A data access device according to claim 51, further comprising code to write

updated use status data to the carrier afier user access to the stored data.

53. A data access device as claimed in claim 5] or 52, further comprising user

access control code to input user access data, to transmit the user access data to the

carrier, and to receive from the carrier user access permission data.

54. A data access device according to claim 53, fiarther comprising code to select the

use status and use rules data using the user access data.

55. A data access device as claimed in claim 53 or 54, further comprising code to

retrieve and output supplementary data to the user.

56. A data access device according to any one of claims 51 to 55 wherein said use

rules permit partial use of a data item stored, on the carrier and further comprising code

to write partial use status data to the data carrier when only part ofa stored data item has
been accessed.

57. A data access device according to any one of claims 51 to 56 wherein the device I

is portable and the data carrier interface is configured for interfacing with a removable

data carrier.

58. A data access device according to claim 57 configured to interface with the data

carrier of any one ofclaims 10 to 21.
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59. A method ofcontrolling access to data from a data carrier, comprising:

retrieving use status data _frorn the data carrier indicating past use of the stored

data; 6

retrieving use rules from the data carrier,

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to

data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

permitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said

evaluating.

60. A method ofcontrolling access according to claim 59, further comprising:

writing updated use status data to the carrier after an access attempt.

61. . A method ofcontrolling access according to claim 60, wherein said use rules

permit panial access to a data item and wherein said writing writes a record of what part

of the data item has been accessed when only part of the data item has been accessed.

62. A method of controlling access according to any one of claims 59 to 61, further

comprising: .

inputting a user access data;

selecting the use rules dependent upon the user access data.

63. A data access system comprising a data supply computer system for forwarding

data from a data provider to a data access terminal; a electronic payment system for

confirming an electronic payment; a data access terminal for communicating with the

data supply system to write data from the data supply system onto a data carrier; and a

' data carrier for storing data from the data supply system and payment data; wherein data

is forwarded from the data provider to the data carrier on validation ofpayment data

provided from the data carrier to the electronic payment system.

64. A data access system according to claim 63 further comprising a payment

distribution store and wherein the electronic payment system makes payments according
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to data in the payment distribution store associated with the forwarded data on

confirmation of the payment and/or provision of the forwarded data to the card.

65. A data access system according to claim 63 or 64 further comprising a data use

rule data store and wherein data use rule data is provided to the data canier with the

forwarded data for controlling user access to the forwarded data.

66. A data access system according to claim 65 wherein the data use rule data is

selected dependent upon the payment data.

67." A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier;

non-volatile data memory, coupled to theinterface, for storing data on the

carrier; and

a digital rights management processor for controlling access to the stored data.

68. A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier;

non-volatile data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the

carrier; and

an access control processor;

wherein the data memory is partitioned as data blocks and the access control

processor controls external access to the data blocks. .

69. A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the system

comprising:

a communication" interface;

V a data access data store for storing records ofdata items available from the

‘system, each record comprising a data item description and a resource locator a data

provider for the data item; ,

a program store storing code implementable by alprocessor;
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a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data

store, and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the

requested data item;

code, responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the

item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein 1

said data access data store firrthcr comprises payment distribution information

indicating to whom payments should be made for a data item; and

further comprising code to output payment data for a data item for making

payments for the item when the item is supplied to a said requester.

70. A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the system
comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records ofdata items available from the I

system, each record comprising a data item description and location data identifying an

electronic address for a provider for the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data

store, and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to.receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the

requested data item; p

code responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the

item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein

said data access data store further comprises data itemaccess rule data for output

to the requester with a said data item; and

further comprising code to select access rule data for output with a data item in

response to said payment data.
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71. A method ofproviding data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester; .

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester;

reading payment distribution information from a data store; and

outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for the

requested data.

72. A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; and

transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.

73. i A computer program to, when mnning, carry out the method of any preceding
method claim.

74. A computer readable medium carrying the computer program of claim 73.
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ABSTRACT

Data storage and access systems are described for downloading and paying for

data such as audio and video data, text, sofiware, games and other types of data. A portable data

carrier has an interface for sending and receiving data, non-volatile data memory for storing

received content data and non-volatile payment validation memory for providing payment

validation data to an external device. The carrier may also store a record of access made to the

stored content, and content use rules for controlling access to the stored content. Preferred

embodiments store further access control data and supplementary data such as hot links to web

sites and/or advertising data. A complementary dataaccess terminal, data supply computer

system and data access device are also described. The combination ofpayment data and stored

content data and, in preferred embodiments, use rule data, helps reduce the risk of unauthorized

access to data such as compressed music and video data, especially over the Internet.
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ASSIGNMENT OF LATENT APPLICATION

wfiERBAS’ I-lermen—ar'd HULS’l', Van Tuyll van" Serooskerkenyteg 75hs, 1076' JG Amsterdam
The Netherlands

hereinafier referred to as "Assignors", are the inventors ofthe invention

described and set forth in the below identified application for United States Letters Patent:

Title of the Invention: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Date(s) of execution:

Filing date: October 25, 2000 Seria1N°_: 10/111,716 ;and

WHEREAS, SMART-FLASH LINIITED, Upper Nordens, High Hurst Wood, Uckfield,
East Sussex TN22 4AN, Great Britain, hereinafter referred to as "Assignee", is desirous of

acquiring Assignors’ interest in the said invention and application and inany U.S. Letters .
Patent which may be granted on the same; 1

NOW, THEREFORE, TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Be it known that, for

good and valuable consideration, receipt ofwhich is hereby acknowledged by Assignors,
Assignors have sold, assigned and transferred, and by these presents do sell, assign and

transfer unto the said Assignee, and Assignee's successors and assigns, all their right, title and
interest in and to the said invention and application and all fixture improvements thereon, and .
in and to any Letters Patent which may hereafier be granted on the same in the United States,

the said interest to be held and enjoyed by said Assignee as fillly and exclusively as it wpuld
have been held andenjoyed by said Assignor had this Assignment and transfer not been ‘~_.
made, to the fiill end and term of any Letters Patent which may be granted thereon, or ofany
division, renewal, continuation in whole or in part, substitution, conversion, reissue,

prolongation or extension thereof. ’ '

Assignors further agree that they will, without charge to said Assignee, but at 4
Assignee's expense, cooperate with Assignee in the prosecution of said application and/or
applications, execute,’ verify, acknowledge and deliver all such further papers, including
applications for Letters Patent and for the reissuethereof, and instruments of assignment and
transfer thereof; and will perform such other acts as Assignee lawfully may request,.to obtain
or maintain Letters Patent for said invention and improvement, and to vest title thereto in said

"Assignee, or Assignee's successors and assigns.
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Attomey Docket No. 0'80379-OOOOOOUS
Client Reference No. F/USP8l42IX

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re U.S. National Phase of:

PCT/GB/0041 10 '

HULST HERMEN-ARD

. PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Application No.: Not yet assigned

Filed: Herewith

F01‘: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

 

San Francisco, CA 94111

April 25, 2002

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Prior to the examination of the above-referenced application, please enter the

following amendments and remarks. .

g PLEASE NOTE: The clauses numbered 1-27 beginning at an e 44 are no 0'

bg butas subject ‘matter. The claims at issue begin on page 48 and are

__________...._

IN THE CLAIMS: .

Please substitute the following amended, clean versions of the indicated claims (a

marked-up version of the changes to the claims is attached to this Amendment):

3.. 2 (amended) A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising
communicating a result of the payment information validating to the data supplier.

4. (amended) A method as claimed in claim 1 further .comprising

controlling access by the terminal to data from the data supplier using a control data processing

system coupled to the Internet.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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'6. (amended) A method as claimed according to claim 1 wherein said

coupling is performed by a mobile data retrieval device comprising:

a removable data storage means;

data access means,'to access downloaded data on the data storage means;

storage interface means adapted to couple the data storage and data access means;

and data output means to output data derived from the downloaded data, to a user of the device.

7. (amended) A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising writing

into the data storage device data relating to past use made of the downloaded data including data

identifying downloaded data items; and/or data identifying data suppliers used; and/or data

characterizing a user spending pattern.

8. (amended) A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said portable data

storage device comprises an electronic memory card or smart card. '

9. (amended) A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein the downloaded

data comprises compressed audio and/or video data.

14. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 1 1, further

comprising a non-volatile access control memory coupled to the processor, for storing access

control data and wherein said code to provide external access to the data memory includes code

to receive access request data from the interface, code to deterrnine_ access permission using the

stored access control data and code to provide external access to the data memory in response to

the resultof the determination.

16. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 1 1, configured

for storing supplementary data in said data memory and further comprising code to output the

supplementary data from the interface in addition to the stored data, in response to an external

request to read the data memory.

17. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 11 further

comprising data synthesis code to receive a first portion of data from the interface and to
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combine the first portion with a second portion of data stored in the data memory and to store the

result in the data memory.

18. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 10, further

comprising non-volatile communications parameter memory for storing data for accessing a

communications network to receive data from the communications network for storage in the

data memory.

19. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 10, wherein the

data memory is partitioned for access on a block-by-block basis, each block comprising a

plurality of data bytes read or written as a set.

20. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 10 wherein said

data memory has a capacity of greater than 1 MByte,' more preferably > 100 MBytes, and most

preferably > 1 GByte.

21. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 10 substantially

configured as an IC card or smart card.

26. (amended) A computer system as claimed in claim 24, wherein said

data access data store further comprises data item access rule data for output to the requester with

said data item.

29. (amended) A computer system as claimed in claim 24, further

comprising an access control data store coupled to said processor for storing access control data

comprising a requester identifier, corresponding requester system access data and payment

system data for identifying a payment system for use by the requester.

30. (amended) A computer system as claimed in claim 24, further

comprising content synthesis code to generate substantially complete item data from partial item

data provided from two or more sources.

33. (amended) A method ofproviding data to a data requester as claimed

in claim 32 further comprising:
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transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.

37. (amended) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 further

comprising code to retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user stored data identifier data

and associated value data and use rule data for a data item available from the data supplier.

39. (amended) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 further

comprising code to read a stored value from the data carrier, code to compare said stored value

with said value data; and code to provide a modified output to a user of one or more of said

stored data identifier data, said value data and said use rule data, in response to a result of the

comparison.

40. (amended) A data access terminal according to claim 35 further

comprising code for user input of access control data, code to output the access control data to

the data carrier, code to receive access permission data from the card, and code to output data to

the user in response to the received access permission data.

42. (amended) A data access terminal according to claim 35 further

comprising code to read reward data from the data carrier and to write modified reward data to '

the data carrier in response to said retrieval of data from the data supplier.

43. (amended) A data access terminal according to claim 35 further

comprising: I

code to read identity data from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier;

code to receive user characterizing data from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data in response to said characterizing data; and

code to output the supplementary data.

44. (amended) A data access terminal according to claim 35 further

comprising a cash input device coupled to the processor, to provide cash input value data; and

code to update payment data in the data carrier, in accordance with the cash input value data.
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45. (amended) A data access terminal according to claim 35 integrated

with a mobile communication device, a personal computer, an audio/video player, and/or a cable

or satellite television interface device.

49. (amended) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 46, fiirther

comprising:

retrieving from the data supplier a stored data item identifier and associated value

data and use rule data; and

writing use rule data for the data item into the data carrier.

50. (amended) A method ofproviding data as claimed in claim 48, further

comprising:

reading a stored value fi'om the data carrier; _

comparing the stored value with said value data; and

outputting to a user information indicating the result of said comparing.

53. (amended) A data access device as claimed in claim 51, further

comprising user access control code to input user access data, to transmit the user access data to

the carrier, and to receive from the carrier user access permission data.

55. (amended) A data access device as claimed in claim 53, further

comprising code to retrieve and output supplementary data to the user.

56. (amended) A data access device according to claim 51 wherein said

use rules permit partial use of a data item stored on the carrier and further comprising code to

write partial use status data to the data carrier when only part of a stored data item has been

accessed.

57. (amended) A data access device according to claim 51 wherein the

device is_ portable and the data carrier interface is configured for interfacing with a removable

data carrier.
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58. (amended) A data access device according to claim 57 configured to

interface with the data carrier of claim _10.

62. V (amended) A method of controlling access according to claim _59,

fiirther comprising:

inputting a user access data;

selecting the use rules dependent upon the user access data.

65. (amended) A data access system according to claim 63' further

comprising a data use rule data store and wherein data use rule data is provided to the data carrier

with the forwarded data for controlling user access to the forwarded data.

73. (amended) A computer program to, when running, carry out the

method of claim 1.
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REMARKS:

Claims 1-74 are pending.

Amendment is made to eliminate all multiple dependencies from the claims,

thereby avoiding the need to pay the multiple dependent surcharge.

Also attached on a separate page is an Abstract of the Disclosure.

 
-TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP
Two Embarcadero Center, 8"‘ Floor

San Francisco, California 94111-3834

Tel: (415) 576-0200 -

Fax: (415) 576-0300
KTL/BNY/dxmSF IJJOZOI vl
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MARKED-UP VERSION OF THE CHANGES TO THE CLAIMS

3. (amended) A method as claimed in [claim 1 or 2] claim 1 further

comprising communicating a result of the payment infonnation validating to the data supplier.

. 4. (amended) A method as claimed in [any one of claims 1 to 3] claim 1
further comprising controlling access by the terminal to data from the data supplierusing a

control data processing system coupled to the Internet.

6. _ (amended) A method as claimed according to [anyone of claims 1 to

5] glah; wherein said coupling is performed by a mobile data retrieval device comprising:

a removable data storage means;

data access means, to access downloaded data on the data storage means;

storage interface means adapted to couple the data storage and data access means;

and data output means to output data derived from theidownloaded data, to a user of the device.

7. (amended) A method as claimed in [claims 1 to 6] claim 1 further

comprising writing into the data storage device data relating to past use made of the downloaded

data including data identifying downloaded data items; and/or data identifying data suppliers

used; and/or data characterizing a user spending pattern.

8. (amended) A method as claimed in [claims 1 to 7] claim 1 wherein

said portable data storage device comprises an electronic memory card or smart card.

9. (amended) A method as claimed in [any one of claims’ 1 to 8] claim 1

wherein" the downloaded data comprises compressed audio and/or video data.

14. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in [claim 11, 12 or 13]

claim 11, further comprising a non-volatile access control memory coupled to the processor, for

storing access control data and wherein said code to provide external access to~the data memory

includes code to receive access request data from the interface, code to determine access
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permission using the stored access control data and code to provide external access to the data

memory in response to the result of the determination.

. 16. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in [any one of claims 11

to 15] claim 1 I, configured for storing supplementary data in said data memory and further

comprising code to output the supplementary data from the interface in addition to the stored

data, in response to an external request to read the data memory.

_l7. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in [any one of claims 1 1

to 16] claim 11 further comprising data synthesis code to receive a first portion of data from the

interface and to combine the first portion with a second portion of data stored in the data memory

and to store the result in the data memory.

18. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in [any one of claims 10

to 17] claim 10, further comprising non-volatile communications parameter memory for storing

data for accessing a communications network to receive data from the communications network

for storage in the data memory.

19. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in [any one of claims 10

to 18] claim 10, wherein the data memory is partitioned for access on a block-by-block basis,

each block comprising a plurality of data bytes read or written as a set.

20. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in [any one of claims 10

to 19] claim 10 wherein said data memory has a capacity of greater than 1 MByte, more .

preferably > 100 MBytes, and most preferably > 1 GByte.

21. (amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in [any one of claims 10

to 20] claim 10 substantially configured as an IC card or smart card.

26. (amended) A computer system as claimed in [claim 24Aor 25] claim 24,

wherein said data access data store further comprises data item access rule data for output to the

requester with said data item.
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29. (amended) A computer system as claimed in [any one of claims 24 to

28] claim 24, further comprising an access control data store coupled to said processor for

storing access control data comprising a requester identifier, corresponding requester system

access data and payment system data for identifying a payment system for use by the requester.

30. (amended) A computer system as claimed in [any one of claims 24 to

29] claim 24, further comprising content synthesis code to generate substantially complete item

data from partial item data provided from two or more sources.

33. (amended) A method ofproviding data to a data requester as claimed

in [claim 31 or 32] claim 32 further comprising:

transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.

_ 37. (amended) A data access terminal as claimed in [claim 35 or 36] claim
3_5 further comprising code to retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user stored data

identifier data and associated value data and use rule data for a data item available from the data

supplier.

39. (amended) A data access terminal as claimed in [claim 37 or 38] claim

31 further comprising code to read a stored value from the data carrier, code to compare said

stored value with said value data; and code to provide a modified output to a user of one or more _

of said stored data identifier data, said value data and said use rule data, in response to. a result of

the comparison.

40. (amended) A data access terminal according to[any one of claims 35 to

39] claim 35 further comprising code for user input of access control data, code to output the

access control data to the data carrier, code to receive access permission data from the card, and

code to output data to the user in response to the received access permission data.

42. (amended) A data access terminal according to [any one of claims 35

to 41] claim 35 further comprising code topread reward data from the data carrier and to write

modified reward data to the data carrier in response to said retrieval of data from the data

supplier.
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43. (amended) A data access terminal according to [any one of claims 35

to 42] claim 35 further comprising:

code to read identity data from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier;

code to receive user characterizing data from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data in response to said characterizing data; and

code to output the supplementary data.

44. (amended) A data access terminal according to [any one ofclaims 35

to 43] claim 35 further comprising a cash input device coupled to the processor, to provide cash

input value data; and code to update payment data in the data carrier, in accordance with the cash

input value data.

45. (amended) A data access terminal according to [any one of claims 35

to 44] claim 35 integrated with a mobile communication device, a personal computer, an

audio/video player, and/or a cable or satellite television interface device.

49. (amended) A method ofproviding data as claimed in [claim 46, 47 or

’ 48] claim 46, further comprising:

retrieving fi'om the data supplier a stored data item identifier and associated value

data and use rule data; and

writing use rule data for the data item into the data carrier.

50. (amended) A method of providing data as ‘claimed in [claim 48 or 49]

claim 48, further comprising:

reading a stored value from the data carrier;

comparing the stored value with said value data; and

outputting to a user information indicating theresult of said comparing. .

53. (amended) A data access device as claimed in [claim 51 or 52] claim

51, further comprising user access control code to input user access data, to transmit the user

access data to the carrier, and to receive from the carrier user access permission data.
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55. (amended) A data access device as claimed in [claim 53 or 54] claim

5_3, fiirther comprising code to retrieve and output supplementary data to the user.

56. (amended) A data access device according to [any one of claims 51 to

55] claim 51 wherein said use rules pennit partial use of a data item stored on the carrier and

further comprising code to write partial use status data to the data carrier when only part of a

stored data item has been accessed.

57. (amended) A data access device according to [any one of claims 51 to

56] claim 51 wherein the device is portable and the data carrier interface is configured for

interfacing with a removable data carrier.

58. (amended) A data access device according to claim 57 configured to

interface with the data carrier of [any one of claims 10 to 21] claim 10.

62. (amended) A method of controlling access according to [any one of

claims 59 to 61] claim 59, further comprising:

inputting a user access data;

selecting the use rules dependent upon the user access data.

65. (amended) A data access system according to [claim 63 or 64] claim

6_3 further comprising a data use rule data store and wherein data use rule data is provided to the
data carrier with the‘ forwarded data for controlling user access to the forwarded data.

73. (amended) A computer program to, when running, carry out the

method of [any preceding method claim] claim 1. ‘

SF l34026l vl
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It is respectfiilly requested that the cited references be expressly considered

during the prosecution of this application, and the references be made of record therein and

appear among the “references cited” on any patent to issue therefrom.
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priority PCT application GB00/04110.
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representation is being made that a search has been conducted or that this statement encompasses

all the possible relevant information.

Applicant believes that no fee is reguired for submission of this statement.

However, if a fee is required, the Commissioner is authorized to deduct such fee from the

undersigned’s Deposit Account No. 20-1430. Please deduct any additional fees from, or credit

any overpayment to, the above-noted Deposit Account.
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fig.  
Kevin T. LeMond

Reg. No. 35,933

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor .
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Tel: 415-576-0200

Fax: 415-576-0300
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the prosecution of this application, and the references be made of record therein and appear

among the “references cited” on any patent to issue therefrom.‘
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information and references citedare prior art merely because they are in this statement and no
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'“ If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3. enter "3".

The “Highest Number Previously Paid For‘ (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the fonn, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE “WC
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria. Virginia 223l3-I450www.uspio.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

  
CONFIRMATION NO.

ll/336,753 0l/l9/2006 Hcrmen-ard Hulst 080379-000l00US 39l l

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP mm, srevs 5
Two EMBARCADERO CENTER

EIGHTH FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834 2876

DATE MAILEDZ 08/29/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

11/336,758 HULST ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

Steven S. Paik 2876 -
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the conespondence address -

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 1 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even it timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

HE Responsive to communication(s) filed on 19 Januacy 2006.

2a)I:l This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.

3)I:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)E Claim(s)1 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s)j is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)[] Claim(s)j is/are allowed.

6)I:I Claim(s) __ is/are rejected.

7)l:I Claim(s)j is/are objected to.

8)IZI Claim(s) L21 are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)[:] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)E] The drawing(s) filed onjis/are: a)E] accepted or b)I:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)E] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)X Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)D All b)E] Some * c)lZ None of:

1E Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.l:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.j

3.EI Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) D Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) E] Interview Summary (PTO-413)

2) [3 Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) P309‘ N°(5)/Ma" Data -1-
3) E lnforrnation Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08) 5) D NOIIGB Of |l'If0m‘IaI Patent APDIICatI°" (PTO-152)

Paper No(s)IMai| Date 1/19/06. 6) C] Other: _.

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office _
PTOL-326 (Rev. 7-05) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No.lMaiI Date 20060822
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Application/Control Number: 1 1/336,758 Page 2

Art Unit: 2876

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

1. Restriction to one of the following inventions is required under 35 U.S.C. 121:

1. Claims 1-9, drawn to a method of providing portable data, classified in class 235,

subclass 487. I

II. Claims 10-21, 51-58, 67, and 68 drawn to a portable data carrier, classified in

class 23, subclass 379.

III. Claims 22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62 drawn to a method and an apparatus of

controlling access to data, classified in class 235, subclass 382.

IV. Claims 24-34, 63-66, and 69-74 drawn to a system controlled by data bearing

records, classified in class 235, subclass 375.

2. The inventions are distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

Inventions Group I - Group IV are related as product and process of use. The inventions

can be shown to be distinct if either or both of the following can be shown: (1) the process for

using the product as claimed can be practiced with another materially different product or (2) the

product as claimed can be used in a materially different process of using that product (MPEP

§ 806.05(h)). In the instant case the process for using the product claimed can be practiced with

materially different product.

Because these inventions are distinct for the reasons given above and have acquired a

separate status in the art as shown by their different classification, restriction for examination

purposes as indicated is proper.
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Application/Control Number: 11/336,758 Page 3

Art Unit: 2876

Because these inventions are distinct for the reasons given above and the search required

for Group I is not required for Groups II, III, or IV restriction for examination purposes as

indicated is proper.

3. Applicant is reminded that upon the cancellation of claims to a non-elected invention, the

inventorship must be amended in compliance with 37 CFR 1.48(b) if one or more of the

currently named inventors is no longer an inventor of at least one claim remaining in the

application. Any amendment of inventorship must be accompanied by a petition under 37

CFR 1.48(b) and by the fee required under 37 CFR 1.17(i).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Steven S. Paik whose telephone number is 571-272-2404. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 5230a-2:00p (Maxi-F1ex*).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Michael G. Lee can be reached on 571-272-2398. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http2//pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would
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Application/Control Number: 11/336,758 Page 4

Art Unit: 2876

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

infonnation system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Ste aik
Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2876

ssp
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09/29/2006 14:44 FAX 415 576 0300 000,000

RECEIVED

OENTRALFAXCENTER U

SEP 2 9 ZIIB.
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile ’ EAIEEI
"“‘“"“““"°"‘° '-‘“'”°"-°"”°‘ "’*“""““T’““"““"‘°"‘°°' Attorney Docket No.: 080379-OOOIOOUS
F”‘N° ' 5" 273 83”" Client Ref. No.: F/USP8l42lX Con.

rovms_ and TQWNSEND and CREW LLP  

 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No. 3911

HULST HERMEN-ARD Examiner: Steve S. Paik

Application No.: 11/336,758 ' Technology Center/Art Unit: 2876

Filed: January 19, 2006

For: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS RESPONSE TO RESTRIQI ION
SYSTEMS REQUIREMENT

Customer No.: 20350

 

Mail Stop: Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Office Action mailed August 29, 2006, please enter the

following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing ofclaims which begins on page 2 of this
paper.

Remarks/Arguments beyn on page 6 ofthis paper.
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09/29/2006 14:43 FAX 415 576 0300 001/039

RECEIVED

cENTfiAL FAX CENTER

SEP 2 9 ZIIB.

Atty Docket No. oso379=oo01ooUs

PTO FAX N0.: 1-571-273-8300

ATTENTION: Examiner Steve s. Paik Group Art Unit 2816

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION

FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION OF

EXAMINER STEVE S. PAIK

CERTIFICATION OF FACSINIILE TRANSIVIISSION

I hereby certify that the following documents in re Application ofHerman-and HULST, Applicafiox
No. 11/366,758, filed January 19, 2006 for DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS are
being facsimile transmitted to the Patent and Trademark Oflice on the date shown below.

Documents Attached

SB/21 Transmittal Form (1 page)

Response to Restriction Requirement (8 pages)

1.

2.

3. Substitute Specification (37 pages)

4. Comparison Copy of Subsfitute Specification (42 pages)

Number ofpages being transmitted, including this page: 88

Dated: September 29, 2006 
PLEASE CONFHQMRECEIPT OF THIS PAPER BY

RETURNF/1CSIMlLEAT(4I5) 57a03o0

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor

San Francisco, CA 9411 1-3834

Telephone: 415-576-0200
Fax: 415-576-0300

3994

60831163 vl
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09/29/2006 14:44 FAX 415 576 0300 002/039
ceurnnmxxcenren

SEPZQZHBPTOISBI21 (07- '38)

«muss
TRANSMITTAL January 19. 2006

FORM -+-newer-nan-arc

fiohvusedfbralconvsawrdennoaflnrhklatfma)
IE‘06037000010008
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Drawtng{s)

Uoensing-related Papers
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D ‘W’ Fm‘ Provisional Appiicauo: El Proprietary Information

Power of Attorney, Revocation
Change of comespondenee Address

Termimi Disclaimer

CI Statue Letter

other fndosurrxs) (please identify
Substitute Specification, Facsimile
Crwersheet

E AtfidevttsIdechration(s)  
  Extension otTlme Request

   Express Abandonment Request Request for Rafund

CD. Number 0! CD(s) 

 
 

 
 

  

 

D Landscape Table on co
The Cormnissioner authorized to charge any additional fees to DepositAccount 20-1430. Certified Copy of Prioriy

Document(s)

Reply in Missing Parts! incomplete
Application

D Reply In Missing Part:under 37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53

 

 

 
 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT
F1rmName  

  
Townsend and Townsend and Crew LLP

IIW5‘|\. .-‘ Mt-1 h i -

33°P‘°'"b°'29-2°°°

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSIONIMAILING

  

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted to the Patent and Trademark Office. Fax N 1.
1-571-273-8300 on September 29. 2006.

' .1. t_ ‘

VAL 1...‘(M " A.‘ nu
W s°v~em°e'29v2°°==

60881158v1
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09/29/2006 14 44 FAX 415 576 oaoo

 

. 004/089
EECEVED

CENTRAL FAX CENTER .

Ap 1. N .11/366,758 PATENT
Anfdt. dgted September 29,2006 SEP 2 9 20m
Reply to Office Action of August 29, 2006 BEST‘ AVAILABLE copv

=‘.:':>;é.'u»a.-.va.4u:.e::u>--s-cva--ax-ouacaiur‘ ' ‘
Amendments to the Claims:

This listing ofclaims replace all prior versions, and listings of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

Claims 1-21. (Canceled)

22. (Original) A method ofcontrolling access to data on a data carrier, the

data carrier comprising non-volatile data memory and non-volatile parameter memory storing

use status data and use mics, the method comprising:

receiving a data access request;

reading the use status data a.nd use rules fiom memory; and

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to

the stored data is permitted.

23. (Original) A method as claimed in claim 22 wherein said parameter

memory fiirther stores payment data and further comprising selecting a said use rule dependent

upon said payment data.

Claims 24-34. (Canceled)

35. (Original) A data access terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier

and providing the retrieved data to a data carrier, the terminal comprising:

a first interface for communicating with the data supplier;

a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor, coupled to the first interface, the data carrier interface and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising: '
code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data

to apayment validation system;

code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation system;

Page 2 of 8
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Reply to Office Action ofAugust 29, 2006

code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data fiom the data

supplier and to Write the retrieved data into the data carrier.

36. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 further

comprising code to transmit at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier

or to a destination received from the data supplier.

37. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35

further comprising code to retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user stored data

identifier data and associated value data and use rule data for a data item available from the data

supplier.

38. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 firrther

comprising code to write use rule data for a data item into the data carrier with the associated
data item.

39. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37

further comprising code to read a stored value fi-om the data carrier, code to compare said stored

value with said value data; and code to provide a modified output to a user ofone or more of sair.

stored data identifier data, said value data and said use rule data, in response to a result of the

comparison.

40. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising code for user input of access control data, code to output the access control

data to the data carrier, code to receive access permission data from the card, and code to output

data to the user in response to the received access permission data.

41. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 40 further

comprising code to output a data erasure warming in response to the received access permission
data.

Page 3 of 8
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Reply to Ofice Action ofAugust 29, 2006

42. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising code to read reward data from the data carrier and to write modified reward

data to the data carrier in response to said retrieval ofdata from the data supplier.

43. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising:

code to read identity data from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier;

code to receive user characterizing data from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data in response to said characterizing data; and

code to output the supplementary data.

44. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising a cash input device coupled to the processor, to provide cash input value data.

and code to update payment data in the data carrier, in accordance with the cash input value data

45. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

integrated with a mobile communication device, a personal computer, an audio/video player,

and/or a cable or satellite television interface device.

46. (Original) A method ofproviding data fi-om a data supplier to a data

carrier, the method comprising:

reading payment data from the data carrier;

forwarding the payment data to a payment validation system;

retrieving data from the data supplier; and

writing the retrieved data into the date carrier.

_ 47. (Original) A method ofproviding data from a data supplier according to

claim 46 further comprising:

receiving payment validafion data from the payment validation system; and

transmitting at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier.
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48. (Original) A method ofproviding data as claimed in claim 47, wherein the

payment validation system comprises a payment processor at the data supplier.

49. (Previously Prcsted) A method ofproviding data as claimed in claim 46

further comprising:

retrieving from the data supplier a stored data item identifier and associated value

data and use rule data; and

writing use rule data for the data item into the data carrier.

50. (Previously Presented) A method ofproviding data as claimed in claim 48 .

further comprising:

reading a stored value from the data carrier;

comparing the stored value with said value data; and

outputting to a user information indicating the result of said comparing.

Claims 51-ss. (Canceled)

59. (Original) A method ofcontrolling access to data from a data carrier,

comprising:

retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use ofthe stored

data;

retrieving use rules from the data carrier;

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to

data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

pennitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said

evaluating.

60. (Original) A method ofcontrolling access according to claim 59, further

comprising:

writing updated use status data to the carrier afier an access attempt.
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61. (0rig'nal) A method of controlling access according to claim 60, wherein

said use rules permit partial access to a data item and wherein said writing writes a record of

what part of the data item has been accessed when only part ofthe data item has been accessed.

62. (Previously Presented) A method ofcontrolling access according to claim

59, further comprising:

inputting a user access data;

selecting the use rules dependent upon the user access data.

Claims 63-74. (Canceled)
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

This Amendment is in response to the Office Action mailed August 29, 2006. Claims 1-

74 were pending in the present application. This Amendment cancels claims 1-21, 24-34, 51-58,

and 63-74, without adding or amending any claims, leaving pending in the application claims 22-

23, 35-50, and 59-62. Consideration of the elected claims is respectfully requested.

1. Restriction of the Claims.

The claims are subjected to restriction under 35 U.S.C. {$121 as being drawn to groups

classified as:

Group 1: Claims 1-9, as being drawn to a method ofproviding portable data;

Group 11: Claims 10-21, 51-58, 67,and 68, as being drawn to a portable data carrier;

Group III: Claims 22-23, 35-50, and 59-62, as being drawn to a method and apparatus of

conuolling access to data; and

Group IV: Claims 24-34, 63-66, and 68-74, as being drawn to a system controlled by dat 1

bearing records.

Although Applicants do not necessarily agree with these groupings and/or the need for

restriction, Applicants hereby elect to prosecute the claims ofGroup 1]] without traverse.

Applicants reserve the right to present the non-elected claims in subsequent continuing

applications. Applicants hereby cancel the claims of Groups I, II, and IV, and request

consideration and examination ofthe claims ofGroup III (claims 22-23, 35-50, and 59-62).

II. Substitute Specification

Submitted with this response is a substitute specification under 37 C.F.R. §1.125. This

substitute specification is submitted in order to correct various informalities and typographical

errors in the specification. This substitute specification does not include any new matter. The

substitute specification is attached in two versions as-required, a version with marking showing

all the changes relafive to the immediate prior version. of the specification of record, and an
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accompanying clean version without markings. Applicants respectfully request acceptance of
the substitute specification. ‘

CONCLUSIOfl

In view of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims now pending in this

Application are in condition for allowance. The issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance at an

early date is respectfully requested.

If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would expedite prosecution of

this application, please telephone the undersigned at 650-326-2400.

Respectfiilly submitted,

I onD. 
Reg. No.4 , 63

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP
Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-3834
Tel: 650-326-2400

Fax: 650-326-2422
JDL/km
60876854 v1
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SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION

DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 [0001] This invention is generally concerned with data storage and access systems. More
particularly, it relates to a portable data carrier for storing and paying for data and to
computer systems for providing access to data to be stored. The invention also includes
corresponding methods and computer programs. The invention is particularly usefiil for
managing stored audio and video data, but may also be applied to storage and access of text

10 and software, including games, as well as other types ofdata.

[0002] One problem associated with the increasingly wide use of the internet is the growing
prevalence of so-called data pirates. Such pirates obtain data either by unauthorized or
legitimate means and then make this data available essentially world-wide over the intemet

15 without authorization. Data can be a very valuable commodity, but once it has been
published on the internet it is difiicult to police access to and use of it by Internet users who
may not even realize that it is pirated. This is a particular problem with audio recordings,
and, once the bandwidth becomes available, is also likely to be evident with video.

20 [0003] Over the past three or four years compressed audio sources have become increasingly
widely available on web pages. One widely used audio data compression format is MP3
(MPEG - Audio Layer 3 ofthe NIPEGI compression algorithm), which is an internationally
defined standard including a definition ofcompressed audio information such as speech or
music. It relies on psycho-acoustic properties ofhuman hearing to achieve very large data

25 compression factors. It is thus feasible to download usefully long passages ofmusic in a
practically convenient short time. Pirate data suppliers have not been slow to realize the
potential ofthis, and many unauthorized websites have spnmg up offering popular music,
including recent releases by world-famous bands. This has caused the recording industry
considerable concern and there is an urgent need to find a way to address the problem of data

30 piracy.

1
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SUMMARY or THE INVENTION

[0004] According to the present invention there is therefore provided a method ofproviding
portable data comprising providing a portable data storage device comprising downloaded
data storage means and payment validation means; providing a terminal for internet access;

5 coupling the portable data storage device to the terminal; reading payment information from
the payment validation means using the terminal; validating the payment information; and
downloading data into the portable storage device from a data supplier.

[0005] Another aspect of the invention provides a corresponding mobile data retrieval device
10 for retrieving and outputting data such as stored music and/or noise from the data storage

device.

[0006] The payment validation means is, for example, means to validate payment with an
external authority such as a bank or building society. The combination of the payment

15 validation means with the data storage means allows the access to the downloaded data which
is to be stored by the data storage means, to be made conditional upon checked and validated
payment being made for the data. Binding the data access and payment together allows the
legitimate owners of the data to make the data available themselves over the internet without
fear of loss ofrevenue, thus undermining the position ofdata pirates.

20

[0007] A further advantage ofthe system is that it allows users under the age of 18 to make
internet purchases. Currently intemet users pay for goods and/or services by credit card.
Since credit cards cannot legitimately be used by persons under the age of 1 8 (at least in the
UK), a significant fraction of adventurous internet users are excluded from e-commerce, one

25 ofthe most significant predicted uses of the internet. In one embodiment of the invention,
however, the payment validation means comprises e-cash; that is, the payment validation
means stores transaction value information on a cash value ofuansactions validatable by the
data storage means. In simple terms, the data storage means can be a card which is charged
up to a desired cash value (ifnecessary limited to a maximum value) at a suitable terminal.

30 This might be an intemet access terminal but could, more simply, be a device to accept the
data storage card and to receive and count money deposited by the user to charge the card,
writing update cash value information onto the card. More sophisticated ways ofupdating
the cash value on the card are also possible, such as direct bank transfer. Since, with this typ e
of embodiment, the data storage means is, essentially, precharged with cash rather than acting

35 as a credit card, it can be used by young people without the risk of their incurring large debt::.

2
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[0008] In one embodiment the data storage means is powered by the retrieval device when it

is connected to the device and retains a memory of the downloaded data when it is

unpowered. This can be achieved by the use ofFlash RAM or, more generally, any form of

5 programmable read-only memory. Alternatively the data storage means may incorporate a

rechargeable cell or capacitor and store information in battery backed-up static RAM.

[0009] The downloaded data may be entered into the data storage device by means of an

interface such as a magnetically or capacitatively coupled connection or an optical

10 connection, but preferably the interface comprises contacts for direct electrical connection to

the storage means. The payment validation means may likewise have one of a variety of

interfaces but again preferably comprises a set of electrical contacts. The payment validation

means could, however, comprise a magnetic or holographic data-strip such as is known for

use with credit cards and phone cards. The interface to receive the downloaded data may be

15 separate from the interface to the payment validation means, to facilitate separate and

simultaneous access to both these systems. In other embodiments a single interface may

serve for both data storage and payment. Advantageously the payment validation means

includes a memory storing information to identify the person who is paying for the

downloaded data.

20

[0010] For additional security the downloaded data may be encrypted. In this case data

decryption may be necessary at some stage, either in the data storage means or in the retrieval

device or in an information delivering apparatus such as a data access terminal. Alternatively

the data decryption function can be shared amongst one or more of these devices. The skilled

25 person will be aware of a range of suitable encryption/decryption techniques, including Pretty

Good Privacy (Registered Trade Mark) and PKI (Public Key Infiastructure). Normally when

the downloaded data is encrypted a decryption key must be supplied. This can be generated

automatically by the data access terminal or data access service provider or it can be entered

by the user into the data access terminal or into the mobile data retrieval device.

30

[0011] The data storage means and/or the retrieval device can be provided with access

control means to prevent unauthorized access to the downloaded data. Additionally or

alternatively, use control means can be provided to stop or provide only limited access of the

user to the downloaded data in accordance with the amount paid. These access and use

35 control firnctions may in some embodiments be combined, permitted use controlling access

3
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or permitted access controlling use. Thus, for example, a complete set ofdata information
relating to a particular topic, a particular music track, or a particular sofiware package might
be downloaded, although access to part of the data set might thereafier be controlled by

payments made by a user at a later stage. In this way, a user could pay to enable an extra
5 level on a game or to enable further tracks of an album.

[0012] In embodiments where the access or use control means is responsive to the payment
validation means, access or use control information may be stored with the downloaded data
or in a separate storage area, for example in the payment validation means. The user’s access

10 to the downloaded data could advantageously be responsive to the payment validation means,
for example, by means of a control line coupling the payment validation means with a
memory access or decryption control element.

[0013] In one embodiment the data storage means comprises an electronic memory or
15 smart card and the mobile data retrieval device is provided with a slot to receive the card.

Preferably the card is a push-fit within the retrieval device, and retention of the card may be
efiected by pressure from electrical interface connections and/or resilience of the housing, or
by using a resilient retaining means. In a preferred embodiment the retrieval device includes
an audio output and a display, to play a downloaded track and to show information about the

20 track and/or an accompanying video.

[0014] To download data onto the data storage means the user can employ a data access
terminal coupled to the intemet. The terminal can directly validate payment; for example in
the case of a smart card charged with electronic cash it can deduct a cash value from the card.

25 Alternatively it can communicate with a bank or other financial services provider to control
payment. In a preferred embodiment, however, the terminal connects to a data access service
provider which provides a portal to other sites and which validates payment and then
forwards data from a data supplier to the user’s local access terminal. The data access service

provider may alternatively forward payment validation information and/or information from
30 the payment validation authority to the data supplier for control by the supplier of the data

supplied. Thus, access to the payment validation system and/or data for downloading may be
entirely controlled by the data supplier.

[0015] Data held on the data storage means may advantageously include data relating to the
35 user’s or payer’s usage ofthe system. This infonnation may include, for example,

4
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information on a user’s spending pattern, information on data suppliers used and information

on the downloaded data. This information may be accessed by the data supplier and/or data

access service provider and can be used for targeted marketing or loyalty-based incentive

schemes such as air miles or the like.

[0016] The data access terminal may be a conventional computer or, alternatively, it may be

a mobile phone. Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) and i-mode allow mobile phones to

efficiently access the internet and this allows a mobile phone to be used to download data to

the data storage means, advantageously, directly. The data storage means can, ifdesired,

10 incorporate the fimctionality of a mobile phone SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card,

which cards already include a user identification means, to allow user billing through the

phone network operator.

[0017] In a preferred embodiment the downloaded data is MP3 or other encoded audio data,

15 but the system finds more general application for other data types. For example, download

data can include sofiware, and particularly games, share price information, current news

information, transport timetable information, weather information and catalog shopping

information. The downloaded information may also include compressed video data. The

storage capacity of the data storage means is adaptable to suit the type of data intended to be

20 downloaded; for example, 32 megabytes is sufficient for CD quality music, but for video it is

preferable that the data storage means has a capacity of 128 megabytes or greater.

[0018] In another aspect, the invention provides a portable data can-ier comprising an

interface for reading and writing data from and to the carrier; non-volatile data memory,

25 coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; non-volatile payment data memory,

coupled to the interface, for providing payment data to an external device.

[0019] These features allow the data carrier to store both payment data and content data, thus

providing the advantages outlined above. Depending upon the payment system used, the

30 payment data memory may also store code for validating or confirming a payment to an

external payment system. The payment data will normally be linked to a card or card holder

identification data for payment by the card holder. The non-volatile memory ensures that

stored content and payment data is retained in the data canier when the data carrier is not

receiving power from an external source. Thus “non-volatile” encompasses, for example,

35 low—power memory whose contents are retained by a battery back-up system. In one
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embodiment the payment data memory comprises EEPROM and the content data memory

comprises Flash memory, but other types of content data memory, such as optical, for

example, holographic, data memory can also be used. The data carrier may also be integrated

into other apparatus, such as a mobile communications device.

[0020] Preferably, the portable data carrier further comprises a program store for storing code

implementable by a processor; and a processor, coupled to the content data memory, the

payment data memory, the interface and to the program store for implementing code in the

program store, wherein the code comprises code to output payment data fiom the payment

10 data memory to the interface and code to provide external access to the data memory.

[0021] Normally, the (content) data memory allows both write and read access for both

storing and retrieving data, but in some embodiments the content data memory may be read-

only memory (ROM). In such embodiments, content may be pre-loaded onto the carrier and

15 payment may then be made for permission to access the pre-loaded data.

[0022] Preferably, the data carrier also stores a record of access made to the content data and

updates this in response to external access, preferably read access, made to the data memory.

The carrier may also store content use rules pertaining to allowed use of stored data items.

20 These use rules may be linked to payments made from the card to provide payment options

such as access to buy content data outright; rental access to content data for a time period or

for a specified number of access events; and/or rental/purchase, for example Where rental use

is provided together with an option to purchase content data at the reduced price after rental

access has expired.

25

[0023] Thus where the data carrier stores, for example, music, the purchase outright option

may be equivalent to the purchase of a compact disc (CD), preferably with some form of

content copy protection such as digital watermarking. In this example, the rental or

subscription payment option may be a pay-per-play option, and with this option payment may

30 either be before or after access to the stored data so that the carrier may operate in either a

debit or credit payment mode.

[0024] The portability of the data carrier potentially allows it to be used to access content or,

in the example, play music without the need to be linked to a communications system or to be

35 on-line to the intemet. By providing a use record memory on the data carrier, use of the

6
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stored data can be tracked while off-line and then any necessary payment can be made when

the data carrier is next coupled to a commtmication system. This allows the data carrier to

operate in a credit mode. In a debit mode, the additional storage ofuse rules facilitates the

regulation of access to content data stored on the carrier without the need for further

5 exchange ofpayment/use data with an external system to validate the use.

[0025] By combining digital rights management with content data storage using a single

carrier, the stored content data becomes mobile and can be accessed anywhere while retaining

control over the stored data for the data content provider or data copyright owner. Preferably,

10 the data can-ier also stores access control data, such as a user ID and a password, as the stored

data may be valuable. The access control data may be combined with access control to the

payment data, which is typically by means ofa PIN (Personal Identification Number) to

simplify access to valued content stored on the carrier.

15 [0026] In one embodiment the stored content data is -encrypted and a unique password or PIN

and/or biometric data is required for decryption. The data carrier may be arranged so that the

content is erased after a predetermined number of incorrect access attempts. Additionally or

alternatively, a permanently stored flag may be set and/or a hardware modification (such as a

fusable link) may be made to prevent the data carrier fi'om fimctioning for further data

20 storage/retrieval. Preferably, however, access to any stored value/payment data is

nevertheless retained.

[0027] Supplementary data may also be stored on the carrier in association with stored

content data. This supplementary data may comprise customer reward management data

25 and/or advertising data. The supplementary data may comprise a pointer to an external data

source from which data is downloaded either to the data carrier or to a data access device or

content player, so that advertising or otherdata can be displayed when reviewing or accessing

the stored content.

30 [0028] Additional data security and/or a mechanism for rewarding operators at different

levels in the data supply chain may be provided using a content synthesis fimction. The

content synthesis function combines partial content information from two or more sources to

provide content data items for storage and/or output. Thus, for example, a first percentage of

a content data item could be provided by a content retailer, while a remaining percentage

35 could be provided by an on-line data supplier. This would provide an incentive for a user to

7
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register with a content retailer or distributor as well as with an on-line system owner and so
could encourage the use of existing retailers and could provide a mechanism for paying
commission to such retailers. The two portions of data combined to provide a content data

item could comprise encryption data and a key but preferably comprise separate parts of a

5 complete data item, for example, least sigtificant bits and most significant bits or high
frequencies and low frequencies (for audio). This arrangement also facilitates customer

reward and loyalty management.

[0029] In one embodiment the data carrier further comprises memory for storing data for
10 accessing a mobile communications network, for example to receive content data over the

network. For such an embodiment, the data carrier may replace a SIM (Subscriber Identity

Module) card in a mobile communications device, thus providing a single card for both
network access and valued content retrieval and storage. Additionally or alternatively the

card may also store the web address ofa data supplier from whom data may be downloaded
15 onto the carrier.

[0030] The data memory for storing content data may be optic, magnetic or semiconductor
memory, but preferably comprises Flash memory. Preferably, the data memory has a large

capacity for storing large data files such as compressed video data. Preferably, the data
20 memory is partitioned for lock access, that is, for read and/or write access to blocks of, for

example, 1K, 4K, 1 6K or 64K databytes for faster data access, particularly where the stored
content data will normally be accessed serially, as is normally the case with audio and video .

data. Preferably the card is configured as an IC card or smart card and has a credit card-type

format, although other formats such as the “memory stic ” format may also be used. This

25 provides a small and convenient portable format and facilitates removable interfacing with a
variety of devices.

[0031] The invention also provides a related method of controlling access to data on a data
carrier, the data carrier comprising non-volatile data memory and non-volatile parameter

30 memory storing use status data and use rules, the method comprising receiving a data access

request; reading the use status data and use rules from memory; and evaluating the use status

data using the use rules to determine whether access to the stored data is permitted.
\
\
\

[0032] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for
35 providing data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data

8
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access data store for storing records of data items available from the system, each record

comprising a data item description and a pointer to a data provider for the data item; a

program store storing code implementable by a processor; a processor coupled to the
communications interface, to the data access data store, and to the program store for

5 implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to receive a request for a data item
from the requester; code to receive from the communications interface payment data

comprising data relating to payment for the requested data item; code responsive to the

request and to the received payment data, to read data for the requested data item from a
content provider; and code to transmit the read data to the requester over the communications

10 interface.

[0033] The computer system is operated by a data supplier or data supply “system owner” for
providing content data to the data carrier described above. The payment data received may
either be data relating to an actual payment made to the data supplier, or it may be a record of

15 a payment made to an e—payment system relating either to a payment to the data supplier, or

to a payment to a third party. The data from the content provider, preferably without A
permanent (local) storage of the forwarded data, improves data security as the content

provider retains control over a content data item, and the data supplier, a copy of a data item,
is unable to supply data for the item without the content provider’s assistance. The computer

20 system may provide temporary storage for a requested data item, for example using a disk
cache, but preferably the computer system does not store a complete data item, even

temporarily.

[0034] Preferably, the computer system includes payment distribution information so that

25 when payment is made for a data item, the payment can be distributed for reimbursing

royalties and making other payments. Typically a large fraction of the payment for a data
item will be transferred to a copyright owner or “content provider” for the item, while smaller

payments will go to the artist and/or publisher and/or retailer/distributor. Payment may be

made directly by the computer system to the computer systems of other relevant parties

30 using, for example, a signature-transporting type e-payrnent system. Alternatively, the

computer system can issue appropriate instructions to a third party e—payment system for

making the transfers. The computer system allows automatic distribution ofpayments either

before, during or after content data download, or afier content data access by a user.

Instructions for distributing the payments may be issued substantially simultaneously, thereby

9
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avoiding long delays in the payment of some parties; for example, it can presently take a year

or more for an artist generating content to be paid by conventional methods.

[0035] Preferably, the computer system also stores content data item access rule data, for

5 downloading in association with a content data item. The rule data may be stored by a

content provider but is preferably held by the computer system, and links a content identifier

with an access rule, typically based upon a required payment value, as outlined above in the

context of the data carrier. Nonnally, each content data item will have an associated access

rule, but a single rule may apply to a large number ofdata items. The computer system also,

10 preferably, stores requester reward data for customer reward/loyalty management. This data

may again comprise one or more rules linking a payment value and/or content data item type

to a specified reward, such as a number of air miles or retailer value points. The computer

system preferably also keeps a record of an identified user’s or data’s carriers content item

downloads and payments for market research purposes.

15

[0036] The computer system, in one embodiment, also stores access control data, such as an

access request identity and password which can be employed, for example, to create an

extranet of system users, which again can be linked to stored access record data for marketing

purposes. When further linked to content item type data, such an arrangement can be used to

20 construct a club ofusers of content data items of a particular type, for example country and

western or rock and roll music. As described in connection with the portable data carrier, the

computer system may also comprise content synthesis code for additional data security and

for more secure management ofpayment distributions.

25 [0037] The invention also provides a related method ofproviding data to a data requester

comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester; receiving payment data

from the requester relating to payment for the requested data; reading the requested data from

a content provider responsive to the received payment data; and transmitting the read data to

the requester.

30

[0038] According to a further aspect of the present invention, there is provided a data access

terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier and providing the retrieved data to a data

carrier, the terminal comprising a first interface for communicating with the data supplier; a

data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier; a program store storing code

35 implementable by a processor; and a processor, coupled to the first interface, the data carrier

l0
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interface and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data to a payment

validation system; code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation

system; code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the data supplier
5 and to write the retrieved data into the data carrier.

[0039] This terminal can be used for retrieving data from the above-described computer

system and for downloading the retrieved data to the above-described portable data carrier.
As with the data supply computer system, it is preferable that there is no (local) storage of

10 content item data forwarded from the data supplier to the data carrier. The data access

terminal is not restricted to use with the above-described status supplier and could, for

example, retrieve data for downloading to the data carrier fi'om a local data source, such as a

CD (Compact Disc) or DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), or from a third party such as a cable TV
company.

15

[0040] The terminal reads payment data from the data carrier and transmits this to a payment

validation system for validating the data and authorizing the payment. This may be part of

the data supp1ier’s computer system or it may be a separate system such as an e-payment

system. Thus, the terminal operates with a data carrier storing payment (validation) data and,
20 in some embodiments, additional payment validation code for validating payment to the

payment validation system. Again, the terminal is preferably configured to provide a data
item use rule to the carrier in conjunction with a data item. As before, the data item use rule

will normally be dependent upon payment value information embodied in the payment data
read from the data carrier. The terminal is preferably also configured for user input of access

25 control data. This access control data may be forwarded to the data carrier for access

permission verification and/or it may be passed to the data supplier computer system for a
similar purpose. The terminal may be configured to warn a user ofcontent access or data
carrier function inhibition afier a predetermined number of access requests have been refused.

The terminal may also incorporate content synthesis code as described above.

30

[0041] The terminal may comprise code to output supplementauy data when downloading
data to the data carrier. Identity data on the data carrier can be used to retrieve the

supplementary data, or a pointer to the supplementary data, from the data supplier computer

system, or the supplementary data or a pointer thereto can be retrieved directly from the data
35 carrier. Preferably, however, identification data on the card is used to retrieve characterizing

11
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data such as card user preference data from the data supplier computer system, and this

characterizing data is then used by the terminal to retrieve and output supplementary data to a

terminal user. When the terminal is associated with a contact distributor or retailer, the

supplementary data may be retrieved over a network associated with the retailer/distributor

S such as a local area network (LAN), wide area network (VVAN) or extranet.

[0042] The invention also provides a method ofproviding data from a data supplier to a data

carrier, the method comprising reading payment data from the data carrier; forwarding the

payment data to a payment validation system; retrieving data from the data supplier; and

10 writing the retrieved data into the date carrier.

[0043] The payment validation system may be part of the data supplier’s computer systems

or it may be a separate e-payment system. In one embodiment the method further comprises

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and transmitting at

15 least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier. Alternatively the payment

validation system may comprise a payment processor at the data supplier or at a destination

retrieved fi'om the data supplier. The payment processor may also provide payment

distribution data for distributing a payment represented by the payment data.

20 [0044] In a further aspect, the invention provides a data access device for retrieving stored

data from a data carrier, the device comprising a user interface; a data carrier interface; a

program store storing code implementable by a processor; and a processor coupled to the user

interface, to the data carrier interface and to the program store for implementing the stored

code, the code comprising code to retrieve use status data indicating a use status ofdata

25 stored on the carrier, and use rules data indicating permissible use of data stored on the

carrier; code to evaluate the use status data using the use rules data to determine whether

access is permitted to the stored data; and code to access the stored data when access is

permitted.

30 [0045] The data access device uses the use status data and use rules to determine what access

is permitted to data stored on the data carrier. As described above, the use rules will

normally be dependent upon payments made for data stored on the data carrier, but may also

comprise access control employing a user identification and password. Since a single data

carrier may have more than one user, the use status and use rules may be selected dependent

35 upon a user identity. The data access device may also be configured to present

12
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supplementary data when presenting the content data, retrieved as described above, fi'om the

card, from a remote computer system or from some other source such as a cable TV network

or off-air.

S [0046] The invention also provides a related method of controlling access to data from a data

carrier, comprising retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use ofthe

stored data; retrieving use rules from the data carrier; evaluating the use status data using the

use rules to determine whether access to data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

pennitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said evaluating.

10

[0047] According to a further aspect ofthe invention there is provided a data access system

comprising a data supply computer system for forwarding data fi'om a data provider to a data

access terminal; a electronic payment system for confirming an electronic payment; a data

access terminal for communicating with the data supply system to write data from the data

15 supply system onto a data carrier; and a data carrier for storing data from the data supply

system and payment data; wherein data is forwarded from the data provider to the data carrier

on validation ofpayment data provided from the data carrier to the electronic payment

system.

20 [0048] In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a portable data carrier

comprising an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier; non-volatile

data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; and a digital rights

management processor for controlling access to the stored data.

25 [0049] In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a portable data carrier

comprising an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier; non-volatile

data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; and an access control

processor; wherein the data memory is partitioned as data blocks and the access control

processor controls external access to the data blocks.

30

[0050] In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for providing

data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data access data

store for storing records of data items available from the system, each record comprising a

data item description and a resource locator; a data provider for the data item; a program store

35 storing code implementable by a processor; a processor coupled to the communications

13
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interface, to the data access data store, and to the program store for implementing the stored

code, the code comprising code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to

receive from the communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment

for the requested data item; code, responsive to the request and to the received payment data,

5 to output the item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein said data

access data store further comprises payment distribution information indicating to whom

payments should be made for a data item; and further comprising code to output payment

data for a data item for making payments for the item when the item is supplied to a

requester.

10

[0051] In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for providing

data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data access data

stc-re for storing records ofdata items available from the system, each record comprising a

data item description and a printer location data identifying an electronic address for a

15 provider for the data item; a program store storing code implementable by a processor; a

processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store, and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to receive a

request for a data item from the requester to receive from the communications interface

payment data comprising data relating to payment for the requested data item; code

20 responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the item data to the

requester over the communication interface; wherein the data access data store further

comprises data item access rule data for output to the requester with a data item; and further

comprising code to select access rule data for output with a data item in response to the

payment data.

25

[0052] In a yet further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method ofproviding data

to a data requester comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; reading payment distribution information

30 from a data store; and outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the

payment for the requested data.

[0053] In a still further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method ofproviding data

to a data requester comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

35 receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested data;

14
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transmitting the requested data to the requester; and transmitting data access rule data to the

requester with the read data.

[0054] These and other aspects of the invention will now be further described, by way of

5 example only, with reference to the accompanying figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS.

[0055] Figure 1 shows a data access device a) fi'om the top; b) from the front; and c) from the

side;

10

[0056] Figure 2 shows, conceptually, a portable data carrier;

[0057] Figures 3a and b show exemplary data access terminals;

15 [0058] Figures 4a and b show, respectively, a logical signal path between elements of a

conceptual data access system; and a physical representation of a conceptual data access

system;

[0059] Figure 5 shows a content provision system;

20

[0060] Figure 6 shows a data supply computer system;

[0061] Figure 7 shows a variety ofdata access terminals;

25 [0062] Figure 8 shows a schematic diagram of components of a data access terminal;

[0063] Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of components of a data carrier;

[0064] Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of components ofa data access device;

‘so

[0065] Figures 1 la and 11b are flow diagrams of a data carrier registration process;

[0066] Figures 12a-c and l2d-e show, respectively, a flow diagram of data access using a

data access terminal; and a flow diagram of data supply using a data supply computer system;

35 and

[0067] Figure 13 shows a flow diagram ofdata retrieval using a data access device.

15
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EIVIBODIMENTS

[0068] Referring to Figure 1, this shows a data access device for playing MP3 audio (10)

with operator controls (12) and LCD display (14). The outline ofa smart card data storage

device is shown at (16). The operator controls allow a user to select and play tracks, while

5 track information and still or video images are provided on display (14). A slot (18) is

provided in the front ofthe device to receive a smart card-type data storage means. This

smart card occupies space (20) and interfaces with resilient contacts (24); it is held in the data

reuieval device against the contacts, by resilient housing element (22).

10 [0069] Referring now to Figure 2, this shows a portable data carrier (30) suitable for use with

the device ofFigure 1. The data storage means is based on a standard smart card; it is plastic,

about the size ofa standard credit card, and has some flexibility. On the card (30) are two

sets ofcontacts, contacts (32) for interfacing with the payment validation means and contacts

(34) for interfacing with the memory for storing downloaded data (although in other

15 embodiments, a single set ofcontacts may be used for both). The surface of the card can be

embellished with suitable graphics.

[0070] In one embodiment the smart card retains all its useable functionality as specified for

standard Electronics Point ofSale Systems (EPOSS) and, if desired, the memory for storing

20 the downloaded data can be electrically separate from this. However, it may be preferable to

provide interaction between the standard smart card device and the data memory in order to

accomplish the access control/decryption fimctions described above.

[0071] Referring now to Figure 3, an example ofa data access terminal is shown at (40).

25 This has a screen (42) and a slot (44) to receive the data carrier (30). Alternatively the data

carrier may interface to the terminal via the data access device (10) and an interface (46) to

the terminal (40). In Figure 3b a dedicated terminal (50) has a slot (52) to receive the data

carrier, a display (54) and controls (56). Coins can be inserted into the terminal at (58) and

notes at (60) to charge the data carrier with cash.

30

[0072] Referring now to Figure 4a, this illustrates conceptually the logical connections and

data flow between data processing systems involved in payment validation, and data

download to the carrier (30). A user connects the data carrier (30) to terminal (40) and logs

on to a data web page ofdata supply service provider (60). Either terminal (40 ) or service

35 provider (60) then communicates via data paths (62) with a payment validation authority (70)

16
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to check and authorize the user’s or payer’s payment. In the case of electronic cash the

terminal (40) may immediately validate the payment information, updating the service

provider and/or payment validation authority (70) at a later stage. The logical connection

(64) between the terminal and the service provider is preferably made over the intemet.

[0073] The service provider may provide a direct portal to data providers (80) or may collect

information fi'om data suppliers (80) and provide a “front end” to present data fiorn the

suppliers to the terminal user. Alternatively, data supply service provider (60) may regulate

direct access between terminal (40) and data providers (80), as shown by links (66), by

10 communicating with the terminal and the data providers to provide communication regulation

information to, for example, instruct data suppliers about what information the user of

terminal (40) should have access to.

[0074] In a preferred embodiment, service provider (60) pays royalties at an agreed rate - for

15 example, 10 pence per track or 10 pence per minute - to a computer system owned by a

company or entity in the recording industry, such as a content provider or copyright owner, a

content publisher or a content creator, and the user of terminal (40) effectively pays the

service provider. Billing can also be regulated by bandwidth and/or data download time.

20 [0075] Preferably the service provider (60) monitors the user’s access to the system and

either stores or forwards to data providers (80), or downloads to the data carrier (30), usage

information. In a preferred embodiment the service provider sends information via terminal

(4()) to data carrier (30) which can be used‘ to determine incentives to be provided to users of

the system.

25

[0076] Figure 4b shows a conceptual physical configuration of the system of Figure 4a in

which a plurality of terminals (40), a plurality of service providers (60) and a plurality ofdata

providers (80) all interact via the internet. The physical embodiment of the system is not

critical and a skilled person will understand that the terminals, data processing systems and

30 the like can all take a variety of forms.

[0077] Refening now to Figure 5, this shows a conceptual illustration of a content provision

system 100. Content creators 104a, b generate or receive content data from artist terminals

l02a—d and store content data in databases 106a, b. The content data stored in databases »

35 106a, b may comprise audio data, such as music, video data, such as films or TV programs,

17
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text, such as literary works, software, such as games sofiware, or other data. Content creators

104a, b are coupled to communications network 101 for communicating created content data

over the network. Also coupled to communications network 101 are content publishers 110a

and 110b, each ofwhich is coupled to an associated stored content database, 1 12a and 112b

5 respectively. The content publishers make their stored content available for controlled access

using communications network 101. In some instances, for example where the content data

comprises computer games, the functions of content creator and content publisher may be

provided by a single entity. Also although conceptually illustrated as blocks in Figure 5, the

content creator and content publisher typically each comprise a client server computer
10 network.

[0078] The communications network 101 is typically a private communications network,

such as an extranet, with security controlled access to entities connected to the network.

Physically the network may comprise an internet protocol network or it may comprise, or

15 consist of, dedicated point—to-point links. Thus, for example, a content creator 104 may be

directly linked to a content publisher 110 and/or to other entities shown in Figure 5 such as a

content provider or content distributor.

[0079] The content provision system includes a plurality of content providers 108a-e, each

20 coupled to the communications network 101. In the illustrated system, the content providers

own copyright in stored content data accessible over communications network 101 and may,

in practice, also perform a content publication function. Five content providers own the

copyright in over 80% of all world-wide music sales. The content providers are coupled to

stored content databases 106 and 1 12 via communications network 101 , for supplying stored
25 content data.

[0080] A gateway server 114 is also coupled to communications network 101 to link the

communications network to other networks such as the internet and/or mobile

communications networks. Gateway server 114 provides security and access control

30 functions and firewalls. A second gateway, content distributor WAN gateway 116, is also

shown attached to communications network 101. This provides similar security and firewall

functions and coupled communications network 101 to distributor WAN (wide area network)

117. Gateway 116 has logical access to one or more ofa content creator, content publisher

and content provider for accessing stored content data. Content distributor gateway 1 16 may

35 be owned by a chain of record stores and provide content access terminals 118, coupled to

18
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WAN 117, in separate retail outlets. Content access terminals 1 18 have access, via gateway
116, to stored content accessible over communications network 101.

[0081] Referring now to Figure 6, this shows a data supply computer system 120. In this

5 embodiment, three content access terminals 118a-c, e-payment systems 121a, b, and content

access web server 124 are all coupled to internet 142. Data supply system 120 is coupled to

the content provision system 100 illustrated in Figure 5. Where commimications network

101 ofFigure 5 is an extranet, this extranet physically operates over intemet 142; where

communications network 101 does not partly operate via internet 142, a connection to

10 internet 142 is established via gateway server 114 as shown in Figure 5. In this way content
access terminals 1 18a-c are provided with controlled access to the stored content data of

content provision system 100.

[0082] E-payment systems 121a and l2lb are coupled to banks 122a, b and c, d respectively.
15 These provide an e-payrnent system according to, for example, MONDEX, Proton, and/or

Visa cash compliant standards. Preferably at least one of e-payment systems 121a, b operates

a so-called “open purse” system in which the value is stored as a publicly verifiable digital

signature issued by the e-payrnent system. In such a signature-transporting arrangement,

payment data may be validated using public keys and thus payment authentication need not

20 be performed by the e—payment system but may instead be performed by, for example, a data

access terminal or data supply system computer, using payment management code. The

authenticated signatures, which in effect perform a similar role to checks, are submitted to the

relevant e-payment system after authentication for verification and reimbursement or transfer

ofmonetary value. With such a system payments may be made anonymously and thus payer
25 identification is not essential. Data carriers, such as data cards, may be issued with stored

value or without value, in which latter case value (that is, a publicly verifiable digital
signature) may be written onto the card during an on-line transaction.

[0083] In alternative embodiments, a data canier such as the smart Flash card described

30 below may be used to create value beating digital signatures as is well-known to those

familiar with e-money.

[0084] Content access web server 124 is also coupled to internet 142 for providing content
access tenninals 118a-c with access to content data. Content access web server 124 is

35 typically owned by a content data supply “system owner” who acts as an intermediary

19
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between a content access terminal user and a content provider, forwarding content data

provided (directly or indirectly) by a content provider to a content access terminal and then to

a stored content data carrier. Web server 124 is coupled to web server code storage 126

storing Java code for generating web pages for interpretation by web browsers on content

5 access terminals 111a-c. The web pages provide the content download, value add, CRM

(customer reward management) value check/spend and website link fimctions described

below.

[0085] Web server 124 is coupled to payment processor 128, Digital Rights Management

10 (DRM) processor 130, access control processor 132, and content distribution processor 134.

Payment processor 128 includes payment management code storage 128a and is coupled to

payment record data store 136. Access control processor 132 includes access control code

storage 132a and is coupled to access control data store 138. DRM processor 130 includes

DRM code storage 130a and is coupled to content access and DRM data store 140. Content

15 distribution processor 134 includes CRM (customer reward management) and payment

distribution management code storage 134a and is also coupled to content access and DRM

data store 140. As shown in Figure 6, processors 128-134 are all in communication with one

another.

20 [0086] Processors 128, 130, 132 and 134 may comprise separate application programs or a

single computer program and may operate on a single physical computer, on which web

server 124 may also be provided, or may operate on separate computers. Likewise data

stores 136, 138 and 140 may comprise a single physical data store or may be distributed over

a plurality ofphysical devices and may even be at physically remote locations from

25 processors 128-134 and coupled to these processors via internet 142.

[0087] Web server 124 communicates with processors 128-134 by means of a CGI (common

gateway interface) script and the code associated with processors 128-134 may be written in

any conventional computer language such as C, C++, or Perl. However, in other

30 embodiments one or more of the processors may be coupled to web server 124 via internet

142 and owned and operated by a separate entity, such as a financial institution. In this case

conventional secure web-based communications may be operated between web server 124

and the relevant processor. In particular, payment processor 128 may be operated by one of

the e-payment system providers 128a, b.

35

20
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[0088] Payment management code 128a issues and authenticates payment data and stores an

audit record in payment record data store 136. Access control code l32a stores identification

data (of-a user or card) together with registration data provided by a user when registering

with the system owner. This data comprises a user password for accessing stored content

and/or payment data; user characterizing data, for example characterizing user preferences,

for marketing purposes; data indicating an e-payment system to use; and in some

embodiments, further general user related data such as card level data for identifying the

provision of “gold” level services to selected users. A copy of the password is stored with the

content data on the portable data carrier, as described further below. Alternatively, one or

both of the access control data store and portable data carrier may simply store data for

verifying a user-entered password.

[0089] Content access and DRM data store 140 stores data related to content access and

content use, but does not itself store content data items; these are instead provided via content

provision system 100 described above. Data store 140 stores a plurality of records each

comprising a data item identifier, a data item description, a data item type or genre, and

location data comprising one or more pointers to a location or locations from where the data

item can be downloaded. Associated with a data item is also a table of use rule data

comprising a list ofvalues (i.e. content data item prices) and corresponding levels of

permitted usage. Thus a value of £1 might permit ten plays of a music track, while the value

of£l0 might permit an unlimited number ofplays of the track and copying ofthe track for

personal use.

[0090] Also associated with a data item is a table ofpayment distribution data comprising a

list of recipients and corresponding fractions of the data item value each is to receive.

Typically, the main recipient will be the copyright owner of the data item and other recipients

will be selected from the content creator, the artist or artists, the system owner, the content

publisher, and the retailer/distributor. The payment distribution proportions may be

dependent upon the payment value, in which case a plurality of sets ofpayment distribution

figures may be associated with each data item, each set of distribution figures corresponding

to a payment value range. The payment data and distribution data is here termed DRM

(Digital Rights Management) data.

[0091] Further associated with a data item is a table of CRM (Customer Reward

Management) data, linked to the user rule data, comprising CRM rifles to specify, for one or

2]
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more data item use levels, a quantity of reward points and one or more recipients for the

reward points (the recipients may include the card user and the retailer/distributor).

[0092] The CRM and payment distribution code 134a operates with content access and DRM

5 data store 140 to inform a system user of the description and value of a data item, to access

and download a data item from the content provider system to a content access terminal, to

provide content use rules with the data item, and to provide instructions either to payment

processor 128 or to e-payment system 121 to distribute payments for the data item to the

recipients identified by the data store 140 and to distribute CRM reward points.
10

[0093] The access control data store 138 holds a secure key, such as a secret “public” key in

a public key cryptography system, for the system owner to authenticate its identity to a

content provider. This data is held securely with other sensitive data in the access control

data store 138. As is described in more detail below, when data supply system 120 receives a

15 request for a content data item from a content access terminal 1 18, it looks up a location from

which the data item is available using content access and DRM data store 140 and then

determines the identity of the corresponding content provider. This identity is either stored in

content access and DRM data store 140 or, as there are relatively few content providers, it

may be hard written in DRM code 1 30a. DRM code 130 then requests access control

20 processor 132 to provide the secure system owner identifier fiom access control data store

138 to the relevant content provider and sets up a trusted connection between the content

provider and content access web server 124 for downloading the data item to a content access

terminal 118 and then to a portable data carrier.

25 [0094] Referring now to Figure 7, this shows a variety ofcontent access terminals for

accessing data supply computer system 120 over internet 142. The terminals are provided

with an interface to a portable data carrier or “smart Flash car ” (SFC) as generally described

with reference to Figure 2 and as described in more detail below. In most embodiments of

the terminal the SFC interface allows the smart Flash card data carrier to be inserted into and

30 removed fi'om the terminal, but in some embodiments the data carrier may be integral with
the terminal.

[0095] Referring now to the specific embodiments illustrated in Figure 7, a simple content

access terminal may comprise a home personal computer 144 with SFC interface 144a. In

35 another embodiment, a mobile communications device 152 is provided with a smart Flash

22
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card interface 152a and is coupled to intemet 142 via radio tower 150, mobile

communications system 148 and mobile communications intemet gateway 146.

[0096] In another embodiment, a smart Flash card interface is provided to a so-called “set top

5 box” (STB) 154. The set top box is, in effect, a receiver for television programs received on

video input 154b, which may comprise a satellite TV signal, a cable TV signal or an off-air

TV signal. The video signal is provided from the set top box to television 156 or to some

other home entertainment device such as a personal computer (not shown). In another

embodiment, content access terminals 166 and 168 each with respective SFC interfaces 166a

10 and 168a are coupled to a retailer local area network (LAN) 160 connected to internet 142 via

retailer LAN server 158. DVD player 164 is also coupled to LAN 160. In a further

embodiment a smart Flash card interface 170a is provided for a CD/DVD player 170.

[0097] In these latter three embodiments, content data for storage on the smart Flash card

15 may be retrieved from broadcast video and/or a CD or DVD. In this case, the computer data

supply system 120 illustrated in Figure 6 may be used to provide use rule data for the content

data stored on the smart Flash card, and to pay for data downloaded onto the card; the content

data may be captured before or after the data supply system 120 is accessed to enable use of

the stored data, but in a preferred embodiment content data written to the card from a supplier

20 other than the content data supply computer system is not accessible to a user until

corresponding use rule data has been downloaded from computer system 120, which will

normally be afier receiving payment for the downloaded data.

[0098] Referring now to Figure 8, this shows a schematic diagram ofone embodiment of a

25 data access terminal 170. The terminal comprises a general purpose computer including an

audio/visual interface 184, a keyboard 1 86 and a pointing device 188 for providing an

interface to the user. The terminal has an internet interface 176, for example a modem, and

optionally a LAN/WAN interface 174 for connecting the terminal to a retailer or distributor

LAN or WAN. The terminal also has an optional video input 178 for receiving broadcast

30 video data and a media input device 180, such as a CD or DVD drive. Further

communications I/O ports 182 may also be provided. A portable data carrier or smart Flash

card interface 190 is provided for interfacing to a smart Flash card. Optionally, a cash input

and verification system 192, such as is conventionally used in an automatic teller machine

(ATM), may also be incorporated within the content access terminal. The terminal has

35 working memory 194 such as RAM and program memory 196 which can comprise any

23
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conventional storage device such as RAM, ROM or a disk drive. Program code in program

memory 196 may also be stored on removable disk 198. A processor 200 loads and

implements program code stored in program memory 196. All the components of the

terminal are linked by a data and communications bus 172.

[0099] More specifically, processor 200 loads and implements cash payment management

code 200a for managing cash input data from cash input and verification system 192, for

adding value to a smart Flash card. Processor 200 also implements a web browser 200b for

accessing system owner web pages and data exchange interface 200c for exchanging data

10 between a smart Flash card interface to the terminal and data supply system 120.

[0100] Processor 200 also implements off-line contents retrieval code 200d for retrieving

data for storage on a smart Flash card from media input device 180 and/or video input 178

and/or LAN/WAN interface 174. The processor implements a content sampler 200e for

15 outputting small extracts of content data items to a user via audio/visual interface 184. Such

data item samples may be stored with the content description data in content access data store

140. The processor also implements a smart Flash card interface driver 200f, user interface

code 200g and additional communication drivers 200h for driving LAN/WAN interface 174

and/or comms I/O ports 182.

20

[0101] Referring now to Figure 9, this shows a schematic diagram of components of a

portable data carrier 202, in the embodiment shown a so-called “smart Flash card”. In this

context, “smart Flash card” refers to an IC card similar in size to a plastic payment card

incorporating a processor and Flash data memory, preferably oflarge capacity. For further

25 details on smart cards, reference may be made to the ISO (International Standards

Organization) series of standards, including ISO 7810, ISO 7811, ISO 7812, ISO 7813, ISO

7816, ISO 9992 and ISO 10102, which are hereby incorporated by reference.

[0102] Referring in n1ore detail to Figure 9, a data and communications bus 204 links

30 components of the card which include a processor 210, working memory 212, timing and

control logic 208 and an external interface which may have contacts (ISO 7816) or be

contactless (ISO 10536) for providing external access to a bus 204 for reading data from and

writing data to the card 202. Also coupled to bus 204 are permanent program memory 216,

non-volatile data memory 218 and non-volatile (Flash) content data memory 214. Non-

35 volatile data memory 218 may comprise EEPROM and permanent program memory 216 may

24
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comprise ROM, for example, mask-programmed ROM. All the components ofFigure 9 are

mounted on a single substrate, in a preferred embodiment bearing contacts for external

interface 206.

5 [0103] Processor 200 loads and implements program code from permanent program memory

2] 6. This code comprises operating system code for providing the card with a basic

operating system for at least external communications; payment management code for

supplying payment data from non-volatile data memory 218 to pay for downloaded content;

DRM (Digital Rights Management) and security code, including code to implement content

10 data use rules and code for password controlled access to data and program functions; CRM

code for implementing CRM—re1ated rules; and content synthesis code for combining stored

content data with additional data provided via external interface 206 for synthesizing

complete content item data.

15 [0104] Non-volatile data memory 21 8 stores data including card identity data, access control

data, including password data for validating a user password, access record data for storing a

record of access attempts and their outcomes, and content supply data such as system owner

website addresses and retailer/distributor website addresses.

20 [0105] Data memory 218 further stores card value data comprising e-money such as publicly

venfiable digital signatures, and payment data for storing a payment audit trail including

payment amounts and data on to whom payments have been made. The memory 218 also

stores RFM (Recency Frequency Monetary) data to provide a record of transactions for

market research and customer reward purposes, and CRM data storing customer reward

25 points. Data memory 218 also stores an index of content data items stored in Flash memory

214 and associated content use rules, as well as DRM and royalty data for maintaining an

audit trail ofuse history for rights management tracking. Optionally, data memory 218 may

also store supply chain data specifying a supply chain route through which data has been

obtained fiom a content provider, which may be used for rewarding supply chain

30 intermediaries, for example on a commission or reward points basis.

[0106] Content data memory 214 preferably comprises at least 100 MB ofdata storage,

partitioned as data blocks ofa size selected to match the stored content type. For storing

video data, Flash memory 214 preferably comprises > 1 GB data storage and the data blocks

35 into which the data memory is partitioned are larger.

25
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[0107] Referring now to Figure 10, this shows a schematic diagram of a data access device

220, such as a portable audio/video player. The data access device 220 comprises a

conventional dedicated computer system including a processor 238, permanent program

5 memory 236, such as ROM, working memory 234, such as RAM, and timing and control

logic 226 all coupled by a data and communications bus 222. Also coupled to the bus are an

audio interface 228, a display 230 and user controls 232, for providing a user interface. A

smart Flash card interface 224 is coupled to bus 222 for interfacing with a smart Flash card

for retrieving and playing stored content data.

10

[0108] Permanent program memory 236 stores program code for implementation by

processor 23 8; this code may also be provided on a data carrier such as a ROM chip or disk

240. Processor 238 implements an SFC interface 2383, a user interface 238b, a content

player 238d for retrieving stored content data fiom a smart Flash card interfaced to the device

15 and for outputting audio and/or video data derived fi'om the retrieved content data (which

may comprise compressed audio and/or video data) to a user of the device.

[0109] Processor 238 also implements use control 23 8c for controlling access to and use of

contents stored on the smart Flash card by the content access device user. Use control routine

20 23 3c and/or DRM and security code in permanent memory 216 on the smart Flash card may

also implement digital watermarking and other Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI)

content protection code as specified in the SDMI portable device specification, part one,

version 1.0 (see www.sdmi.org) which is hereby incorporated by reference.

25 [0] 10] Figures 11a and 1 lb show a flow diagram of a process for registering a data carrier or

smart Flash card with a data supplier or system owner operating a data supply system as

illustrated in Figure 6. A smart Flash card may be issued entirely blank, that is, with no

prestored content or value, with prestored value but no prestored content, with prestored

content but not prestored value (the content being provided free) or with both prestored value

30 and prestored content. Thus, for example, a user may purchase a card with stored value but

no stored content over the counter at a retailer. The process ofFigures 11a and 1 lb illustrates

the registration of a card with neither prestored content nor prestored value. As illustrated the

regisuation process records user registration data in the access control data store 138 of

Figure 6 and writes value data onto the blank card.

35

26
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[0111] At step S10 a smart Flash card is inserted into a content access terminal smart Flash

card interface. The system owner web page is then loaded onto the content access terminal

and displayed to the user (step S11). User registration data is then entered into the content

access terminal (step S12) and transmitted to the system owner (S13). The user registration-

5 data may include a user identity, a preferred e-payment system to use and, optionally, a

content access PIN or password, and a service level (for example bronze, silver or gold). The

optional password may be a password required by the e-payment system for validation of a

payment by the user with the card or it may be a password to protect unauthorized access to

content on a smart Flash card to protect stored data in the event, for example, of the card

10 being stolen. A single password may serve both these functions. The content access tenninal

web browser is configured so that all sensitive data passing between the terminal and the

system owner is securely transmitted, for example by using a conventional encryption system
such as PK! (Public Key Infiastructure).

15 [0112] At step S14 :1 payment request is received from the system owner at the content

access terminal and displayed to the user. At step S15 the user enters payment data into the

content access terminal and this payment data is transmitted to the system owner, for adding

value to the card. This may, for example, be a credit card transaction as is conventionally

used for purchase over the internet. Card value data and a card value access code is then

20 received by the content access terminal from the system owner at step S16. The card value

corresponds to the payment made by the user and the value access code may be a password

entered by the user at step S12 or may comprise a password for PIN created by payment

processor 128 or e-payment system 121 as illustrated in Figure 6. In a preferred embodiment,

the user pays the system owner and the system owner then directly provides digital signature

25 data representing value to the content access terminal for writing onto the smart Flash card.

[0113] At step S17, card registration data is received from the system owner by the content

access terminal and written onto the smart Flash card. This card registration data comprises

user identity data, access control data, payment system specifying data, system owner access

30 data, such as a system owner web page address and other dial-up information. At this stage

other data may be entered by the user and written onto the card, including, for example, user

preference data, retail outlet and CRM'data (alternatively user preference data may be

captured at step S 12). At step S18 the card value data and card value access code received at

27
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step S16 is written onto the card and output to the user visually and, optionally, as a printed

record. The card is then available for use, at step S19.

[0114] Figure llb shows the corresponding registration steps performed by the system

5 owner’s data supply system 120. At step S20, a request for a smart card registration web

page is received fiom a content access device and, at step S21, transmitted to the device.

User registration data is then received, at step S22, from the content access terminal and

stored in content access control data store 138. The system owner’s computer system then

transmits, at step S23, a payment request to the content access terminal and receives, at step

10 S24, payment data in reply, this payment is then authenticated, at step S25, with an e-

payment system such as payment system 121 a or b illustrated in Figure 6, and after

verification the payment processor 128 of the computer system transmits, at step S26, value

data and a value access code to the content access terminal, for writing onto the smart Flash

card. The payment processor then updates the payment record data store 136 with data

15 relating to the transaction (step S27) and, at step S28, retrieves card registration data

previously written into the access control data store and transmits this registration data to the

content access terminal. At step S29 the transaction is then complete.

[0115] Referring now to Figures 12a-c, these illusnate a flow chart for downloading data to a

20 smart Flash card using a data access terminal. At step S30 the smart Flash card is inserted

into the content access terminal and the user then enters, at step S3 1, their password for

gaining access to the fimctionality of the smart Flash card. At step S32, the content access

terminal transmits the password to the smart card for verification and the terminal checks, at

step S33, whether access is permitted. If access is not permitted a warning is displayed by

25 the terminal, at step S34, and an access denied count is implemented. A threshold count is

then read from the card together with a count of the total number of times access to the card

has been denied (step S35). At step S36 the terminal checks whether the total number of

denied accesses is within three of the card threshold, and if it is not, returns to step S3 1, while

if it is, it proceeds to step S37 where the terminal displays a warning that a further denied

30 access is likely to result in erasure of content stored on the card. At step S38 the terminal

then checks whether its count of denied accesses is greater than its threshold value, returning

to step S31 ifnot, and displaying an access refused message at step S39 if the total number of

permitted accesses has been exceeded. The system then waits at step S39 for removal of the

smart Flash card from the content access terminal.

28
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[0116] Ifaccess is permitted at step S33, the terminal loads outline CRM data fi'om the card

(step S40) and loads retail data, such as targeted advertising, from the retailer LAN/WAN

(step S41). At step S42, the terminal then displays amenu ofoptions, retail data such as

5 advertising or CRM—.related data and outline CRM data, such as a total number ofreward

points earned, on the content access terminal. Many options include download content (from

a system owner), add monetary value (to the card), check/spend CRM value stored on the

card, follow website links, and exit. At step S43, the user inputs a menu option which, in the

illustrated flow chart, is the download option. The system thus passes to step S44 and loads

10 the system owner’s content access web page onto the content access terminal and displays

this to the user.

[0117] At step S45, the user enters a content search request, which is transmitted to the

system owner content distributor processor 134. Content search results are received back

15 from the content distribution processor, including a content identifier, a briefdescription, and

content cost data for at least one payment option, and these results are displayed on the user

on the content access terminal. The user then selects one or more content items at step S47

and the selection is transmitted to the content distribution processor 134 where further

content cost data and purchase option data is retrieved from data store 140. At step S48, this

20 content cost and purchase data (including use rule data) is received from the system owner

and displayed to the terminal user. The user then selects, at step S49, a purchase option and

confirms a purchase request or, alternatively, selects “exit” to return to the menu display of

step S42. After one or more content items have been selected, together with a purchase

option, hard value and CRM data is read fiom the smart Flash card at step S50, and at step

25 S51 a check is made to determine whether the monetary and/or CRM (reward points) value

stored on the smart Flash card is sufficient to purchase the selected purchase data items. If

the card value is insufficient, a warning is displayed at step S52 and the system returns to the

menu display at step S42. If the card value is sufficient, at step S53 the content access

terminal transmits a payment request to the smart Flash card.

30

[0118] Payment for the data item or items requested may either be made directly to the

system owner or may be made to an e-payment system such as e—payment systems 121a and

l2lb ofFigure 6, with these systems then forwarding payment confirmation data to the

system owner computer system. Alternatively, the content access terminal may transmit data

29
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to the card to set up a transaction directly with a content provider who, being the copyright

owner, would normally receive the majority of the payment.

[0119] At step S54, payment data for making a payment to the system owner is received from

5 the smart Flash card by the content access terminal and forwarded to an e-payrnent system

such as e-payment system 121 in Figure 6. Payment record data, validating payment by the

card to the system owner, is then received back from the e—payment system at step S55 by the

content access terminal and forwarded to the card for updating payment data on the card. In

alternative embodiments, payment data from the card may be provided directly to the system

10 owner’s data supply computer for authentication and, optionally, further validation with an e-

payment system by the system owner’s computer.

[0120] Distribution of the payment received by the system owner fi'om the card is performed

by the system owner’s computer system, as described elsewhere. Such payment distribution

15 will normally provide a small percentage of the total payment to a “owner” or operator of the

content access terminal, such as a retailer, distributor, or in other embodiments, mobile

communications network operator or cable TV network operator.

[012]] In the presently described embodiment, payment record data received in step S55 is

20 transmitted to the system owner to confirm payment by the card and thus it is the content

access terminal, in the described embodiment, which authenticates a payment before

confirming that the payment has been made to the system owner.

[0122] In step S56, together with the payment record data, purchase request and card

25 registration data is transmitted to the system owner to identify one or more content data items

for purchase and to identify the purchaser. Then, at step S57, the content access terminal sets

up a transaction between the system owner data supply computer and the smart Flash card for

download of the identified content items requested from the data supplier to the smart Flash

card. The download is preferably arranged so that there is no permanent storage of

30 downloaded data on the content access terminal (although temporary storage in a disk cache

may be permissible), and there is further preferably no temporary storage on the content

access terminal of complete data for a content data item. This provides data security and

reassurance to the content providers.

30
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[0123] In the same way as with card registration described with regard to Figure 1 1, a secure

and trusted link is set up between the content access terminal and/or the smart Flash card and

the data supply computer in a conventional manner as is well known to those skilled in the art

(for example, using public key data encryption). The data transaction may be set up directly

5 between the smart Flash card and the data supply computer, in which case the content access

terminal has no access to unencrypted content data, or it may be set up between the content

access terminal and the data supply computer, in which case unencrypted data is written by

the content access terminal to the smart Flash card. Standard transmission protocols are used

to ensure complete transmission of a content data item, for example by re-transmitting blocks

10 of data which are not correctly received.

[0124] Also at step S57, one or more content access rules is received from the system owner

data supply computer and written to the smart Flash card so that each content data item has

an associated use rule to specify under what conditions a user of the smart Flash card is

15 allowed access to the content data item.

[0125] At step S58 the content access terminal receives CRM data from the content

distribution processor 1 34 of the system owner, for example specifying a number of reward

points earned by downloading the selected content items. This CRM data will nonnally be

20 written to the smart Flash card (step S59), but may additionally or alternatively be stored in

the content access terminal or in a data store of the content access terminal owner so that the

reward points are held by the distributor/retailer/cable TV operator. Finally, also at step S59,

a complete record ofdetails of the transactions between the smart Flash card and the content

access terminal, the smart Flash card and the system owner, the sma.rt Flash card and the e-

25 payment system, and the content access terminal and the e-payment system and/or data

supply computer is recorded on the smart Flash card to provide an audit trial. The system

then returns to the menu display at step S42.

[0126] The add monetary value menu option provided by the menu operates in a similar

30 manner to that described with regard to steps S15 and S16 of Figure 1 la and steps S24 to S27

ofFigure 1 lb. In embodiments of the system in which the smart Flash card operates either in

a debit (pre-pay) or credit mode, operating mode data may be loaded from the card together

with outlying CRM data at step S40. If the card is operating in a credit mode then, at step

S41, the content access terminal reads content use data records from the card and proceeds

35 correspondingly to steps S47 and S48 to determine the value ofthe content accessed and then

31
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proceeds according to steps S15 and $16 ofFigure 11a and steps S24 to S27 ofFigure 11b to

retrieve payment for the accessed content from the card owner. Where enhanced access

control features are provided, access control data read from the smart Flash card or entered

into the content access terminal at step S31 is used, in step S44, to access the system owner

5 content access webpage and, in some embodiments, to set up a secure connection between the

content access terminal and system owner data supply computer at step S44.

[0127] Referring now to Figures 12d and l2e, these show steps in a process implemented on

the system owner’s data supply computer for providing content data to a content access

10 terminal and thence to a data carrier such as a smart Flash card. At step S60 the system

owner’s content access web page is requested by a content access terminal and transmitted to

the requesting terminal. A search request for searching for a content data item is received, at

step S61 , from the content access terminal, and at step S62 content distribution processor 134

of the content supply system searches content access and DRM data store 140 and transmits

15 the search results to the content access terminal. The search results will normally comprise a

content item identifier, a content item description, optionally a content item sample, and at

least one content item price, for example for a default payment option. The search results

may comprise a set of content data items, either selected by type or artist or comprising some

predetermined selection in a similar manner to a compilation of tracks on a CD.

20

[0128] At step S63 content item selection data identifying one or more content items is

retrieved fi'om the content access terminal, and at step S64 content item purchase data for the

selected content items is retrieved from content access and DRM data store 140. This

purchase data will normally include, for each selected content item, one or more prices and

25 purchase options. Purchase option data may simply comprise one of a set of standard

options, for example “1” to purchase outright, “2” to rent for a period of time, “3” to rent for

a number ofplays, and “4” to rent with a final purchase option. The purchase option data

may also indicate when a content item is available free.

30 [0129] At step S65 the content purchase data is transmitted to the content access terminal,

and at step S66 payment record data, indicating a payment made from the smart Flash card to

the system owner, purchase request data, card registration data and, optionally, access control

data, is received from the content access terminal. The payment record data confirms a

payment for the requested data items, the purchase request data specifies the payment option

35 selected for the selected content items, and the card registration data provides data for

32
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keeping records of the transaction and providing reward points; the access control data may

be required for additional data security. At step S67 the payment record data, in the

described embodiment of the system, is validated with an e-payment system such as e-

payment system 121 ofFigure 6. As illustrated in the flow chart, the data supply system

5 computer checks with the e-payment system that a payment has in fact been made to the

system owner. In other embodiments ofthe system, payment may be made directly to the

system owner, and either concurrently with the content access and download process, or at

some later stage, payment data received fi'om the smart Flash card may be verified with the e-

payment system for reimbursement of the system owner.
10 A

[0130] At step S68, payment distribution data is read from the content access data store 140.

This data will indicate how payment made by the card for the data is to be distributed among

recipients. In one embodiment, recipients’ payment fractions are specified in general terms

in the content access data store, for example copyright owner 0.90, system owner 0.01,

15 retailer/distributor 0.02, publisher 0.02, creator 0.05. Identification of who is the relevant

copyright owner is stored in the data store together with the content item identifier, but may

be selected from more than one possible content provider for the data item, and identification

ofwho is the relevant retailer/distributor may be determined from, for example, content

access identity information received from the content access terminal when the system owner

20 content access web page is accessed at step S60. At step S69, payments are then distributed

in accordance with the payment distribution data, either by direct distribution ofvalue-

bearing digital signatures to the relevant parties, or by issuing a payment distribution

instruction to e-payment system 121. Preferably the data supply system stores records of

individual card payments and, at intervals, combines the payment distribution data for a

25 plurality of individual records to output payment data for distributing the total payment

received by the data supply system fiom a batch of individual payments.

[013]] At step S70, content access rules for the purchased level of service are read from the

content access data store. These rules could, for example, specify that only a predetermined

30 number ofaccesses to the content are permitted, for example 10 plays. Alternatively, the

rules could provide access for, say, one month from the download date. Other rules may

provide unlimited plays but only on specified players, for example set top boxes owned by a

particular cable TV network (as determined by content access device identification data

provided to a smart Flash card from a content access device). A content provider

33
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identification for the requested content data is also read from the content access data store at

step S70 together with CRM data for issuing reward points.

[0132] At step S71 , content access rules for the requested content data items are retrieved

5 from data store 140 and transmitted to the content access terminal. Then, at step S72, DRM

processor 130 of the data supply system transmits a transaction request and authentication

data to the content provider identified in step S70. This request identifies the system owner

data supply system to the content provider in a secure manner, either by means ofphysical

security, such as a dedicated connection from the system owner data supply system to the

10 content provider, or by means of an electronically secure connection such as an encryption

connection. Then, at step S73, the content access web server 124 receives protected content

from the content provider, comprising the data items requested by the content access

terminal, and transmits this protected content to the content access terminal. The content is

preferably protected by data encryption but may be protected in other ways, for example, by

15 digital watermarking or simply by the large number ofother transactions taking place at any

one time over the intemet. The data supply system computer, at this point, essentially acts as

a transparent data forwa.rder, forwarding data from the content provider to the content access

terminal, which itself is preferably effectively transparent, using data exchange interface 200c

to‘ transmit the protected content data directly to the smart Flash card. As described with

20 regard to Figure 12d, the content download protocol includes error protection and

transmission retry protocols to ensure substantially error-flee data transmission.

[0133] Once content has been downloaded to the content access terminal (and, hence, to the

smart Flash card) at step S74 a record of the purchase data and content accessed is written to

25 payment record data store 136, to provide an audit trail. Then, at step S75, updated CRM

data is written to the content access data store 140, using rules stored in the content access

data store, in conjunction with a record of the downloaded data items, to calculate the CRM

data (i.e. reward points). The updated CRM data is then also transmitted to the content

access terminal, where it can be forwarded to the smart Flash card. Then, at step S76, the

30 process ends.

[0134] Referring now to Figure 13, this shows a flow chart for user access of stored data on a

smart Flash card using a data access device such as the IVIP3 player of Figure 1. At step S77

the smart Flash card is inserted into the player and, at step S78, the user enters a password

35 into the player, which is transmitted to the smart Flash card for validation (this step is
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optional). If access to stored data on the card is permitted, the process proceeds to step S79

where an index ofcontent data items stored on the card is loaded from the card and displayed

together with a menu. The menu provides options including access content, check value

(stored on the card), check CRM data (such as reward points) stored on the card, and play

5 options (such as no video, repeat play, random play, and the like). If the user wishes to

access content data items stored on the smart Flash card, a user selection of such items is

entered into the player at step S80, for example using cursor keys or a pointer; additionally or

alternatively a default play option may be provided to, for example, play the most recently

downloaded data.

1 0

[0135] At step S81 content use status data for the selected content items is loaded from the

smart Flash card together with associated content use rules. Then, at step S82, the use rules

and present use status for each selected content item are compared and the result is displayed

together with a content play menu. The content play menu may comprise a simple list of the

15 selected content items with items not available for access highlighted in, for example, red.

Alternatively, more detailed content access permission data may be displayed such as the

purchased contents use for a content data item, the actual use of the data item made so far,

and the available remaining use. Then, at step S83, the player determines whether content

use is permitted. Ifuse is not permitted, the process returns to step S79 to re-display the

20 menu; if content use is permitted the system proceeds to step S84.

[0136] At step S84 the selected content data items whose use is permitted are retrieved

sequentially from the card, decoded as necessary, and the decoded audio and/or video data is

made available to the user, for example, by providing audio output at a headphone socket on

25 the player and displaying video output on the player display. Preferably, the player also

retrieves supplementary data stored in association with a content data item, such as

advertising data, or for a web-enabled player, hot links to web sites for sale ofgoods or

services, particularly those related to the accessed content data item or those identified to

appeal to users accessing the data item (such as pop group merchandizing or Harley Davidson

30 (trade mark) motor bikes for rock music/video).

[0137] Preferably, the player is provided with “pause” and “continue” functions and

corresponding user controls. When “pause” is selected the process passes to step S85 and

writes a record to the smart Flash card comprising data specifying how much use has been

35 made of the accessed content data item. In the case ofmusic or video data, this may

35
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comprise start and end time markers or simply a play duration time (the start time being

predetermined, for example at the start ofthe data item). In the case ofa game the partial use

data may comprise an elapsed play time or a number of lives left. In the case of a data item

providing a service such as access to stock and share prices, or weather information, or a

5 share dealing service, the partial use information may comprise a status record indicating the

status of an interrupted transaction. When the “continue” function is selected on the player

the process returns to step S84.

[0138] To allow for the smart Flash card being removed from the player between pause and

10 continue events, a check may be made at step S78, by reading a parfial use status data fi'om

the card, to determine whether a content data item was left in a pause state when the card was

last used. If such a pause state is determined to exist for a content data item, the process may

then jump directly to step S85 to allow a user to resume or continue with the content data

item and proceed directly to step S84.

1 5

[0139] Once play is complete the process moves to step S85 where updated content use data

is written to the smart Flash card. This updated use data provides a record ofthe use of a

content made in step S84. This record can then be used in steps S81 to S83 to determine, on

a subsequent occasion, whether further use of the content data item is permitted. Finally, at

20 step S86, customer reward management reward rules are loaded from the smart Flash card

together with CRM data stored on the card. The CRM data is then updated, using the CRM

reward rules, to reflect the use of content data items made in step S84 and the updated data is

written back to the smart Flash card.

25 [0140] In one embodiment the CRM reward rules are determined by the content access

terminal owner (retailer/distributor/cable or mobile network operator) a.nd are written onto

the card when registering the card. The updated CRM data may then be accessed by a

content access terminal for spending or other use when the smart Flash card is next inserted

into a content access terminal. Once the CRM data has been updated, the process returns to

30 step S79 to display the content index and menu.

[0141] The specific embodiments of the invention described above use communication over

the internet and web-based technology but this is not essential, and the invention may be

implemented using any electronic communications network, such as a wide area network,

35 local area network, wireless network, or conventional land line network. Likewise, the

36
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invention is applicable to the internet, intranets, extranets, a.nd other intemet protocol

networks. '

[0142] The skilled person will understand that many variants to the system are possible and

5 the invention is not limited to the described embodiments but encompasses modifications

which lie within the spirit and scope of the present invention.
6038] 106 V1
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SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION

DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Backgund of the Invention

j9_(_)_Q1J_This invention is generally concerned with data storage and access systems. More

particularly, it relates to a portable data carrier for storing and paying for data and to computer

systems for providing access to data to be stored. The invention also includes corresponding

methods and computer programs. The invention is particularly useful for managing stored

audio and video data, but may also be applied to storage and access oftext and software,
including games, as well as other types ofdata.

A 9nee|0002[ One problem associated with the increasingly wide use of the intemet is the

growing prevalence of so-called data pirates. Such pirates obtain data either by unauthorised

imauthorized or legitimate means and then make this data available essentially world-wide

over the intemet without  aumodufion. Data can be a very valuable

commodity, but once it has been published on the Inteiziet-in_te1_r;e_t it is difiicult to police

access to and use of it by Internet users who may not even realise-£e_al2'.-z_§ that it is pirated.

This is a particular problem with audio recordings, and, once the bandwidth becomes

available, is also likely to be evident with video.

|0003| Over the past three or four years compressed audio sources have become increasingly
widely available on web pages. One widely used audio data compression format is MP3

(M.PEG -_Audio Layer 3) of the MPEG1 compression algorithm), which is an internationally

defined standard including a definition ofcompressed audio infonnation such as speech or

music. It relies on psycho-acoustic properties ofhuman hearing to achieve very large data

compression factors. It is thus feasible to download usefully long passages ofmusic in a

practically convenient short time. Pirate data suppliers have not been slow to rea-lisei

the potential of this, and many unauthorised-unauthorized websites have sprung up offering
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popular music, including recent releases by world _-famous bands. This has caused the

recording industry considerable concern and there is an urgent need to find a way to address
the problem of data piracy.
; ‘ ‘- I‘ I
 

Surnmgy of the Invention

fll_)gIj_According to the present invention there is therefore provided a method ofproviding

portable data comprising providing a portable data storage device comprising downloaded

data storage means and payment validation means; providing a terminal for internet access;

coupling the portable data storage device to the terminal; reading payment information fi'om

the payment validation means using the terminal; validating the payment information; and

downloading data into the portable storage device from a data supplier.

|0005| Another aspect of the invention provides a corresponding mobile data retrieval device

for retrieving and outputting data such as stored music and/or noise from the data storage
device.

fllQfi|_The payment validation means is, for example, means to validate payment with an

external authority such as a bank or building society. The combination of the payment

validation means with the data storage means allows the access to the downloaded data which

is to be stored by the data storage means, to be made conditional upon checked and validated

payment being made for the data. Binding the data access and payment together allows the

legitimate owners of the data to make the data available themselves over the intemet without

fear of loss ofrevenue, thus undermining the position of data pirates.

fl)0_0Z]_A further advantage of the system is that it allows users under the age of 18 to make

intemet purchases. Currently intemet users pay for goods and/or services by credit card.

Since credit cards cannot belegitimately be used by persons under the age of 18 (at least in

the UK), a significant fi-action of adventurous intemet users are excluded from e-commerce,
one of the most significant predicted uses of the intemet. In one embodiment ofthe

invention, however, the payment validation means comprises e-cash—_; that is, the payment
validation means stores transaction value information on a cash value of transactions

validatable by the data storage means. In simple terms, the data storage means can be a card

which is charged up to a desired cash value (ifnecessary limited to a maximum value) at a

I
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suitable terminal. This might be an intemet access terminal but could, more simply, be a

device to accept the data storage card and to receive and count money deposited by the user to
charge the card, writing update cash value information onto the card. More sophisticated
ways ofupdating the cash value on the card are also possible, such as direct bank transfer.

Since, with this type ofembodiment, the data storage means is, essentially, precharged with
cash rather than acting as a credit card, it can be used by young people without the risk of
their incurring large debts.

]_(_)9g8_|_In one embodiment the data storage means is powered by the retrieval device when it

is connected to the device and retains a memory ofthe downloaded data when it is

unpowered. This can be achieved by the use of Flash RAM or, more generally, any form of

programmable read-only memory. Alternatively the data storage means may incorporate a

rechargeable cell or capacitor and store information in battery backed-up static RAM.

]g(&9_]_The downloaded data flEyb& entered into the data storage device by means of
an interface such as a magnetically or capacitatively coupled connection or an optical
connection, but preferably the interface comprises contacts for direct electrical connection to

the storage means. The payment validation means may likewise have one of a variety of
interfaces but again preferably comprises a set ofelectrical contacts. The payment validation
means could, however, comprise a magnetic or holographic data-strip such as is known for

use with credit cards and phone cards. The interface to receive the downloaded data may be
separate from the interface to the payment validation means, to facilitate separate and

simultaneous access to both these systems. In other embodiments a single interface may
serve for both data storage and payment. Advantageously the payment validation means

includes a memory storing information to identify the person who is paying for the
downloaded data.

device or in an information delivering apparatus such as a data access terminal. Alternatively
the data decryption function can be shared amongst one or more ofthese devices. The skilled

person will be aware of a range of suitable encryption/decryption techniques, including Pretty
Good Privacy (Registered Trade Mark) and PK] (Public Key Infiastructure). Normally when
the downloaded data is encrypted a decryption key must be supplied. This can be generated
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automatically by the data access terminal or data access service provider or it can be entered

by the user into the data access terminal or into the mobile data retrieval device.

]_l;ll1_1]_'I'he data storage means and/or the retrieval device can be provided with access control

means to prevent uaauthefi'—sed—unauthorized access to the downloaded data. Additionally or

alternatively, use control means can be provided to stop or provide only limited access ofthe

user to the downloaded data in accordance with the amount paid. These access and use

control fimctions may in some embodiments be combined, permitted use controlling access or

permitted access controlling use. Thus, for example, a complete set ofdata information

relating to a particular topic, a particular music track, or a particular software package might

be downloaded, although access to part of the data set might thereafier be controlled by
payments made by a user at a later stage. In this way, a user could pay to enable an extra

level on a game or to enable fiirther tracks ofan album.

|00l2| In embodiments where the access or use control means is responsive to the payment
validation means, access or use control information may be stored with the downloaded data

or in a separate storage area, for example in the payment validation means. The user’s access

to the downloaded data could advantageously be responsive to the payment validation means,
for example, by means of a control line coupling the payment validation means with a

memory access or decryption control element.

[0_0;_Ifl_In one embodiment the data storage means comprises an electronic memory card or
smart card and the mobile data retrieval device is provided with a slot to receive the card.

Preferably the card is a push-fit within the retrieval device, and retention ofthe card may be

effected by pressure from electrical interface connections and/or resilience of the housing, or
by using a resilient retaining means. In a preferred embodiment the retrieval device includes

an audio output and a display, to play a downloaded track and to show information about the

track and/or an accompanying video.

 T0 download data onto the data storage means the user can employ a data access

terminal coupled to the intemet. The terminal can directly validate payment—; for example in
the case ofa smart card charged with electronic cash it can deduct a cash value from the card.

Alternatively it can communicate with a bank or other financial services provider to control

payment In a preferred embodiment, however, the terminal connects to a data access service
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provider which provides a portal to other sites and which validates payment and then

forwards data from a data supplier to the user’s local access terminal. The data access service

provider may alternatively forward payment validation information and/or information from

the payment validation authority to the data supplier for control by the supplier of the data

supplied. Thus, access to the payment validation system and/or data for downloading may be
entirely controlled by the data supplier.

,@O1_S|_Data held on the data storage means may advantageously include data relating to the

user’s or payer’s usage of the system. This information may include, for example,

infomiation on a user’s spending pattern, information on data suppliers used and information

on the downloaded data. This information may be accessed by the data supplier and/or data

access service provider and can be used for targeted marketing or loyalty-based incentive
schemes such as air miles or the like.

]_0_0;§]__’I‘he data access terminal may be a conventional computer or, alternatively, it may be a

mobile phone. Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) and i-mode allow mobile phones to

efficiently access the internet and this allows a mobile phone to be used to download data to

the data storage means, advantageously, directly. The data storage means can, ifdesired,

incorporate the fimctionality ofa mobile phone SlM (Subscriber Identity Module) card, which

cards already include a user identification means, to allow user billing through the phone
network operator.

[Q(}1_'I_]_In a_preferred embodiment the downloaded data is l\/IP3 or other encoded audio data,

but the system finds more general application for other data types. For example, download

data can include software, and particularly games, share price information, current news

information, transport timetable information, weather information and%m 

shopping information. The downloaded information may also include compressed video data.

The storage capacity of the data storage means is adaptable to suit the type ofdata intended to

be downloaded-; for example, 32 megabytes is sufficient for CD quality music, but for video

it is preferable that the data storage means has a capacity of 128 megabytes or greater.

|0018| In another aspect, the invention provides a portable data carrier comprising an

interface for reading and writing data from and to the carrier; non-volatile data memory,
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coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; non-volatile payment data memory,
coupled to the interface, for providing payment data to an external device.

flOl9L_These features allow the data carrier to store both payment data and content data, thus

providing the advantages outlined above. Depending upon the payment system used, the

payment data memory may also store code for validating or confirming a payment to an

external payment system. The payment data will normally be linked to acard or card holder

identification data for payment by the card holder. The non-volatile memory ensmcs that

stored content and payment data is retained in the data carrier when the data carrier is not

receiving power firom an external source. Thus '—'jfnon-volatile‘-‘Z encompasses, for example,
low—power memory whose contents are retained by a battery back-up system. In one

embodiment the payment data memory comprises EEPROM and the content data memory

comprises Flash memory, but other types of content data memory, such as optical, for

example, holographic, data memory can also be used. The data carrier may also be integrated
into other apparatus, such as a mobile communications device.

_[Q0_gQ]_Preferably, the portable data carrier fiirther comprises a program store fgr_storing code

implementable by a processor; and a processor, coupled to the content data memory, the

payment data memory, the interface and to the program store for implementing code in the

program store, wherein the code comprises code to output payment data from the payment

data memory to the interface and code to provide external access to the data memory.

|0021| Normally, the (content) data memory allows both write and read access for both

storing and retrieving data, but in some embodiments the content data memory may be read ;
only memory (ROM). In such embodiments, content may be pre-loaded onto the carrier and

payment may then be made for permission to access the pre-loaded data.

0d)_2;]_Preferably, the data carrier also stores a record ofaccess made to the content data and

updates this in response to external access, preferably read access, made to the data memory.
The carrier may also store content use rules pertaining to allowed use of stored data items.

These use rules may be linked to payments made from the card to provide payment options
such as access to buy content data outright; rental access to content data for a time period or

for a specified number ofaccess events; and/or rental/purchase, for example where rental use
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is provided together with an option to purchase content data at the reduced price afier rental

access has expired.

]_t_l§g!]_'I'hus where the data carrier stores, for example, music, the purchase outright option

may be equivalent to the purchase of a compact disc (CD), preferably with some form of

content copy protection such as digital watermarking. In this example, the rental or

subscription payment option may be a pay—per-play option, and with this option payment may

either be before or afier access to the stored data so that the carrier may operate in either a

debit or credit payment mode.

fl)Q2g]_The portability of the data carrier potentially allows it to be used to access content or,

in the example, play music without the need to be linked to a communications system or to be

on-line to the internet. By providing a use record memory on the data carrier, use ofthe

stored data can be tracked whilst—w_lJi;§ off-line and then any necessary payment can be made

when the data carrier is next coupled to a communication system. This allows the data carrier

to operate in a credit mode. In a debit mode, the additional storage ofuse rules facilitates the

regulation of access to content data stored on the carrier without the need for further exchange

ofpayment/use data with an external system to validate the use.

LOL2_5_]_By combining digital rights management with content data storage using a single

carrier, the stored content data becomes mobile and can be accessed anywhere whilsei

retaining control over the stored data for the data content provider or data copyright owner.

Preferably, the data carrier also stores access control data, such as auser ID and a password,

as the stored data may be valuable. The access control data may be combined with access

control to the payment data, which is typically by means ofa PIN (Personal Identification

Number) to simplify access to valued content stored on the carrier.

]_l_l_l_J_2__6_]__In one embodiment the stored content data is encrypted and a unique password or PIN

and/or biometric data is required for decryption. The data carrier may be arranged so that the

content is erased afier a predetermined number of incorrect access attempts. Additionally or

alternatively, a permanently stored flag may be set and/or a hardware modification (such as a

fusable link) maybe made to prevent the data carrier from functioning for further data

storage/retrieval. Preferably, however, access to any stored value/payment data is

nevertheless retained-
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]Q_(_)_2_7_]_Supplementary data may also be stored on the carrier in association with stored

content data. This supplementary data may comprise customer reward management data

and/or advertising data. The supplementary data may comprise a pointer to an external data

source from which data is downloaded either to the data carrier or to a data access device or

content player, so that advertising or other data can be displayed when reviewing or accessing
the stored content.

f0_0§]_Additional data security and/or a mechanism for rewarding operators at different

levels in the data supply chain may be provided using a content synthesis function. The

content synthesis function combines partial content information from two or more sources to

provide content data items for storage and/or output. Thus, for example, a first percentage of

a content data item could be provided by a content retailer—whi-lst,_v_vfl a remaining

percentage could be provided by an on-line data supplier. This would provide an incentive

for a user to register with a content retailer or distributor as well as with an on—line scheme

sgstfl owner and so could encourage the use ofexisting retailers and could provide a

mechanism for paying commission to such retailers. The two portions ofdata combined to

provide a content data item could comprise encryption data and a key but preferably comprise

separate parts ofa complete data item, for example, least significant bits and most significant
bits or high frequencies and low frequencies (for audio). This arrangement also facilitates
customer reward and loyalty management.

fll_0gg]_ln one embodiment the data ca.rrier firrther comprises memory for storing data for
accessing a mobile communications network, for example to receive content data over the

network. For such an embodiment, the data carrier may replace a SIIVI (Subscriber Identity
Module) card in a mobile communications device, thus providing a single card for both

network access and valued content retrieval and storage. Additionally or alternatively the
card may also store the web address of a data supplier fi‘om whom data may be downloaded
onto the carrier.

]_Q(1Z§Q]_’l‘l1e data memory for storing content data may be optic, magnetic or semiconductor

memory, but preferably comprises Flash memory. Preferably, the data memory has a large
capacity for storing large data files such as compressed video data. Preferably, the data

memory is partitioned for lock access, that is, for read and/or write access to blocks of, for
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example, 1K, 4K, 16K or 64K databytes for faster data access, particularly where the stored

content data will normally be accessed serially, as is normally the case with audio and video

data. Preferably the card is configured as an IC card or smart card and has a credit card-type
format, although other formats such as the -'-'‘_‘memory stickfl’_’ format may also be used. This

provides a small and convenient portable format and facilitates removable interfacing with a
variety ofdevices.

_[l)_0:i1_]_The invention also provides a related method of controlling access to data on a data

carrier, the data carrier comprising non-volatile data memory and non-volatile parameter

memory storing use status data and use rules, the method comprising receiving a data access

request; reading the use status data and use rules from memory; and evaluating the use status

data using the use rules to determine whether access to the stored data is permitted.

L023_2fl__According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for
providing data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data
access data store for storing records of data items available from the system, each record

comprising a data item description and a pointer to a data provider for the data item; a
program store storing code implementable by a processor; a processor coupled to the

communications interface, to the data access data store, and to the program store for

implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to receive a request for a data item

fiom the requester; code to receive from the communications interface payment data

comprising data relating to payment for the requested data item; code responsive to the
request and to the received payment data, to read data for the requested data item from a

content provider; and code to transmit the read data to the requester over the communications
interface.

|0033| The computer system is operated by a data supplier or data supply Eseheme-“system
owner5’_’ for providing content data to the data carrier described above. The payment data

received may either be data relating to an actual payment made to the data supplier, or it may
be a record ofa payment made to an e-payment system relating either to a payment to the data
supplier, or to a payment to a third party. The data from the content provider, preferably
without permanent (local) storage of the forwarded data.——'H=.u's, improves data security as the
content provider retains control over a content data item, and the data supplier, a copy of a
data item, is unable to supply data for the item without the content providerijs assistance. The
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computer system may provide temporary storage for a requested data item, for example; using

a disk cache, but preferably the computer system does not store a complete data item, even

temporarily.

[Ql)3_4]_Preferably, the computer system includes payment distribution information so that

when payment is made for a data item, the payment can be distributed for reimbursing

royalties and making other payments. Typically a large fraction of the payment for a data

item will be transferred to a copyright owner or '—"_‘content providerllf for the item—w=lailst,

2/Q11; smaller payments will go to the artist and/or publisher and/or retailer/distributor.

Payment may be made directly by the computer system to the computer systems of other

relevant parties using, for example, a signature-transporting type Be-payment system.

Alternatively, the computer system issue appropriate instructions to a third party Eg-

payment system for making the transfers. The computer system allows automatic distribution

ofpayments either before, during or after content data download, or alter content data access

by a user. Instructions for distributing the payments may be issued substantially

simultaneously, thereby avoiding long delays in the payment of some parties—-; for example, it

can presently take a year or more for an artist generating content to be paid by conventional
methods.

]QI_}_3_§]_Preferably, the computer system also stores content data item access rule data, for

downloading ir1 association with a content data item. The rule data may be stored by a

content provider but is preferably held by the computer system, and links a content identifier

with an access rule, typically based upon a required payment value, as outlined above in the

context ofthe data carrier. Normally, each content data item will have an associated access

rule, but a single rule may apply to a large number of data items. The computer system also,
preferably, stores requester reward data for customer reward/loyalty management. This data

may again comprise one or more rules linking a payment value and/or content data item type

to a specified reward, such as a number ofair miles or retailer value points. The computer

system preferably also keeps a record ofan identified user‘-js or dataljs carriers content item

downloads and payments for market research purposes.

[0036] The computer system, in one embodiment, also stores access control data, such as an

access request identity and password which can be employed, for example, to create an

extranet of system users, which again can be linked to stored access record data for marketing
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purposes. When further linked to content item type data, such an arrangement can be used to

construct a club ofusers ofcontent data items ofa particular type, for example; country and

western or rock and roll music. As described in connection with the portable data carrier, the

computer system may also comprise content synthesis code for additional data security and

for more secure management ofpayment distributions.

]_0_0_§‘_7_|_The invention also provides a related method ofproviding data to a data requester

comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester; receiving payment data

fiom the requester relating to payment for the requested data; reading the requested data from

a content provider responsive to the received payment data; and transmitting the read data to
the requester.

]_ll_4]2¥_8[_According to a fiirther aspect of the present invention, there is provided a data access

terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier and providing the retrieved data to a data

carrier, the terminal comprising a first interface for communicating with the data supplier; a

data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier; a program store storing code

implementable by a processor; and a processor, coupled to the first interface, the data carrier

interface and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to read payment data fi'om the data carrier and to forward the payment data to a payment

validation system; code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation

system; code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the data supplier
and to write the retrieved data into the data carrier.

[fl321_This terminal can be used for retrieving data from the above;described computer

system and for downloading the retrieved data to the above;described portable data carrier.

As with the data supply computer system, it is preferable that there is no (local) storage of

content item data forwarded from the data supplier to the data carrier. The data access

tenninal is not restricted to use with the above;described status supplier and could, for

example, retrieve data for downloading to the data carrier from a local data source, such as a

CD (Compact Disc) or DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), or from a party such as a cable TV
company.

|0040| The tenninal reads payment data from the data carrier and transmits this to a payment

validation system for validating the data and  umoming the payment. This may
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be part of the data supplierljs computer system or it may be a separate system such as an e-

payment system. Thus, the terminal operates with a data carrier storing payment (validation)

data and, in some embodiments, additional payment validation code for validating payment to

the payment validation system. Again, the terminal is preferably configured to provide a data

item use rule to the carrier in conjunction with a data item. As before, the data item use rule

will normally be dependent upon payment value information embodied in the payment data

read from the data carrier. The terminal is preferably also configured for user input ofaccess

control data. This access control data maybe forwarded to the data carrier for access

permission verification and/or it may be passed to the data supplier computer system for a

similar purpose. The terminal may be configured to warn a user of content access or data

carrier function inhibition afier a predetermined number ofaccess requests have been refused.

The terminal may also incorporate content synthesis code as described above.

]_{l£1]_'I'lie terminal may comprise code to output supplementary data when downloading

data to the data carrier. Identity dataon the data carrier can be used to retrieve the

supplementary data, or a pointer to the supplementary data, from the data supplier computer

system, or the supplementary data or a pointer thereto can be retrieved directly from the data

carrier. Preferably, however, identification data on the card is used to retrieve eharaeterising

characterizing data such as card user preference data from the data supplier computer system,

and this eharaeterising-characterizing data is then used by the terminal to retrieve and output

supplementary data to a terminal user. When the terminal is associated with a contact

distributor or retailer, the supplementary data may be retrieved over a network associated with

the retailer/distributor such as a local area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN) or
extranet.

[0O42| The invention also provides a method ofproviding data from a data supplier to a data

carrier, the method comprising reading payment data from the data carrier; forwarding the

payment data to a payment validation system; retrieving data fi'om the data supplier; and
writing the retrieved data into the date carrier.

[_0&§]_The payment validation system may be part of the data supplier-‘ls computer systems

or it may be a separate e-payrnent system. In one embodiment the method further comprises

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and transmitting at

least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier. Alternatively the payment
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validation system may comprise a payment processor at the data supplier or at a destination

retrieved fi'om the data supplier. The payment processor may also provide payment

distribution data for distributing a payment represented by the payment data.

]'_0_014_]_In a further aspect, the invention provides a data access device for retrieving stored

data from a data carrier, the device comprising a user interface; a data carrier interface; a

program store storing code implementable by a processor; and a processor coupled to the user

interface, to the data carrier interface and to the program store for implementing the stored

code, the code comprising code to retrieve use status data indicating a use status of data

stored on the carrier, and use rules data indicating permissible use ofdata stored on the

carrier; code to evaluate the use status data using the use rules data to detennine whether

access is permitted to the stored data; and code to access the stored data when access is

permitted.

]0_0;4_§]_The data access device uses the use status data and use rules to determine what access

is permitted to data stored on the data carrier. As described above, the use rules will normally

be dependent upon payments made for data stored on the data carrier, but may also comprise

access control employing a user identification and password. Since a single data carrier may

have more than one user, the use status and use rules may be selected dependent upon a user

identity. The data access device may also be configured to present supplementary data when

presenting the content data, retrieved as described above, from the card, from a remote

computer system or from some other source such as a cable TV network or off-air.

fl_lg4§]_The invention also provides a related method of controlling access to data from a data

carrier, comprising retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use ofthe

stored data; retrieving use rules from the data carrier; evaluating the use status data using the

use rules to determine whether access to data stored on the carrier is pennitted; and permitting

access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said evaluating.

]_I_J&81]_According to a further aspect ofthe invention there is provided a data access system

comprising a data supply computer system for forwarding data fiom a data provider to a data

access terminal; a electronic payment system for confirming an electronic payment; a data

access terminal for communicating with the data supply system to write data from the data

supply system onto a data carrier; and a data carrier for storing data from the data supply
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system and payment data; wherein data is forwarded from the data provider to the data carrier

on validation ofpayment data provided from the data carrier to the electronic payment

system.

|0048| In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a portable data carrier

comprising an interface for sending and receiving data fiom and to the carrier; non-volatile

data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; and a digital rights

management processor for controlling access to the stored data.

]_m)fi]_In a fiirther aspect of the invention, there is provided a portable data carrier

comprising an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier; non-volatile

data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; and an access control

processor; wherein the data memory is partitioned as data blocks and the access control

processor controls external access to the data blocks.

|9050| In a fiirther aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for providing

data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data access data

store for storing records ofdata items available from the system, each record comprising a

data item description and a resource ‘locator; a data provider for the data item; a program store

storing code implementable by a processor; a processor coupled to the communications

interface, to the data access data store, and to the program store for implementing the stored

code, the code comprising code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to

receive from the communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment

for the requested data item; code, responsive to the request and to the received payment data,

to output the item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein said data

access data store further comprises payment distribution information indicating to whom

payments should be made for a data item; and further comprising code to output payment data

for a data item for making payments for the item when the item is supplied to a said-requester.

]Q05_l]_In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for providing

data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data access data

store for storing records ofdata items available from the system, each record comprising a

data item description and a printer location data identifying an electronic address for a

provider for the data item; a program store storing code implementable by a processor; a
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processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store, and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to receive a

request for a data item from the requester to receive from the communications interface

payment data comprising data relating to payment for the requested data item; code

responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the item data to the

requester over the communication interface; wherein said—tl__1§ data access data store further

comprises data item access rule data for output to the requester with a~said data item; and

further comprising code to select access rule data for output with a data item in response to
said-gig payment data.

]_0_0§;]_In a yet further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method ofproviding data to

a data requester comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester; receiving

payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested data; transmitting the

requested data to the requester; reading payment distribution infonnation from a data store;

and outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for the
requested data.

]9£5'g_In a still further aspect ofthe invention, there is provided a method ofproviding data

to a data requester comprising receiving a request for a data item fi'om the requester;

receiving payment data fi'om the requester relating to payment for the requested data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; and transmitting data access rule data to Q;
requester with the read data.

|0054| These and other aspects of the invention will now be fiirther described, by way of

example; only, with reference to the accompanying figures—in-whiehzg

BriefDescription ofthe Drawings

|0055[ Figure 1 shows a data access device a) from the top; b) from the front; and c) from the
side;

|0056| Figure 2 shows, conceptually, a portable data carrier;

[0057] Figures 3a and b show exemplary data access terminals;
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Figo.-tre|0058| Figgges 4a and b show, respectively, a logical signal path between elements of

a conceptual data access system; and a physical representation of a conceptual data access

system;

i]_Figure 5 shows a content provision system;

]_QQQQ_]_Figure 6 shows a data supp]-y computer system;

]0_06_1_]_FigI1re 7 shows a variety ofdata access terminals;

j‘0(i]_Figure 8 shows a schematictdiagram of components ofa data access terminal;

}‘_(lt)iLFig11re 9 shows a schematic diagram of components ofa data carrier;

[Ql_lfiLFigure 10 shows a schematic diagram of components of a data access device;

}fl6_5LFig1n'es 1 la and 1 lb shew-a-Q flow diagrams of a data carrier registration process;

[0066| Figures 12a-c and 12d-e show, respectively, a flow diagram ofdata access using a

data access terminal; and a flow diagram ofdata supply using a data supply computer system;

and

[0062] Figure 13 shows a flow diagram of data retrieval using a data access device.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

fp(§LReferring to Figure 1, this shows a data access device for playing MP3 audio (10) with

operator controls (12) and LCD display (14). The outline of a smart card data storage device

is shown at (16). The operator controls allow a user to select and play tracks, whilst-xi

track infonnation and still or video images are provided on display (14). A slot (18) is

provided in the front of the device to receive a smart card-type data storage means. This

smart card occupies space (20) and interfaces with resilient contacts (24); it is held in the

data retrieval device against the contacts, by resilient housing element (22).

["0069] Referring now to Figure 2, this shows a portable data carrier (30) suitable for use with

the device ofFigure 1. The data storage means is based on a standard smart card; it is

plastic, about the size of a standard credit card, and has some flexibility. On the card (30) are
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two sets ofcontacts, contacts (32) for interfacing with the payment validation means and

contacts (34) for interfacing with the memory for storing downloaded data (although in other

embodiments, a single set of contacts may be used for both). The surface of the card can be

embellished with suitable graphics.

{mun one embodiment the smart card retains all its useable functionality as specified for

standard Electronics Point of Sale Systems (EPOSS) and, ifdesired, the memory for storing

the downloaded data can be electrically separate from this. However, it may be preferable to

provide interaction between the standard smart card device and the data memory in order to

accomplish the access control/decryption functions described above.

1'()()_7l_]_Referring now to Figure 3, an example of a data access terminal is shown at (40).

This has a screen (42) and a slot (44) to receive the data carrier (30). Alternatively the data

ca.rrier may interface to the tenninal via the data access device (10) and an interface (46) to

the terminal (40). In Figure 3b a dedicated terminal (50) has a slot (52) to receive the data

carrier, a display (54) and controls (56). Coins can be inserted into the terminal at (58) and

notes at (60) to charge the data carrier with cash.

ji]_Referring now to Figure 4a, this illustrates conceptually the logical connections and

data flow between data processing systems involved in payment validation, and data

download to the carrier (30). A user connects the data carrier (30) to terminal (40) and logs

on to a data web page ofdata supply service provider (60). Either terminal (40 ) or service

provider (60) then communicates via data paths (62) with a payment validation authority (70)

to check and autheriseauthonze the user’s or payer's payment. In the case ofelectronic cash

the terminal (40) may immediately validate the payment information, updating the service

provider and/or payment validation authority (70) at a later stage. The logical connection (64)

between the terminal and the service provider is preferably made over the internet.

_[()l)lL'I'he service provider may provide a direct portal to data providers (80) or may collect

information from data suppliers (80) and provide a “front end” to present data from the

suppliers to the terminal user. Alternatively, data supply service provider (60) may‘ regulate

direct access between terminal (40) and data providers (80), as shown by links (66), by

communicating with the terminal and the data providers to provide communication regulation
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information to, for example, instruct data suppliers about what information the user of

terminal (40) should have access to.

[(&‘lfl_In a preferred embodiment, service provider (60) pays royalties at an agreed rate - for

example, 10 pence per track or 10 pence per minute - to a computer system owned by a

company or entity in the recording industry, such as a content provider or copyright owner, a

content publisher or a content creator, and the user of terminal (40) effectively pays the

service provider. Billing can also be regulated by bandwidth and/or data download time.

|0075| Preferably the service provider (60) monitors the user’s access to the system and either

stores or forwards to data providers (80), or downloads to the data carrier (30), usage

infonnation. In a preferred embodiment the service provider sends information via terminal

(40) to data carrier (30) which can be used to determine incentives to be provided to users of
the system.

|0076| Figure 4b shows a conceptual physical configuration of the system ofFigure 4a in

which a plurality of terminals (40), a plurality of service providers (60) and a plurality of data

providers (80) all interact via the intemet. The physical embodiment of the system is not

critical and a skilled person will understand that the terminals, data processing systems and

the like can all take a variety of forms.

[fl]_Refern'ng now to Figure 5, this shows a conceptual illustration of a content provision

system 100. Content creators 104a, b generate or receive content data from artist terminals

102a-d and store content data in databases 106a, b. The content data stored in databases

106a, b may comprise audio data, such as music, video data, such as films or TV programs,

text, such as literary works, software, such as games software, or other data. Content creators

104a, b are coupled to communications network 101 for communicating created content data

over the network. Also coupled to communications network 101 are content publishers 110a

and 110b, each ofwhich is coupled to an associated stored content database, 112a and l12b

respectively. The content publishersmake their stored content available for controlled access

using communications network 101. In some instances, for example where the content data

comprises computer games, the functions of content creator and content publisher may be

provided by a single entity. Also although conceptually illustrated as blocks in Figure 5, the
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content creator and content publisher typically each comprise a client server computer

network.

Line communications network 101 is typically a private communications network,

such as an extranet, with security controlled access to entities connected to the network.

Physically the network may comprise an internet protocol network or it may comprise, or

consist of, dedicated point-to—point links. Thus, for example, a content creator 104 may be

directly linked to a content publisher 110 and/or to other entities shown in Figure 5 such as a

content provider or content distributor.

fg(@_'I‘he content provision system includes a plurality of content providers 108a-e, each

coupled to the communications network 101. In the illustrated system, the content providers

own copyright in stored content data accessible over communications network 101 and may,

in practice, also perform a content publication function. Five content providers own the

copyright in over 80% of all world—wide music sales. The content providers are coupled to

stored content databases 106 and l 12 via communications network 101, for supplying stored

content data.

EELA gateway server 114 is also coupled to communications network 101 to link the

communications network to other networks such as the internet and/or mobile

communications networks. Gateway server 114 provides security and access control

functions and firewalls. A second gateway, content distributor WAN gateway 1-16-_li(§, is

also shown attached to communications network 101. This provides similar security and

firewall fimctions and coupled communications network 101 to distributor WAN (wide area

network) 117. Gateway 116 has logical access to one or more of a content creator, content

publisher and content provider for accessing stored content data. Content distributor gateway

] 16 may be owned by a chain ofrecord stores and provide content access terminals 118,

coupled to WAN 1 I7, in separate retail outlets. Content access terminals 118 have access,

via gateway 116, to stored content accessible over communications network 101.

jQ_l1§l]_Referring now to Figure 6, this shows a data supply computer system 120. In this

embodiment, three content access terminals 1 18a-c, e-payment systems 121a, b, and content

access web server 124 are all coupled to internet 142. Data supply system 120 is coupled to

the content provision system 100 illustrated in Figure 5. Where% 
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communications network 101 ofFigure 5 is an extranet, this extranet physically operates over

internet 142; where communications network 101 does not partly operate via internet 142, a

connection to intemet 142 is established via gateway server 114 as shown in Figure 5. In this

way content access terminals 1l8a-c are provided with controlled access to the stored content

data ofcontent provision system 100.

JELE-payrnent systems 121a and l2lb are coupled to banks 122a, b and c, (1 respectively.

These provide an e-payment system according to, for example, MONDEX, Proton, and/or

Visa cash compliant standards. Preferably at least one ofe-payrnent systems 121a, b

operates a so-called '—':open purse‘-'2' system in which the value is stored as a publicly

verifiable digital signature issued by the e-payment system. In such a signature-transporting

arrangement, payment data may be validated using public keys and thus payment

authentication need not be performed by the e-payment system but may instead be performed

by, for example, a data access terminal or data supply system computer, using payment

management code. The authenticated signatures; which in effect perform a similar role to

eheques—c_l1_e_cl_§, are submitted to the relevant e-payment system afier authentication for

verification and reimbursement or transfer ofmonetary value. With such a system payments

may be made anonymously and thus payer identification is not essential. Data carriers, such

as data cards, may be issued with stored value or without value, in which latter case value

(that is, a publicly verifiable digital signature) may be written onto the card during an on-line

transaction.

|0083| In alternative embodiments, -a data carrier such as the smart flash-Flash card described

below may be used to create value bearing digital signatures as is well-known to those

familiar with e-money.

]fl8__4_]__Content access web server 124 is also coupled to internet 142 for providing content

access terminals 118a-c with access to content data. Content access web server 124 is

typically owned by a content data supply £sel=iea=ie:syge;n_ ownerfl’_’ who acts as an

intermediary between a content access terminal user and a content provider, forwarding

content data provided (directly or indirectly) by a content provider to a content access

terminal and theneegn to a stored content data carrier. Web server 124 is coupled to web

server code storage 126 storing Java code for generating web pages for interpretation by web

browsers on content access terminals 1 11a-c. The web pages provide the content download,
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value add, CRM (customer reward management) value eheque-check/spend and website link
functions described below.

_LIfl§]_Web server 124 is coupled to payment processor 128, Digital Rights Management
(DRM) processor 130, access control processor 132, and content distribution processor 134.

Payment processor 128 includes payment management code storage 128a and is coupled to
payment record data store 136. Access control processor 132 includes access control code

storage 132a and is coupled to access control data store 138. DRM processor 130 includes

DRM code storage 130a and is coupled to content access and DRM data store 140. Content

distribution processor 134 includes CRM (customer reward management) and payment
distribution management code storage 134a and is also coupled to content access and DRM

data store 140. As shown in Figure 6, processors 128-134 are all in communication with one
another.

jgL8§|_Processors 128, 130, 132 and 134 may comprise separate application programs or a
single computer program and may operate on a single physical computer, on which web

server 124 may also be provided, or may operate on separate computers. Likewise data stores

136, 138 and 140 may comprise a single physical data store or may be distributed over a

plurality ofphysical devices and may even be at physically remote locations from processors
128-134 and coupled to these processors via intemet 142.

[QQ8_7_]_Web server 124 communicates with processors 128-134 by means of a CGI (common
gateway interface) script and the code associated with processors 128-134 may be written in

any conventional computer language such as C, C++, or Perl. However, in other

embodiments one or more ofthe processors may be coupled to web server 124 via intemet

142 and owned and operated by a separate entity, such as a financial institution. In this case

conventional secure web-based communications may be operated between web server 124

and the relevant processor. In particular, payment processor 128 may be operated by one of
the e-payment system providers 128a, b.

|0088| Payment management code 128a issues and authenticates payment data and stores an

audit record in payment record data store 136. Access control code 132a stores identification

data (of a user or card) together with registration data provided by g_user when registering
with the scheme-system owner. This data comprises a user password for accessing stored
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content and/or payment data; user aha!-'aeter=isiag—characterizing data, for example

user preferences, for marketing purposes; data indicating an e-

payment system to use; and in some embodiments, further general user related data such as

card level data for identifying the provision offljgoldflf level services to selected users. A

copy of the password is stored with the content data on the portable data carrier, as described

further below. Alternatively, one or both of the access control data store and portable data

carrier may simply store data for verifying a user-entered password.

]gIfi_Content access and DRM data store 140 stores data related to content access and

content use, but does not itself store content data items; these are instead provided via content

provision system 100 described above. Data store 140 stores a plurality ofrecords each

comprising a data item identifier, a data item description, a data item type or genre, and

location data comprising one or more pointers to a location or locations fi-om where the data

item can be downloaded. Associated with a data item is also a table ofuse rule data

comprising a list ofvalues (i.e. content data item prices) and corresponding levels of

permitted usage. Thus a value of £1 might permit ten plays of a music track, whilst-gv_h_i1<_e the

value of£10 might permit an unlimited number of plays of the track and copying ofthe track

for personal use.

_[L9§_]_Also associated with a data item is a table ofpayment distribution data comprising a

l:ist ofrecipients and corresponding fractions of the data item value each is to receive.

Typically, the main recipient will be the copyright owner of the data item and other recipients

will be selected fi'om the content creator, the artist or artists, the scheme-gm owner, the

content publisher, and the retailer/distributor. The payment distribution proportions may be

dependent upon the payment value, in which case a plurality of sets ofpayment distribution

figures may be associated with each data item, each set of distribution figures corresponding

to a payment value range. The payment data and distribution data is here termed DRM

(Digital Rights Management) data. I

|0091| Further associated with a data item is a table of CRM (Customer Reward

Management) data, linked to the user rule data, comprising CRM rules to specify, for one or

more data item use levels, a quantity of reward points and one or more recipients for the

reward points (the recipients may include the card user and the retailer/distributor).
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_|flg;]_The CRM and payment distribution code 134a operates with content access and DRM

data store 140 to inform a system user ofthe description and value of a data item, to access

and download a data item from the content provider system to a content access terminal, to

provide content use rules with the data item, and to provide instructions either to payment

processor 128 or to «B9-payment system 121 to distribute payments for the data item to the

recipients identified by the data store 140 and to distribute CRM reward points.

,[_Qtfi_T'he access control data store 138 holds a secure key, such as a secret Bfpublicflf key

in a public key cryptography system, for the sehernem owner to authenticate its identity

to a content provider. This data is held securely with other sensitive data in the access connol

data store 138. As is described in more detail below, when data supply system 120 receives a

request for a content data it from a content access terminal 118, it looks up a location from

which the data item is available using content access and DRM data store 140 and then

determines the identity of the corresponding content provider. This identity is either stored in

content access and DRM data store -140 or, as there are relatively few content providers, it

may be hard written in DRM code 130a. DRM code 130 then requests access control

processor 132 to provide the secure sel=rerne—s_yg@ owner identifier from access control data

store 138 to the relevant content provider and sets up a trusted connection between the

content provider and content access web server 124 for downloading the data item to a

content access terminal 118 and thence-then to a portable data carrier.

[9_0_95_]_Refening now to Figure 7, this shows a variety ofcontent access temiinals for

accessing data supply computer system 120 over internet 142. The terminals are provided

with an interface to a portable data carrier or '-"_‘sma.rt Flash cardfif (SFC) as generally

described with reference to Figure 2 and as described in more detail below. In most

embodiments of the terminal the SFC interface allows the smart Flash card data carrier to be

inserted into and removed from the terminal, but in some embodiments the data carrier may

be integral with the terminal.

[fl9§]_Referring now to the specific embodiments illustrated in Figure 7, a simple content

access terminal may comprise a home personal computer 144 with SFC interface 144a. In

another embodiment, a mobile communications device 152 is provided with a smart Flash

card interface 152a and is coupled to internet 142 via radio tower 150, mobile

communications system 148 and mobile communications intemet gateway 146.
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]Q09_6]_Ir1 another embodiment, a smart Flash card interface is provided to a so-called fifiset

top box'—"_’ (STB) [54, The set top box is, in effect, a receiver for television programmes

Imagais received on video input 154b, which may comprise a satellite TV signal, a cable TV

signal or an off—air TV signal. The video signal is provided from the set top box to television

1.56 or to some other home entertainment device such as a personal computer (not shown). In

another embodiment, content access terminals 166 and 168 each with respective SFC

interfaces 166a and 168a are coupled to a retailer local area network (LAN) 160 connected to

intemet 142 via retailer LAN server 158. DVD player 164 is also coupled to LAN 160. In a

further embodiment a smart Flash card interface 170a is provided for a CD/DVD player 170.

[fll_9_1]_In these latter three embodiments, content data for storage on the smart Flash card

may be retrieved from broadcast video and/or a CD or DVD. In this case, the computer data

supply system 120 illustrated in Figure 6 may be used to provide use rule data for the content

data stored on the smart Flash card, and to pay for data downloaded onto the card; the content

data may be captured before or after the data supply system 120 is accessed to enable use of

the stored data, but in a preferred embodiment content data written to the card from a supplier

other than the content data supply computer system is not accessible to a user until

corresponding use rule data has been downloaded from computer system 120, which will

normally be afier receiving payment for the downloaded data.

]_lL98_|_Referring now to Figure 8, this shows a schematic diagram ofone embodiment of a

data access terminal 170. The terminal comprises a general purpose computer including an

audio/visual interface 184, a keyboard 186 and a pointing device 188 for providing an

interface to the user. The terminal has an internet interface 176, for example a modem, and

optionally a LAN/WAN interface 174 for connecting the terminal to a retailer or distributor

LAN or WAN. The terminal also has an optional video input 178 for receiving broadcast

video data and a media input device 180, such as a CD or DVD drive. Further

commtmications I/O ports 182 may also be provided. A portable data carrier or smart Flash

card interface 190 is provided for interfacing to a smart Flash card. Optionally, a cash input

and verification system 192, such as is conventionally used in an automatic teller machine

(ATM), may also be incorporated within the content access terminal. The terminal has

working memory 194 such as RAM and program memory 196 which can comprise any

conventional storage device such as RAM, ROM or a disk drive. Program code in program
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memory 196 may also be stored on. removable disk 198. A processor 200 loads and

implements program code stored in program memory 196. All the components ofthe
terminal are linked by a data and communications bus 172.

J__!_lQ9_9]_More specifically, processor 200 loads and implements cash payment management
code 200a for managing cash input data from cash input and verification system 192, for
adding value to a smart Flash card. Processor 200 also implements a web browser 200b for

accessingseheraei owner web pages and data exchange interface 200c for exchanging
data between a smart Flash card interface to the terminal and data supply system 120.

]_0_1_Q(_l]__Process0r 200 also implements ofilline contents retrieval code 200d for retrieving
data for storage on a smart Flash card from media input device 180 and/or video input 178
and/or LAN/WAN interface 174. The processor implements a content sampler 200e for
outputting small extracts ofcontent data items to a user via audio/visual interface 184. Such

data item samples may be stored with the content description data in content access data store

140. The processor also implements a smart Flash card interface driver 2001', user interface
code 200g and additional commimication drivers 200h for driving LAN/WAN interface 174
and/or comms I/O ports 182.

]Q&1_]_Referring now to Figure 9, this shows a schematic diagram of components of a

portable data carrier 202, in the embodiment shown a so-called '—"=‘smart Flash card'—’;’. In this
context, Iljfsmart Flash card!’-f refers to an IC card similar in size to a plastic payment card

incorporating a processor and Flash data memory, preferably of large capacity. For fiirther
details on smart cards, reference may be made to the ISO (International Standards

 grgmizafion) series of standards, including ISO 7810, ISO 7811, ISO 7812,
ISO 7813, ISO 7816, ISO 9992 and ISO 10102, which are hereby incorporated by reference.

[0_1§g_]_Refe1-ring in more detail to Figure 9, a data and communications bus 204 links

components of the card which include a processor 210, worlcing memory 212, timing and
control logic 208 and an external interface which may have contacts (ISO 7816) or be

contactless (ISO 10536) for providingrexternal access to a bus 204 for reading data from and

writing data to the card 202. Also coupled to bus 204 are permanent program memory 216,
non-volatile data memory 218 and non-volatile (Flash) content data memory 214. Non-

volatile data memory 218 may comprise EEPROM and permanent program memory 216 may
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comprise ROM, for example, mask-programmed ROM. All the components ofFigure 9 are

mounted on a single substrate, in a preferred embodiment bearing contacts for external
interface 206.

jglL1<l_|_Processor 200 loads and implements program code from permanent program memory

216. This code comprises operating system code for providing the card with a basic operating

system for at least external communications; payment management code for supplying

payment data from non-volatile data memory 218 to pay for downloaded content; DRM

(Digital Rights Management) and security code, including code to implement content data use

rules and code for password controlled access to data and program functions; CRM code for

implementing CRM-related rules; and content synthesis code for combining stored content

data with additional data provided via external interface 206 for synthesising-smthesizing
complete content item data.

@Q¢_t_|_Non-volatile data memory 218 stores data including card identity data, access control

data, including password data for validating a user password, access record data for storing a

record of access attempts and their outcomes, and content supply data such as seherne-§£»t_ern_

owner website addresses and retailer/distributor website addresses.

]0_1E_Data memory 218 further stores card value data comprising Be-money such as

publicly verifiable digital signatures, and payment data for storing a payment audit trail

including payment amounts and data on to whom payments have been made. ‘The memory

2 l 8 also stores RF M (Recency Frequency Monetary) data to provide a record of transactions

for market research and customer reward purposes, and CRM data storing customer reward

points. Data memory 218 also stores an index ofcontent data items stored in Flash memory

214 and associated content use rules, as well as DRM and royalty data for maintaining an

audit trail ofuse history for rights management tracking. Optionally, data memory 218 may

also store supply chain data specifying a supply chain route through which data has been

obtained from a content provider, which may be used for rewarding supply chain

intermediaries, for example on a commission or reward points basis.

|010§| Content data memory 214 preferably comprises at least 100 MB ofdata storage,

partitioned as data blocks of a size selected to match the stored content type. For storing
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video data, Flash memory 2l4 preferably comprises > 1 GB data storage and the data blocks
into which the data memory is partitioned are larger.

[§)1_()'7_]_Referring now to Figure 10, this shows a schematic diagram of a data access device

220, such as a portable audio/video player. The data access device 220 comprises a

conventional dedicated computer system including a processor 238, permanent program
memory 236, such as ROM, working memory 234, such as RAM, and timing and control

logic 226 all coupled by a data and communications bus 222. Also coupled to the bus are an
audio interface 228, a display 230 and user controls 232, for providing a user interface. A

smart Flash card interface 224 is coupled to bus 222 for interfacing with a smart Flash card
for retrieving and playing stored content data.

jltfljermanent program memory 236 stores program code for implementation by
processor 238; this code may also be provided on a data carrier such as a ROM chip or disk

240. Processor 238 implements an SFC interface 238a, a user interface 238b, a content player
238d for retrieving stored content data from a smart Flash card interfaced to the device and

for outputting audio and/or video data derived from the retrieved content data (which may
comprise compressed audio and/or video data) to a user of the device.

]g1Q]_Processor 238 also implements use control 2380 for controlling access to and use of

contents stored on the smart Flash card by the content access device user. Use control routine

233c and/or DRM and security code in permanent memory 216 on the smart Flash card may
also implement digital watermarking and other Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI)
content protection code as specified in the SDMI portable device specification, part one,
version 1.0 (see www.sdmi.org) which is hereby incorporated by reference.

]0l10| Figures 11a and 11b show a flow diagram ofa process for registering a data ca.rrier or
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registration process records user registration data in the access control data store 138 of

Figure 6 and writes value data ontoithe blank card.

]0Lll_]_At step S10 a smart Flash card is inserted into a content access terminal smart Flash

card interface. The selaemesmg owner web page is then loaded onto the content access

tenninal and displayed to the user (step S11). User registration data is then entered into the

content access terminal (step S12) and transmitted to the sehemem owner (S13);—the_.

Iii; user registration data may include a user identity, a preferred e-payment system to use

and, optionally, a content access PIN or password, and a service level (for example bronze,

silver or gold). The optional password may be a password required by the e-payment system

for validation ofa payment by the user with the card or it may be a password to protect

u:nautherised—unauthorized access to content on a smart Flash card to protect stored data in the

event, for example, of the card being stolen. A single password may serve both these

functions. The content access terminal web browser is configured so that all sensitive data

passing between the terminal and the seheme-grsrfl owner is securely transmitted, for

example by using a conventional encryption system such as PK] (Public Key Infi-astructure).

fl11_2_|_At step S14 a payment request is received from the sehemesygtg owner at the

content access terminal and displayed to the user. At step S15 the user enters payment data

into the content access terminal and this payment data is transmitted to the seheme§)mtirn_

owner, for adding value to the card. This may, for example, be a credit card transaction as is

conventionally used for purchase over the intemet. Card value data and a card value access

code is then received by the content access terminal from the seheme_%n_ owner at step

S16. The card value corresponds to the payment made by the user and the value access code

may be a password entered by the user at step S12 or may comprise a password for PIN

created by payment processor 128 or e-payment system 121 as illustrated in Figure 6. In a

preferred embodiment, the user pays the sehemem owner and the sehemem owner

than directly provides digital signature data representing value to the content access terminal

for writing onto the smart Flash card.

[_(11;[_At step S17, card registration data is received from the seheaae-§fite1_n owner by the

content access terminal and written onto the smart Flash card. This card registration data

comprises user identity data, access control data, payment system specifying data, scheme

§_y§t;_erg owner access data, such as a scheme-QQE owner web page address and other dial-up
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information. At this stage other data may be entered by the user and written onto the card,

including, for example, user preference data, retail outlet and CRM data (alternatively user

preference data may be captured at step S12). At step S18 the card value data and card value

access code received at step S16 is written onto the card and output to the user visually and,

optionally, as a printed record. The card is then available for use, at step S19.

[fl_1_l_t§_|_Figure 1 lb shows the corresponding registration steps performed by the scheme

s_,v§_tgm_ ownefijs data supply system 120. At step S20, a request for a smart card registration

web page is received from a content access device and, at step S21, transmitted to the device.

User registration data is then received, at step S22, from the content access terminal and

stored in content access control data store 138. The sehemem ownerljs computer system

then transmits, at step S23, a payment request to the content access terminal and receives, at

step S24, payment data in reply, this -payment is then authenticated, at step S25, with an Eg-

payment system such as payment system 121 a or b illustrated in Figure 6, and after

verification the payment processor 128 of the computer system transmits, at step S26, value

data and a value access code to the content access terminal, for writing onto the smart Flash

card. The payment processor then updates the payment record data store 136 with data

relating to the transaction (step S27) and, at step S28, retrieves card registration data

previously written into the access control data store and transmits this registration data to the

content access terminal. At step S29 the transaction is then complete.

]_Q1_1§]_Referring now to Figures 12a—te-;c, these illustrate a flow chart for downloading data

to a smart Flash card using a data access terminal. At step S30 the smart Flash card is

inserted into the content access terminal and the user then enters, at step S31, their password

for gaining access to the functionality of the smart Flash card. At step S32, the content access

terminal transmits the password to the smart card for verification and the terminal checks, at

step S33, Whether access is permitted. If access is not permitted a warning is displayed by the

terminal, at step S34, and an access denied count is implemented. A threshold count is then

read fiom the card together with a count ofthe total number of times access to the card has

been denied (step S35). At step S36 the terminal checks whether the total number ofdenied

accesses is within three of the card threshold, and if it is not, returns to step S34~wh-ilst-3_l_,

Elle ifit is, it proceeds to step S37 where the terminal displays a warning that a further

denied access is likely to result in erasure ofcontent stored on the card. At step S38 the
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terminal then checks whether itls-it_s_ count ofdenied accesses is greater than its threshold

value, returning to step S31 ifnot, and displaying an access refused message at step S39 if the

total number ofpemiitted accesses has been exceeded. The system then Waits at step S39 for
removal ofthe smart Flash card from the content access terminal.

]Q1_l_6_]_If access is permitted at step S33, the terminal loads outline CRM data from the card

(step S40) and loads retail data, such as targeted advertising, from the retailer LAN/WAN

(step S41). At step S42, the terminal then displays a menu ofoptions, retail data such as

advertising or CRM—related data and outline CRM data, such as a total number of reward

points earned, on the content access terminal. Many options include download content (from
a sehen=re—sy§jt;@ owner), add monetary value (to the card), check/spend CRM value stored on

the card, follow website links, and exit. At step S43, the user inputs a menu option which, in

the illustrated flow chart, is the download option. The system thus passes to step S44 and
loads the sehemem ownerijs content access web page onto the content access terminal
and displays this to the user.

]1)l_1'7]_At step S45, the user enters a content search request, which is transmitted to the

sehenae-s3/s_t<:r_n owner content distributor processor 134. Content search results are received

back from the content distribution processor, including a content identifier, a brief

description, and content cost data for.at least one payment option, and these results are

displayed on the user on the content access terminal. The user then selects one or more

content items at step S47 and the selection is transmitted to the content distribution processor

134 where fiirther content cost data and purchase option data is retrieved fiom data store 140.

At step S48, this content cost and purchase data (including use rule data) is received from the

scheme-§ys_tgm_ owner and displayed to the terminal user. The user then selects, at step S49, a
purchase option and confirms a purchase request or, alternatively, selects '—"_‘exitflf_’ to return to

the menu display of step S42. After one or more content items have been selected, together

with a purchase option, hard value and CRM data is read from the smart Flash card at step

S50, and at step S51 a check is made to determine whether the monetary and/or CRM (reward

points) value stored on the smart Flash card is sufiicient to purchase the selected purchase

data items. If the card value is insufficient, a warning is displayed at step S52 and the system
returns to the menu display at step S42. Ifthe card value is sufficient, at step S53 the content

access terminal transmits a payment request to the smart Flash card.
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]l8_]_Payment for the data item or items requested may either be made directly to the
sehemesygteii owner or may be made to an e-payment system such as e-payment systems
121a and l2lb ofFigure 6, with these systems then forwarding payment confirmation data to

the seheme-ggtg owner computer system. Alternatively, the content access terminal may
transmit data to the card to set up a transaction directly with a content provider who, being the
copyright owner, would normally receive the majority of the payment.

[_t_ll_l_9_]_At step S54, payment data for making a payment to the sehemegystg owner is

received from the smart Flash card by the content access terminal and forwarded to an e-

payment system such as Be-payment system 121 in Figure 6. Payment record data, validating

payment by the card to the S6h€m& owner, is then received back from the e-payment

system at step S55 by the content access terminal and forwarded to the card for updating

payment data on the card. In alternative embodiments, payment data fi'om the card may be

provided directly to the se-heme-_sy_sg_m ownerljs data supply computer for authentication and,
optionally, further validation with an e-payment system by the scheme-system ownerljs
computer.

|0120| Distribution of the payment received by the scheme-sggtem owner from the card is

performed by the seherne—s}§tem ownerljs computer system, as described elsewhere. Such

payment distribution will normally provide a small percentage of the total payment to a

—_owner—_ or operator ofthe content access terminal, such as a retailer, distributor, or in other

embodiments, mobile communications network operator or cable TV network operator.

,L01_;;]=h1 the presently described embodiment, payment record data received in step S55 is
transmitted to the sehemesystem owner to confirm payment by the card and thus it is the

content access terminal, in the described embodiment, which authenticates a payment before
confirming that the payment has been made to the seheme-sgtern owner.

|0122| In step S56, together with the payment record data, purchase request and card
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supplier to the smart Flash card. The download is preferably arranged so that there is no

permanent storage ofdownloaded data on the content access terminal (although temporary

storage in a disk cache may be permissible), and there is further preferably no temporary

storage on the content access terminal of complete data for a content data item. This provides

data security and reassurance to the content providers.

[gun the same way as with card registration described with regard to Figure 11, a secure

and trusted link is set up between the content access terminal and/or the smart Flash card and

the data supply computer in a conventional manner as is well known to those skilled in the art

(for example, using public key data encryption). The data transaction may be set up directly

between the smart Flash card and the data supply computer, in which case the content access

terminal has no access to unencrypted content data, or it may be set up between the content

access terminal and the data supply computer, in which case unencrypted data is written by

the content access terminal to the smart Flash card. Standard transmission protocols are used

to ensure complete transmission of a content data item, for example by re-transmitting blocks

of data which are not correctly received.

|0124| Also at step S57, one or more content access rules is received from the seherne-§3§tem

owner data supply computer and written to the smart Flash card so that each content data item

has an associated use rule to specify under what conditions a user of the smart Flash card is

allowed access to the content data item.

]L2_5_]_At step S58 the content access terminal receives CRM data from the content

distribution processor 134 of the scheme-§y§t;er_n_ owner, for example specifying a number of

reward points earned by downloading the selected content items. This CRM data will

normally be written to the smart Flash card (step S59), but may additionally or alternatively

be stored in the content access terminal or in a data store of the content access terminal owner

so that the reward points are held by the distributor/retailer/cable TV operator. Finally, also

at step S59, a complete record ofdetails ofthe transactions between the smart Flash card and

the content access terminal, the smart Flash card and the scheme-sggtgg owner, the smart

Flash card and the e-payment system, and the content access terminal and the e-payment

system and/or data supply computer is recorded on the smart Flash card to provide an audit

trial. The system then returns to the menu display at step S42.
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]fl;§_]_'I‘he add monetary value menu option provided by the menu operates in a similar

manner to that described with regard to steps S15 and S16 ofFigure 1 la and steps S24 to S27

ofFigure 1 lb. In embodiments of the system in which the smart Flash card operates either in

a. debit (pre-pay) or credit mode, operating mode data may be loaded from the card together

with outlying CRM data at step S40. Ifthe card is operating in a credit mode then, at step

$41, the content access terminal reads content use data records fi-om the card and proceeds
correspondingly to steps S47 and S48 to determine the value of the content accessed and then

proceeds according to steps S15 and S16 ofFigure 11a and steps S24 to S27 ofFigure 1 lb to
retrieve payment for the accessed content from the card owner. Where enhanced access

control features are provided, access control data read from the smart Flash card or entered

into the content access terminal at step S31 is used, in step S44, to access the sehemem
owner content access webpage and, in some embodiments, to set up a secure connection

between the content access terminal and seheraesfitem owner data supply computer at step
S44.

]9;;fl_Referring now to Figures 12d and 12e, these show steps in a process implemented on
the seheme—§y§t;e;n_ ownerljs data supply computer; for providing content data to a content

access terminal and thence to a data carrier such as a smart Flash card. At step S60 the

' §3§t_e_rr_1 owner-‘ls content access web page is requested by a content access terminal

and transmitted to the requesting terminal. A search request for searching for a content data

item is received, at step S61, fi'om the content access terminal, and at step S62 content

distribution processor 134 of the content supply system searches content access and DRM

data store 140 and transmits the search results to the content access terminal. The search

results will normally comprise a content item identifier, a content item description, optionally
a content item sample, and at least one content item price, for example; for a default payment

option. The search results may comprise a set ofcontent data items, either selected by type or
artist or comprising some predetermined selection in a similar manner to a compilation of
tracks on a CD.

[0128] At step S63 content item selection data identifying one or more content items is

retrieved from the content access terrninal,_a.nd at step S64 content item purchase data for the

selected content items is retrieved from content access and DRM data store 140. This

purchase data will normally include, for each selected content item, one or more prices and
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purchase options. Purchase option data may simply comprise one of a set of standard options,

for example;—“;‘l H’_’ to purchase outright, 3:222 to rent for a period of time, 3fi3'—': to rent for a

number ofplays, and 5‘_‘4!fl to rent with a final purchase option. The purchase option data

may also indicate when a content item is available free.

L0_1_z2]__At step S65 the content purchase data is transmitted to the content access terminal,

and at step S66 payment record data, indicating a payment made from the smart Flash card to

the scheme-gggtg owner, purchase request data, card registration data and, optionally, access

control data, is received from the content access terminal. The payment record data confirms

a payment for the requested data items, the purchase request data specifies the payment option

selected for the selected content items, and the card registration data provides data for

keeping records of the transaction and providing reward points; the access control data may

be required for additional data security. At step S67 the payment record data, in the described

embodiment of the system, is validated with an e-payment system such as Be-payment system

121 of Figure 6. As illustrated in the flow chart, the data supply system computer checks

with the e-payment system that a payment has in fact been made to the seherrie-ggstln owner.

In other embodiments ofthe system, payment may be made directly to the sehemem

owner, and either concurrently with the content access and download process, or at some later

stage, payment data received from the smart Flash card may be verified with the e-payment

system for reimbursement of the sehemefitg owner.

[ELM step S68, payment distribution data is read from the content access data store 140.

This data will indicate how payment made by the card for the data is to be distributed among

recipients. In one embodiment, recipientsli payment fi'actions are specified in general terms

in the content access data store, for example; copyright owner 0.90, seheme-gm owner

0.01, retailer/distributor 0.02, publisher 0.02, creator 0.05. Identification ofwho is the

relevant copyright owner is stored in the data store together with the content item identifier,

but may be selected from more than one possible content providers-provider for the data item,

and identification ofwho is the relevant retailer/distributor may be determined fi'om, for

example, content access identity information received from the content access terminal when

the sehemesysgem owner content access web page is accessed at step S60. At step S69,

payments are then distributed in accordance with the payment distribution data, either by

direct distribution ofvalue-bearing digital signatures to the relevant parties, or by issuing 21
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payment distribution instruction to e-payment system 121. Preferably the data supply system

stores records of individual card payments and, at intervals, combines the payment

distribution data for a plurality ofindividual records to output payment data for distributing

the total payment received by the data supply system fiom a batch of individual payments.

L0_1;y_At step S70, content access rules for the purchased level ofservice are read from the

content access data store. These rules could, for example, specify that only a predetermined

number ofaccesses to the content are permitted, for example 10 plays. Alternatively, the

rules could provide access for, say, one month from the download date. Other rules may

provide unlimited plays but only on specified players, for example; set top boxes owned by a
particular cable TV network (as determined by content access device identification data

provided to a smart Flash card fi-om a content access device). A content provider

identification for the requested content data is also read from the content access data store at

step S70 together with CRM data for issuing reward points.

jfl3_3_]_At step S71, content access rules for the requested content data items are retrieved

fi'om data store 140 and transmitted to the content access terminal. Then, at step S72, DRM

processor 130 of the data supply system transmits a transaction request and authentication

data to the content provider identified in step S70. This request identifies the sehemem

owner data supply system to the content provider in a secure manner, either by means of

physical security, such as a dedicated connection from the sehemei owner data supply
system to the content provider, or by means of an electronically secure connection such as an

encryption connection. Then, at step 5S73, the content access web server 124 receives

protected content from the content provider, comprising the data items requested by the

content access terminal, and transmits this protected content to the content access terminal.

The content is preferably protected by data encryption but may be protected in other ways, for

example, by digital watermarking or simply by the large number ofother transactions taking

place at any one time over the internet. The data supply system computer, at this point,

essentially acts as a transparent data forwarder, forwarding data from the content provider to

the content access terminal, which itself is preferably effectively transparent, using data
exchange interface 200c to transmit the protected content data directly to the smart Flash

card. As described with regard to Figure 12d, the content download protocol includes error
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protection and transmission retry protocols to ensure substantially error;fiee data
transmission.

_[0_l3§_Once content has been downloaded to the content access terminal (and, hence, to the

smart Flash card) at step S74 a record ofthe purchase data and content accessed is written to

payment record data store 136, to provide an audit trail. Then, at step S75, updated CRM

data is written to the content access data store 140, using rules stored in the content access

data store, in conjunction with a record of the downloaded data items, to calculate the CRM

data (ie. reward points). The updated CRM data is then also transmitted to the content access

terminal, where it can be forwarded to the smart Flash card. Then, at step S76, the process
ends.

j_l£g]_Refening now to Figure 13, this shows a flow chart for user access of stored data on a

smart Flash card using a data access device such as the MP3 player ofFigure 1. At step S77

the smart Flash card is inserted into the player and, at step S78, the user enters a password

into the player, which is transmitted to the smart Flash card for validation (this step is

optional). If access to stored data on the card is permitted, the process proceeds to step S79

where an index ofcontent data items stored on the card is loaded from the card and displayed
together with a menu. The menu provides options including access content, check value

(stored on the card), check CRM data (such as reward points) stored on the card, and play
options (such as no video, repeat play, random play, and the like). If the user wishes to access

content data items stored on the smart Flash card, a user selection ofsuch items is entered

into the player at step S80, for example using cursor keys or a pointer; additionally or

alternatively a default play option may be provided to, for example, play the most recently
downloaded data.

[_0_1;5J__At step S81 content use status data for the selected content items is loaded fi'om the

smart Flash card together with associated content use rules. Then, at step S82, the use rules

and present use status for each selected content item are compared and the result is displayed
together with a content play menu. The content play menu may comprise a simple list of the

selected content items with items not available for access highlighted in, for example, red.

Alternatively, more detailed content access permission data may be displayed such as the

purchased contents use for a content data item, the actual use of the data item made so far,
and the available remaining use. Then, at step S83, the layer—}12_a3@g determines whether
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content use is permitted. Ifuse is not permitted, the process returns to step S79 to re—display

the menu; if content use is permitted the system proceeds to step S84.

[fl1§_§]__At step S84 the selected content data items whose use is permitted are retrieved

sequentially from the card, decoded as necessary, and the decoded audio and/or video data is

made available to the user, for example, by providing audio output at a headphone socket on

the player and displaying video output on the player display. Preferably, the player also

retrieves supplementary data stored in association with a content data item, such as

advertising data, or for a web-enabled player, hot links to web sites for sale ofgoods or

services, particularly those related to! the accessed content data item or those identified to

appeal to users accessing the data item (such as pop group or

Harley Davidson (trade mark) motor bikes for rock music/video).

j_0_1;fl_Preferably, the player is .provided with 5fipause'1’_’ and Eficontinuefif functions and

corresponding user controls. When '—"_‘_pauseEf is selected the process passes to step S85 and

writes a record to the smart Flash card comprising data specifying how much use has been

made of the accessed content data item. In the case ofmusic or video data, this may comprise

start and end time markers or simply a play duration time (the start time being predetermined,

for example at the start of the data item). In the case of a game the partial use data may

comprise an elapsed play time or a number of lives left. In the case of a data item providing a

service such as access to stock and share prices, or weather information, or a share dealing

service, the partial use information may comprise a status record indicating the status of an

interrupted transaction. When the flfjcontinueflfj function is selected on the player the process
returns to step S84.

j0_l;8J_To allow for the smart Flash card being removed fiom the player between pause and

continue events, a check may be made at step S78, by reading a partial use status data fi'om

the card, to determine whether a content data item was lefi in a pause state when the card was

lest—l_as_t used. If such a paused—;;au_g state is determined to exist for a content data item, the

process may then jump directly to step S85 to allow a user to resume or continue with the

content data item and proceed directly to step S84.

|0139| Once play is complete the process moves to step S85 where updated content use data

is written to the smart Flash ca.rd. This updated use data provides a record of the uselof a
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content made in step S84. This record can then be used in steps S81 to S83 to determine, on

a subsequent occasion, whether further use of the content data item is permitted. Finally, at

step S86, customer reward management reward rules are loaded from the smart Flash card

together with CRM data stored on the card. The CRM data is then updated, using the CRM

reward rules, to reflect the use of content data items made in step S84 and the updated data is

written back to the smart Flash card.

j0_le_tflIn one embodiment the CRM reward rules are determined by the content access

terminal owner (retailer/distributor/cable or mobile network operator) and are written onto the

card when registering the card. The updated CRM data may then be accessed by a content

access terminal for spending or other use when the smart Flash card is next inserted into a

content access terminal. Once the CRM data has been updated, the process returns to step

S79 to display the content index and menu.

|0141| The specific embodiments of the invention described above use communication over

the internet and web-based technology but this is not essential, and the invention may be

implemented using any electronic communications network, such as a wide area network,

local area network, wireless network, or conventional land line network. Likewise, the

invention is applicable to the Internet-intemet, intranets, extranets, and other internet protocol

networks.

|0142| The skilled person will understand that many variants to the system are possible and

the invention is not limited to the described embodiments but encompasses modifications

which lie within the spirit and scope of the present invention.
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1. ‘ Receipt is acknowledged of the Response to the Election/Restriction Requirement filed

September 29, 2006. The applicant elected Group 111, claims 22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62 and

cancelled claims 1-21, 24-34, 51-58, and 63-74.

Priority

2. Acknowledgment is’ made of applicant's claim for foreign priority based on an application

filed in United Kingdom on November 25, 1999. It is noted, however, that applicant has not

filed a certified copy of the 9925227.2.a,pplication as required by 35 U.S.C. 1l9(b).

Oath/Declaration

3. The oath or declaration is defective. A new oath or declaration in compliance with 37

CFR l.67(a) identifying this application by application number and filing date is required. See

MPEP §§ 602.01 and 602.02.

The oath or declaration is defective because:

The oath or declaration contains incorrect application number and filing date.

Claim Objections

4. Claim 41 is objected to because ofthe following inforrnalities: the word, “warming”

inline 2 appears to be - - warning - -. Appropriate correction is required.

5. Claim 44 is objected to because of the following informalities: the claim is missing a

period at the end of the claim. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

6. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. l 12:
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The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the
subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

7. Claim 35 recites the limitation "a processor" in lines 5 and 6. “a processor” in line 6-

appears to be - - said processor - - or - — the processor - - unless the applicant intends to recite

two separate processors. There is insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

8. Claim 40 recites the limitation "the card" in line 3. There is insufficient antecedent basis

for this limitation in the claim.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

9. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

10. Claims 22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l02(b) as being anticipated

by Hiroya et al. (US 5,754,654, cited by the applicant).

Re claim 22, Hiroya et al. disclose a method and a system comprising an electronic ticket

storage device (2), a terminal device (3), a communication line (4), and an electronic ticket

vending and refunding device (1). The electronic ticket storage device further comprises lC chip

having a storage unit (31) comprised of various readable/writable storage units (32-36), an 1/O

interface (37), and_a central processing unit (3 8). The electronic ticket storage device is a data

carrier that carries various data such as electronic ticket information, electronic money

information, transaction history information, appropriate program information and working area

storage space. Fig. 12 of the reference discloses a flowchart illustrating how each element within

the system operates a desired function. In the left side of the flowchart, it is disclosed that the
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data carrier (electronic ticket storage device 2) receives a data access request and transmits

corresponding data (960 - l 160). For each reception and transmission of data, the data carrier

checks the status of electronic ticket and electronic money and responds in accordance with the

results of the checking (use rules). At the end ofeach task, it confirms and evaluates the status

of each step according to the resultsof the evaluation (i.e. checking invalid flags and deletable

flags; see column 9, lines 31-67).

Re claim 23, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

22 stated above, wherein said parameter memory (electronic money storage area 33) further

stores payment data and further comprising selecting a said use rule (in accordance with the

program stored in the program storage area 34) dependent upon said payment data.

Re claim 35, Hiroya et al. disclose a method and a system comprising an electronic ticket

storage device (2), a terminal device (3), a communication line (4), and an electronic ticket

vending and refunding device (1). The electronic ticket storage device further comprises IC chip *

having a storage unit (31) comprised of various readable/writable storage units (32-36), an I/O

interface (37), and a central processing unit (3 8). The terminal device (3) is a data access

terminal for retrieving» data from a data supplier (electronic ticket bending and refunding device

l) and providing the retrieved data to a data carrier (2), the terminal comprising: '

a first interface (communication device 24) for communicating with the data supplier (l );

a data carrier interface (lC card Reader/Writer) for interfacing with the data carrier (2);

a program store storing code (storage device 25) implementable by a processor (Cl’U 27);

and
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a processor (27), coupled to the first interface (24), the data carrier interface (26) and to

the program store (25) for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code touread payment data from the data carrier (2) and to forward the payment data

to a payment validation system (steps 270, 290, and 340 in Fig. 5);

code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation system (step 340

receives the acknowledgment of reception of the electronic money data);

code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the data supplier (1)

and to write (350) the retrieved data into the data carrier (2).

Re claim 36, Hiroya et al. disclose. the method and the.system as recited in rejected claim

35 stated above, further comprising code to transmit (350 and 360)at least a portion of the

payment validation data to the data supplier (1) or to a destination received from the data

supp] ier.

Re claim 37, I-Iiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

36 stated above, further comprising code to retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user

stored data identifier data (electronic signature) and associated value data and use rule data for a

data item available from the data supplier.

Re claim 38, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

37 stated above, further comprising code to write use rule data for a data item (electronic ticket

return/refund rule) into the data carrier (2) with the associated data item.

Re claim 39, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

37 stated above, further comprising code to read a stored value from the data carrier (2), code to

compare said stored value with said value data; and code to provide a modified output to a user
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of one or more of said stored data identifier data (ticket number), said value data and said use

rule data, in response to a result of the comparison (col. 10, 11. 1-23).

' Re claim 40, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

35 stated above, further comprising code for user input of access control data (local secret key),

code to output the access control data to the data carrier, code to receive access permission data

from the card, and code to output data to the user in response to the received access permission

data (the local secret key has to match with a public secret key to accomplish a complete

electronic money transfer).

Re claim 41, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

40 stated above, further comprising code to output adata erasure warning (deletable flag) in

response to the received access permission data.

Re claim 42, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

35 stated above, further comprising code to read reward data (a request for a refund of an unused

electronic ticket) from the data carrier and to write modified reward data (updating transaction

history storage area) to the data carrier in response to said retrieval of data from the data supplier.

Re claim 43, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

35 stated above, further comprising:

code to read identity data (electronic ticket number) from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier (sending the electronic ticket);

code to receive user characterizing data (electronic signature) from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data (local secret key) in response to said characterizing

data; and
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code to output the supplementary data (col. 10, ll. 1-23).

Re claim 44, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

35 stated above, further comprising a cash (electronic cash/money) input device (card reader)

coupled to the processor, to provide cash input value data and code to update payment data in the

data carrier (2), in accordance with the cash input value data.

Re claim 45, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

35 stated above, integrated with a mobile communication device, a personal computer, an

audio/video player, and/or a cable or satellite television interface device (the electronic ticket

vending and refunding device is a computer.).

Re claim 46, Hiroya et al. disclose a method and a system comprising an electronic ticket’

storage device (2), a terminal device (3), a communication line (4), and an electronic ticket

vending and refunding device (1). The electronic ticket storage device further comprises IC chip

having a storage unit (31) comprised of various readable/writable storage units (32-36), an I/O

interface (37), and a central processing unit (38). The method further comprising:

reading payment data (via an IC card reader/writer) from the data carrier (2);

forwarding the payment data to a payment validation system (electronic ticket vending &

refunding device 1);

retrieving data from the data supplier (1); and

writing the retrieved data into the date carrier (Fig. 5 and 12).

Re claim 47, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

46 stated above, further comprising:
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receiving payment validation data (send the acknowledgement of the reception of the

electronic money; step 330 in Fig. 5) from the payment validation system; and

transmitting at least a portion of the payment validation data (Register completion of

sending of the electronic money; step 350 in Fig. 5) to the data supplier (1 ).

Re claim 48, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

47 stated above, wherein the payment validation system comprises a payment processor (CPU

21) at the data supplier (1 and see Fig. 2).

Re claim 49, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

46 stated above, further comprising:

retrieving from the data supplier (1) a stored data item (electronic ticket) identifier and

associated value data and use rule data; and

writing use rule data (electronic ticket retum/refund rule) for the data item into the data

carrier.

Re claim 50, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

, 48 stated above, further comprising:

reading a stored value (electronic signature) from the data carrier;

comparing the stored value with said value data, and

outputting to a user information indicating the result of said comparing (col. 10, ll. 1-23).

Re claim 59, Hiroya et al. disclose a method and a system comprising an electronic ticket

storage device (2), a terminal device (3), a communication line (4), and an electronic ticket

vending and refunding device (1). The electronic ticket storage device further comprises IC chip
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having a storage unit (31) comprised of various readable/writable storage units (32-36), an I/O

interface (37), and a central processing unit (38). The method further comprising:

retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use of the stored data

(electronic ticket);

retrievinguse rules from the data carrier (2);

evaluating the use status data (valid/invalid) using the use ‘rules to determine whether

access to data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

permitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said

evaluating (Fig. 12 and col. 19, line 4 — col. 21, line 45).

Re claim 60, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

59 stated above, further writing updated use status data (1 190 in Fig. 12) to the carrier after an

access attempt.

Re claim 61, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

60 stated above, wherein said use rules permit partial access to a data item and wherein said

writing writes a record of what part of the data item has been accessed when only part of the data

item has been accessed (The electronic ticket storage area can store more than one ticket

information and only a portion of the ticket information can be accessed one at a time.)

Re claim 62, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

59 stated above, further comprising:

inputting a user access data (electronic ticket information data);

selecting the use rules (electronic ticket return/refund rule) dependent upon the user

access data.
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Conclusion

1 The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

McGee et al. (US 7,083,081) disclose a method for issuing tickets and a payment

processing device with an identifier information.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Steven S. Paik whose telephone number is 571-272-2404. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 5230a-2:00p (Maxi—Flex*).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Michael G. Lee can be reached on 571-272-2398. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

,may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http2//pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

s¢Qg%Z?;;;
Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2876
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TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

M ELM, ‘¢‘6a_4 ,

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No. 3911

Herman-ard HULST Examiner: PAIK, Steve S.
Patrick SANDOR

Technology Center/Art Unit: 2876
Application No.: 11/336,758

AMENDMENT

Filed: January 19,2006

For: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS

SYSTEMS

Customer No.: 20350

 

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Office Action mailed November 6, 2006, please enter the

following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 2 of this
paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 7 of this paper.
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Amdt. dated February 6, 2007

Reply to Office Action of November 6, 2006

Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

Claims 1-21. (Canceled)

22. (Currently Amended) A method of controlling access to content data on a

data carrier, the data carrier comprising non-volatile data memory storing content memog; and

non-volatile parameter memory storing use status data and use rules, the method comprising:

receiving a data access request from a user for at least one content item of the

content data stored in the non-volatile data memogg;

reading the use status data and use rules from the parameter memory that pertain

to use of the at least one reguested content item; and

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to

the stered—elata at least one reguested content item stored in the content memog is permittedgfll

[[-ll

displaying to the user whether access is permitted for each of the at least one

reguested content item stored in the non-volatile data memory.

23. (Original) A method as claimed in claim 22 wherein said parameter

memory further stores payment data and further comprising selecting a said use rule dependent

upon said payment data.

Claims 24-34. (Canceled)

35. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal for retrieving data from a

data supplier and providing the retrieved data to a data carrier, the terminal comprising:

a first interface for communicating with the data supplier;

a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier;

Page 2 of 11
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a program store storing code; and implem 

a processor [[,]] coupled to the first interface, the data carrier interface; and [[to]]

the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data

to a payment validation system;

code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation system;

code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the data

supplier and to write the retrieved data into the data carrier; and

code responsive to the payment validation data to receive at least one access rule

from the data supplier and to write the at least one access rule into the data carrier, the at least

one access rule specifying at least one condition for accessing the retrieved data written into the

data carrier, the at least one condition being dependent upon the amount of payment associated

with the payment data forwarded to the payment validation system.

36. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 further

comprising code to transmit at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier

or to a destination received from the data supplier.

37. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35

further comprising code to retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user stored data

identifier data and associated value data and use rule data for a data item available from the data

supplier.

38. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 further

comprising code to write use rule data for a data item into the data carrier with the associated

data item.

39. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37

further comprising code to read a stored value from the data carrier, code to compare said stored

value with said value data; and code to provide a modified output to a user of one or more of said
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stored data identifier data, said value data and said use rule data, in response to a result of the

comparison.

40. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal according to claim 35 fiirther

comprising code for user input of access control data, code to output the access control data to

the data carrier, @ code to receive access permission data ad output

data to the user in response to the received access permission data.

41. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 40

further comprising code to output a data erasure wanning warning in response to the received

access permission data.

42. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising code to read reward data from the data carrier and to write modified reward

data to the data carrier in response to said retrieval of data-from the data supplier.

43. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising:

code to read identity data from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier;

code to receive user characterizing data from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data in response to said characterizing data; and

code to output the supplementary data.

44. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal according to claim 35 further

comprising a cash input device coupled to the processor, to provide cash input value data; and

code to update payment data in the data carrier, in accordance with the cash input value data,

45. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

integrated with a mobile communication device, a personal computer, an audio/video player,

and/or a cable or satellite television interface device.
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46. (Currently Amended) A method of providing data from a data supplier to a

data carrier, the method comprising:

reading payment data from the data carrier;

forwarding the payment data to a payment validation system;

retrieving data from the data supplier; and

writing the retrieved data into the date data carrier;

receiving at least one access rule from the data supplier; and

writing the at least one access rule into the data carrier, the at least one access rule

specifying at least one condition for accessing the retrieved data written into the data carrier, the

at least one condition being dependent upon the amount of payment associated with the payment

data forwarded to the payment validation system.

47. (Original) A method of providing data from a data supplier according to

claim 46 further comprising:

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and

transmitting at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier.

48. (Original) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 47, wherein the

payment validation system comprises a payment processor at the data supplier.

49. (Currently Amended) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 46,

further comprising:

retrieving from the data supplier a stored data item identifier and associated value

data ;and

writing use—i=ule—elata the stored data item identifier and associated value data for

the data item into the data carrier.

50. (Previously Presented) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 48,

further comprising:

reading a stored value from the data carrier;
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comparing the stored value with said value data; and

outputting to a user information indicating the result of said comparing.

Claims»51-58. (Canceled)

59. (Original) A method of controlling access to data from a data carrier,

comprising:

retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use of the stored

data;

retrieving use rules from the data carrier;

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to

data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

permitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said

evaluating.

60. (Original) A method of controlling access according to claim 59, further

comprising:

writing updated use status data to the carrier after an access attempt.

61. (Original) A method of controlling access according to claim 60, wherein

said use rules permit partial access to a data item and wherein said writing writes a record of

what part of the data item has been accessed when only part of the data item has been accessed.

62. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling access according to claim

59, further comprising:

inputting a user access data;

selecting the use rules dependent upon the user access data.

Claims 63-74. (Canceled)
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

This Amendment is in response to the Office Action mailed November 6, 2006. Claims

22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62 were pending in the present application. This Amendment amends

claims 22, 35, 40, 41, 44, 46, and 49, without adding or canceling any claims, leaving pending in

the application claims 22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62. Reconsideration of the rejected claims is

respectfully requested.

1. Priority and Oath/Declaration T

It is respectfully submitted that is application is a continuation of, and claims priority to,

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/111,716 (which in turn claims priority to the UK

application). This claim of priority was submitted with the application as filed and can be

verified through the PAIR system. The Office Action states on page 2 that applicant has not

filed a certified copy of the foreign application in the present application. It is respectfully

submitted that MPEP §201.l4(b) states "Where the benefit of a foreign filing date based on a

foreign application is claimed in a later filed application (i.e., continuation, continuation-in-part,

division) or in a reissue application and a certified copy of the foreign application as filed, has

been filed in a parent or related application, it is not necessary to file an additional certified copy

in the later application." As such, it is not believed that an additional certified copy is necessary.

Further, the Office Action on page 2 states that the oath or declaration is defective for

identifying an incorrect application number and filing date. It is respectfully submitted that the

oath or declaration is not defective as it identifies the application number and filing date of the

parent application, of which this application is a continuation. 37 CFR §1.63 states that a "newly

executed oath or declaration is not required under §l.51(b)(2) and §1.53(f) in a continuation or

divisional application." Further, MPEP §602.05(a) states that a "continuation or divisional

application filed under 37 CFR 1.53(b) (other than a continuation-in-part (CIP)) may be filed

with a copy of the oath or declaration from the prior nonprovisional application." As such, it is

believed that the oath or declaration is not defective as it is a copy of what was filed in the parent

application.
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Applicants therefore respectfully request that the objections to the priority claims and the

oath/declaration be withdrawn. If such belief on Applicants‘ part is not accurate, Applicants

respectfully request that the Examiner contact the undersigned attorney to ensure that the present

response is not considered to be non-responsive and does not result in abandonment of the

present application.

II. Objection to the Claims

Claims 41 and 44 are objected to for including informalities, particularly a typographical

error for the term "warning" and the inadvertent omission of a period at the end of a claim.

Applicants appreciate the Examiner's careful attention to detail, and have amended these claims

appropriately. It is noted that Applicants‘ copy of claim 44 included a period at the end, but due

to copying and other such issues the period may not have appeared to be included in the claim so

Applicants have thus amended the claim to add a period in order to be responsive. It is

respectfully requested that if such a period is found to have been included in the claim, that this

amendment not be rejected as being non-compliant for reciting an incorrect status identifier

and/or not amending the claim. As the claims should no longer contain the objectionable

informalities, Applicants respectfully request that the objections to these claims be withdrawn.

III. Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §1l2

Claims 35 and 40 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l 12, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention. In particular, these claims are rejected for lacking proper

antecedent basis for each term recited therein. These claims as amended should include proper

antecedent basis for each term recited therein. Applicants therefore respectfiilly request that the

rejection with respect to claims 35 and 40 be withdrawn.
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IV. Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §102 _

Claims 22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as being

anticipated by Hiroya (U.S. Patent No. 5,754,654). Applicants respectfully submit that Hiroya

does not disclose each element of these claims.

For example, Applicants’ claim 22 as amended recites a method of controlling access to

content data on a data carrier, the data carrier comprising non-volatile data memory storing

content memory and non-volatile parameter memory storing use status data and use rules, the

method comprising:

receiving a data access request from a user for at least one content item of the content

data stored in the non-volatile data memory;

reading the use status data and use rules from the parameter memory that pertain
to use of the at least one requested content item;

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to the

at least one requested content item stored in the content memory is permitted; and

displaying to the user whether access is permitted for each of the at least one

requested content item stored in the non-volatile data memory

(emphasis added). Such limitations are not disclosed by Hiroya.

Hiroya discloses an electronic ticket vending and refunding system wherein a ticket

purchaser can purchase a ticket to an event, etc., through a man-machine interface, whereby the

ticket information is transferred to an electronic ticket storage device (col. 11, lines 36-49). In

this system, the electronic ticket is stored in the electronic ticket storage device and includes 5

ticked information data and an electronic ‘signature (col. 15, lines 62-67), and the ticket can be

redeemed by decrypting the electronic signature and ticket information data so that a man-

machine interface can verify the validity of the electronic ticket (col. 23, line 64-col. 24, line 18).

Hiroya does not disclose status data and use rules stored in a parameter memory, wherein the use

rules stored on the non-volatile memory are used to analyze the use status data stored on the non-

volatile memory to determine whether access to separately-stored requested content is permitted

as required in Applicants’ claim 22 as amended. Hiroya discloses that electronic ticket

information itself includes both the ticket data and the validity data, and that the electronic ticket

information must be decrypted to be validated. Hiroya does not disclose use status data stored

separately from associated content data, and since ticket data is either valid or not valid in and of

itself and does not include separate use data, Hiroya does not suggest or provide motivation to
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store use data as recited in claim 22. Further, as Hiroya discloses only ticket information that

can be redeemed, and not content that can be accessed multiple times, partially used, used at

different times, etc., such that there would be no motivation to include use data with the device

of Hiroya. As Hiroya does not disclose such limitations, Hiroya cannot anticipate Applicants’

claim 22 or the claims that depend therefrom.

Applicants‘ claim 35 recites a data access terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier

and providing the retrieved data to a data carrier, comprising:

a first interface for communicating with the data supplier;

a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier;
a program store storing code; and

a processor coupled to the first interface, the data carrier interface, and the program store

for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data to a
payment validation system;

code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation system;

code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data fiom the data supplier and
to write the retrieved data into the data carrier; and

code responsive to the payment validation data to receive at least one access rule
from the data supplier and to write the at least one access rule into the data carrier, the at

least one access rule specifying at least one condition for accessing the retrieved data written

into the data carrier, the at least one condition being dependent upon the amount of

payment associated with the payment data forwarded to the payment validation system

(emphasis added). Such limitations also are not anticipated by Hiroya, as Hiroya does not

disclose writing separate access rules to an electronic ticket storage device, particularly where

the access rules contain conditions that are dependent upon an amount of payment. As a ticket is

either purchased or not purchased, and thus validly present or not present on the device, there is

no need to store access rules including conditions based on an amount of payment. As such,

Hiroya also does not anticipate Applicants’ claim 35 or the claims that depend therefrom.

The other independent claims recite limitations that are not disclosed by Hiroya, for

reasons including those discussed above, such that these claims and the claims that depend

therefrom also cannot be anticipated by Hiroya. Applicants therefore respectfully request that

the rejections with respect to claims 22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62 be withdrawn.
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V. Amendment to the Claims

Unless otherwise specified, amendments to the claims are made for purposes of clarity,

and are not intended to alter the scope of the claims or limit any equivalents thereof. The

amendments are supported by the specification and do not add new matter.

CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims now pending in this

Application are in condition for allowance. The issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance at an

early date is respectfully requested.

If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would expedite prosecution of

this application, please telephone the undersigned at .

Respectfully submitted,

JasoE D. Lo
Reg. No. 48,163

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-3834
Tel: 925-472-5000

Fax: 415-576-0300

Attachments

JDL:slh
60972471 v1
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Application No. AppIicant(s)

11/336.758 HULST ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, An Uni,

Steven S. Paik 2876

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE § MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). in no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If No period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)Xl Responsive to communication(s) filed on 06 February 2007.

2a)® This action is FINAL. 2b)I:I This action is non-final.

3)E] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex panfe Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)E Claim(s) 22 23 35-50 and 59-62 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)EI Claim(s) 22 23 and 35-50 is/are allowed.

6) Claim(s) 5_9fig is/are rejected.

7)l:] Claim(s)j is/are objected to.

8)l:I Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)l:l The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)E The drawing(s) filed on 19 January 2006 is/are: a)E accepted or b)E] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)l:] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)E] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)E All b)I:I Some * c)[:] None of:

1.[:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.® Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. 10/111 716.

3.I___] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) D Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) ‘ 4) E] Interview Summary (PTO-413)

2) E] Notice of Draflsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N°(5)’M3” D3Ie- — -
3) D Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I N°“°° °f '"f°”"a' Pate” APF’"°aII°"

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) I:I Other: _.

US. Patent and Trademark Office _
PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20070429
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1. Receipt is acknowledged of the Amendment filed February 6, 2007. The amendment

amends claims 22, 35, 40, 41, 44, 46, and 49.

Oath/Declaration

2. The oath or declaration is defective. A new oath or declaration in compliance with 37

CFR l.67(a) identifying this application by application number and filing date is required. See

MPEP §§ 602.01 and 602.02.

The oath or declaration is defective because:

The oath or declaration contains incorrect application number and filing date.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

4. Claims 59-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l02(b) as being anticipated by Hiroya et al.

(US 5,754,654, cited by the applicant).

Re claim 59, Hiroya et al. disclose a method and a system comprising an electronic ticket

storage device (2), a terminal device (3), a communication line (4), and an electronic ticket

vending and refunding device (1). The electronic ticket storage device further comprises IC chip

having a storage unit (31) comprised of various readable/writable storage units (32-36), an I/O

interface (3 7), and a central processing unit (38). The method further comprising:
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retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use of the stored data

(electronic ticket);

retrieving use rules from the data carrier (2);

evaluating the use status data (valid/invalid) using the use rules to determine whether

access to data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

permitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said

evaluating (Fig. 12 and col. 19, line 4 — col. 21, line 45).

Re claim 60, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

59 stated above, further writing updated use status data (1 190 in Fig. 12) to the carrier after an

access attempt.

Re claim 61, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

60 stated above, wherein said use rules permit partial access to a data item and wherein said

writing writes a record of what part of the data item has been accessed when only part of the data

item has been accessed (The electronic ticket storage area can store more than one ticket

information and only a portion of the ticket information can be accessed one at a time.)

Re claim 62, Hiroya et al. disclose the method and the system as recited in rejected claim

59 stated above, further comprising:

inputting a user access data (electronic ticket information data);

selecting the use rules (electronic ticket return/refund rule) dependent upon the user

access data.

Allowable Subject Matter

5. Claims 22, 23, and 35-50 are allowed.
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6. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter: the

amended claims have overcome the teachings of prior art. The Horoya reference does not

disclose use status data stored separately from associated content data. Horoya also fails to teach

writing separate access rules to an electronic ticket storage device, particularly where the access

rules contain conditions that are dependent upon an amount of payment associated with the

payment data forwarded to the payment validation system.

Response to Arguments

7. The examiner respectfully points out that the response filed on February 6, 2007 does not

address of the issues discussed in the previous i0fflC€ action. For example, the applicant has not

provided any response regarding the objection to the Oath/Declaration. There is also no

response about the rejection of claims 59-62. Thus, claims 59-62 remain rejected.

Conclusion

8. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a).

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR l.l36(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR l.l36(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,
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however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Steven S. Paik whose telephone number is 571-272-2404. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 6230a-3:00p (Maxi-Fle_x*).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Michael G. Lee can be reached on 571-272-2398. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either. Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

su§§é%3ZZg%iT“‘*~
Primary Examiner

(steve.paik@uspto.gov)
Art Unit 2876
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being filed via 1 _1

5'11-‘S-Web \gieth;lr1Y<:,bl£1i1te<%0S()t;1tes Patent and Trademark Office - _
TOWNSENDan TO SEN and CREW

  
PATENT

Attorney Docket No.: 080379-000100US
Client Ref. No.: F/USP81421X Con.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No. 3911

Herman—ard HULST Examiner: PAIK, Steve S.
Patrick SANDOR

Technology Center/Art Unit: 2876

Application No.: 11/336,758
AMENDMENT UNDER 37 CFR 1.116

Filed: January 19, 2006 EXPEDITED PROCEDURE EXAMINING
GROUP 2876

For: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS

SYSTEMS

Customer No.: 20350

 

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action mailed May 3, 2007, on the above-

referenced application, and in accordance with the one month Petition for Extension of Time,

extending the time for response (including the Labor Day holiday of September 3) to today,

September 4, 2007, please enter the following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 2 of this

paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 7 of this paper.
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Appl. No. 11/336,758 PATENT
Amdt. dated September 4, 2007

Amendment under 37 CFR 1.116 Expedited Procedure

Examining Group 2876

Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

Claims 1-21. (Canceled)

22. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling access to content data on a

data carrier, the data carrier comprising non-volatile data memory storing content memory and

non-volatile parameter memory storing use status data and use rules, the method comprising:

receiving a data access request from a user for at least one content item of the

content data stored in the non-volatile data memory;

reading the use status data and use rules from the parameter memory that pertain

to use of the at least one requested content item;

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to

the at least one requested content item stored in the content memory is permitted; and

displaying to the user whether access is permitted for each of the at least one

requested content item stored in the non-volatile data memory.

23. (Original) A method as claimed in claim 22 wherein said parameter

memory further stores payment data and further comprising selecting a said use rule dependent

upon said payment data.

Claims 24-34. (Canceled)

35. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal for retrieving data from a

data supplier and providing the retrieved data to a data carrier, the terminal comprising:

a first interface for communicating with the data supplier;

a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier;

Page 2 of 8
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Appl. No. 11/336,758 PATENT
Amdt. dated September 4, 2007

Amendment under 37 CFR 1.116 Expedited Procedure

Examining Group 2876

a program store storing code; and

a processor coupled to the first interface, the data carrier interface, and the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data

to a payment validation system;

code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation system;

code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the data

supplier and to write the retrieved data into the data carrier; and

code responsive to the payment validation data to receive at least one access rule

from the data supplier and to write the at least one access rule into the data carrier, the at least

one access rule specifying at least one condition for accessing the retrieved data written into the

data carrier, the at least one condition being dependent upon the amount of payment associated

with the payment data forwarded to the payment validation system.

36. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 further

comprising code to transmit at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier

or to a destination received from the data supplier.

37. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35

further comprising code to retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user stored data

identifier data and associated value data and use rule data for a data item available from the data

supplier.

38. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 further

comprising code to write use rule data for a data item into the data carrier with the associated

data item.

39. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37

further comprising code to read a stored value from the data carrier, code to compare said stored

value with said value data; [[;]] and code to provide a modified output to a user of one or more of

Page 3 of 8
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Appl. No. 11/336,758 PATENT

Amdt. dated September 4, 2007

Amendment under 37 CFR 1.116 Expedited Procedure

Examining Group 2876

said stored data identifier data, said value data and said use rule data, in response to a result of

the comparison.

40. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising code for user input of access control data, code to output the access control

data to the data carrier, and code to receive access permission data and output data to the user in

response to the received access permission data.

41. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 40

further comprising code to output a data erasure warning in response to the received access

permission data.

42. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising code to read reward data from the data carrier and to write modified reward

data to the data carrier in response to said retrieval of data from the data supplier.

43. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising:

code to read identity data from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier;

code to receive user characterizing data from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data in response to said characterizing data; and

code to output the supplementary data.

44. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

further comprising a cash input device coupled to the processor, to provide cash input value data;

and code to update payment data in the data carrier, in accordance with the cash input value data.

45. (Previously Presented) A data access terminal according to claim 35

integrated with a mobile communication device, a personal computer, an audio/video player,

and/or a cable or satellite television interface device.
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Appl. No. 11/336,758 PATENT
Amdt. dated September 4, 2007

Amendment under 37 CFR 1.116 Expedited Procedure

Examining Group 2876

46. (Previously Presented) A method of providing data from a data supplier to

a data carrier, the method comprising:

reading payment data from the data carrier;

forwarding the payment data to a payment validation system;

retrieving data from the data supplier;

writing the retrieved data into the data carrier;

receiving at least one access rule from the data supplier; and

writing the at least one access rule into the data carrier, the at least one access rule

specifying at least one condition for accessing the retrieved data written into the data carrier, the

at least one condition being dependent upon the amount of payment associated with the payment

data forwarded to the payment validation system.

47. (Original) A method of providing data from a data supplier according to

claim 46 further comprising:

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and

transmitting at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier.

48. (Original) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 47, wherein the

payment validation system comprises a payment processor at the data supplier.

49. (Previously Presented) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 46,

further comprising:

retrieving from the data supplier a stored data item identifier and associated value

data; and

writing the stored data item identifier and associated value data for the data item

into the data carrier.

50. (Previously Presented) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 48,

further comprising:

reading a stored value from the data carrier;
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Appl. No. 11/336,758 PATENT

Amdt. dated September 4, 2007
Amendment under 37 CFR 1.116 Expedited Procedure

Examining Group 2876

comparing the stored value with said value data; and

outputting to a user information indicating the result of said comparing.

Claims 51-74. (Canceled)
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App1.No. 11/33112758 PATENT

Amdt. dated September 4, 2007 '

Amendment under 37 CFR 1.116 Expedited Procedure

Examining Group 2876

REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

This Amendment is in response to the Office Action mailed May 3, 2007. Claims 22, 23,

35-50, and 59-62 were pending in the present application. Claims 22, 23, and 35-50 are allowed.

This Amendment amends claim 39, and cancels claims 59-62, leaving pending in the application

claims 22, 23, and 35-50. Reconsideration of the rejected claims is respectfully requested.

1. Allowed Claims

Claims 22, 23, and 35-50 are allowed.

II. Examiner Interview

An informal telephone interview was conducted with Examiner Paik on May 16, 2007.

The undersigned attorney represented the Applicants in the interview. In the interview, the

objection to the declaration was discussed. The Examiner indicated that the second was

incorrectly copied into the outstanding Office Action and that the declaration is actually in

compliance as discussed. The Examiner also clarified the language on page 4 to indicate that the

previous response did address claims 59-62, but that the Examiner believes there are separate

issues regarding these claims that still render them obvious in light of the cited art. Applicants‘

appreciate the Examiner's help in these matters.

III. Effectiveness of Declaration

As discussed above, the Examiner indicated by telephone that this section was

improperly copied into the Office Action as the declaration includes the correct application

number and filing date (the declaration being a copy from the parent case under 37 CFR 1.63).

Applicants therefore respectfully submit that the declaration is effective as confirmed by the

Examiner.
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Appl. No. 11/336,758 PATENT
Amdt. dated September 4, 2007

Amendment under 37 CFR 1.116 Expedited Procedure

Examining Group 2876

IV. Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §102

Claims 59-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l02(b) as being anticipated by Hiroya et al.

(US 5,754,654). While Applicants disagree with the rejection, for reasons including those of

record, these claims are canceled in this response in order to expedite issuance of the allowed

claims. Applicants reserve the right to present these or similar claims again in a continuing

application. As these claims have been canceled, Applicants respectfully submit that the

rejections are moot.

V. Amendment to the Claims

Claim 39 is amended simply for clarification purposes, replacing a semicolon with a

comma to be consistent with the rest of the claim. It is respectfully submitted that this

amendment is non-substantive, and does not affect the allowability of this claim. The

amendment is not intended to alter the scope of the claim or limit any equivalents thereof, is

supported by the specification, and does not add new matter. Applicants therefore respectfully

request consideration and allowance of the amended claim.

CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims now pending in this

Application are in condition for allowance and an action to that end is respectfully requested.

If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would expedite prosecution of

this application, please telephone the undersigned at 925-472-5000.

Respectfully fled,
Ja n D. 0

Reg. No. ,163
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-3834
Tel: 925-472-5000

Fax: 415-576-0300

Attachments

JDL:jdl61142387 v1
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PTOIS B/22 (04-O7)

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) Docket Number (Optional) 080379-000100US
Client Ref. No.: F/USP81421X Con.

FY 2007
- ursuant to the Consolidated A - ro - . . .

Application Number 11/376,758 Filed January 19, 2006

For DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Art Unit 2876 Examiner PAIK, Steve S.

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above identified
application.

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

Efi Small Entity Fee

IE One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $120 $50 $ 50

El Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $450 $225 $

l:I Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1020 $510
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Deposit Account Number 20-1430 . I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.
WARNING: Infonnation on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form.
Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

I am the applicant/inventor.

assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed (Form PTO/SB/96).

attorney or agent of record. Registration Number 48 163

attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.
g‘ tration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34

September 4, 2007
Date

Ja o D. Lohr, Reg. No. 48,163 (925) 472-5000
Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple forms if more than
one signature is required, see below.
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PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) Docket Number (Optional) 080379-00O100US
Client Ref. No.: F/USP81421X Con.

_ FY 2007

Application Number 11/335,758 Filed January19, 2006
For DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Art Unit 2876 Examiner PAIK, Steve S.

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above identified
application.

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

Et_e_e_ Small Entity Fee

IE One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $120 $50 $ 50

I:] Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $450 $225 $

l:I Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1020 $510 $

I:I Four months (37 CFR1.17(a)(4)) $1590 $795 $

$E] Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $2150 $1080

Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to

Deposit Account Number 20-1430 . I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.

WARNING: lnforrnation on this form may become public. Credit card Information should not be Included on this form.
Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

I am the El applicanuinventor.

assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed (Form PTO/SB/96).

attorney or agent of record. Registration Number 48,163

attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.
g’ tration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34

September 4. 2007
Date

Ja o D. Lohr, Reg. No. 48.163 (925)472-5000
Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple forms if more than
one signature is required, see below.
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YES $720 $300 $0nonprovisional $1020 OI/04/2008

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION QT THE MERITS § CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STA! UIQRX EERIQD CANNOT BE EX! ENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE. .

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current
SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or

' B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2
the ISSUE FEE shown above.

11. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is-filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

111. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop IS SUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEECommissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or flay; (571)-273-2885_ 

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required)’. Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed whereap ropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will e mailed to the current corres ondence address as
in icated unltfess corrlected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate " EE ADDRESS" formaintenance ee noti ications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block i for any change ofaddrcss) me: A °°“‘I‘°3‘¢ OI mallm 03" Only 56 "563 I0? aomflstlc mailings OI I56
Fee(s) Transmitta_l._ This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

Eapers. Each additional paper_, ‘such as an assignment or fonnal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

20350 7590 I0/04/2007 C in “VI H Tert cate o ai ng or ransmission

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP IS hereb cerfif that this ‘Fee 5 Transmittal isf befi_ng delposited_lwith the Uriitedtates osta ervice wit su cient osta e o rst c ass mar n e e o e

_ TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER addressed to the Mail Sto I1SSUEpFEEgaddIesls above, or blerlna faIlcvsimIIe
EIGHTH FLOOR transmitted to the USPTO ( 7]) 273-2335, on the date indicated be ow.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834  

 

  

 

 
(Dcpositor's name)

(Signature)

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

I I/336,758 01/I9/2006 Herrnen-ard Hulst 080379-000l00US 39! I

TITLE OF INVENTION: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS I
I

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

YES ' $300 $0nonprovisional $720 $l020 OI/04/2008

PAIK, STEVE S I 2876 235380000

   
 

 
 

  

2. For printing on the patent front page, list
(I) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed.

l. Chan3ge of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37CFR I. 63).

D Chan e of corres ondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address onn PTO/ B/122) attached.

D "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.
  
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assi nee is identified below,_ no assignee data will appear on_ the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CF 3.1 l. Completion of this fonn is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE ' (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : D Individual D Corporation or other private group entity CI Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid Issue fee shown above)
D Issue Fee - [I A check is enclosed. .

D Publication Fee (No small entity discount pennitted) D Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached. _

D Advance Order . # of Copies D The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyTTTTTT: overpayment, to Deposit Account Number enclose an extra copy of this form). —“"?_

5. Change In Entity Status (from status indicated above)

CI a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. D b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR l.27(g)(2). 
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No. 

This collection of infonnation is required by 37 CFR 1.31 l. The infonnation is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentialityjs governed by 35 U.S.C. l22_and 37 CFR 1.14. T ‘is collection is estimated to take I minutes to complete, including gathering,_prepanng, and
submitting the completed application fonn to the USPTO. Time will vary de ending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to com letethis form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to t e C ref In ormation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, .0.

Rcfx I430, A‘l/exan _n2§,2§/{r ilri‘i§6223l3-I450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box I450,exan na, irginia - . ~

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of I995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS P.O. Box 1450

Qléixvarligrilg, gloirlginia 22313-I450. p .

I1/336,758 0|/I9/2006 Hermen—ard Hulst 080379-000l00US 3911

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP ‘WK’ STEVE S

rwoEMBARcAnERocENrER
EIGHTH FLOOR 2876

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 l l-3834 . DATE MAILEDZ I0/04/2007

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 0 day(s). If the-issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 0 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval
(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or

(571)472-4200.
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Applicanus)_ _ _ « 11/336,758 ' HULST ET AL.

Steven S. Paik 2876

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable. PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL—85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. V '

1. E This communication is responsive to the Amendment After Final filed Segtember 4, 2007.

2. IE The allowed claim(s) isiare 22 23 and 35-50.

3. E Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a) IE All b) [I Some‘ c) C] None of the: _

1. [:1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. [XI Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. 10/111 716.

3. CI Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

4. E] A SUBSTITUTE ‘OATH OR-DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAM|NER’S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO—152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

5. E] CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets") must be submitted.

(a) I] including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) CI hereto or 2) D to Paper No./Mail Date

(b) [I including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office actionéof
Paper No./Mail Date . - '

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. I:I DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s) _

1. C] Notice of References Cited (PTO—892) 5. El Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. El Notice of Draftperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) . 6. E Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date herewith .

3. D Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 7. El Examiner's Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mail Date '

4. El Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. El Examiner’s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. El Other .

US. Patent and Trademark Office ' ' _
PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-06) _ Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20070918
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Application/Control Number: 11/336,758 _ Page 2

Art Unit: 2876 ‘

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1. Receipt is acknowledged of the Amendment -filed September 4, 2007.

EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT

2. An examiner’s amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes and/or

additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided by 37 CFR

1.312. To_ ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be submitted no laterthan the
payment of the issue fee. A

Authorization for this examiner’s amendment was given in a telephone interview with ’

Mr. Jason‘Lohr on Septemberl 8, 2007.

The application has been amended as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS: I

23. (Currently Amended). A‘ method as claimed in claim 22 wherein said parameter

memory further stores payment data and further comprising selecting a-said—use—r=ule one of said

.3 use rules dependent upon said payment data.

Allowable Subject Matter

3. Claims 22, 23, and 35-50 are allowed.

The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance: none of the cited‘

prior art of the record discloses, teaches, or fairly suggests claimed method and apparatus for

controlling access to content data on a data carrier where the data carrier comprising non-volatile

data memory storing content memory and non-volatile parameter memory. storing use status and

use rules. The prior art is also silent about the step of evaluating the use status_ data using the use

Page 00231
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Application/Control Number: ll/336,758 . _ Page 3
Art Unit: 2876

rules to determine whether access to the at least one requested content item stored in the content

memory is permitted and displaying to the user whether access is permitted for each of the at

least one requested content item stored in the data memory. One of the cited prior arts, Hiroya,

fails to teach the step of writing at lest one access rule into the data carrier, particularly where the

access rules contain conditions thatare dependent upon an amount of payment associated. After

further search and thorough examination of the present application and in view of the Applicant's

arguments and amendments, claims 22, 23, and 35-50 are found to be in condition. for allowance

over the prior art made of record.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue

fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Allowance.”

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Steven S. Paik whose telephone number is 571-272-2404.‘ The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 6:30a-3:00p (Maxi-Flex*).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Michael G. Lee can be reached on 571-272-2398. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished
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ci - '-‘.1

Application/Control Number: 11/336,758 _ ' Page 4
Art Unit: 2876

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http2//pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to theautomated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

S 
\» Primary Examiner

' (steve.paik@uspto.gov)
Art Unit 2876

ssp
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Application No. _ A_pplicant(s) '

! Examiner _ Art Unit
I

All Participants: _ ' ~ ‘ Status of "Application: _:

Examinerflnitiated Interview Summary

 
 

(1) Steven S. Paik.

(2) Jason D. Lohr (Reg. No. 48,1632.

Date of Interview: 18 September 2007

(3) _____‘-

(4) _.

Time: 11:30

 
   
   

  

 
 

Type of Interview:

E] Telephonic

I:I Video Conference A A
El Personal (Copy given to: I] Applicant E] App|icant’s representative)

Exhibit Shown or Demonstrated: E] Yes IXI No

If Yes, provide a brief description:_ ~

  
 
 

  
 

 
 
 

Part I.

Rejection(s) discussed:
n/a

Claims discussed:

23
 

 Prior art documents discussed:
n/a '

  
 

Part II.

SUBSTANCE OF INTERVIEW DESCRIBING THE GENERAL NATURE OF WHAT WAS DISCUSSED:

The applicant agreed to amend claim 23 by deleting ”a said use rule" and inserting - - one of said use rules - - in line 2.

  

  
  

Part III.

E It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview, since the interview
directly resulted in the allowance of the application. The examiner will provide a written summary of the substance
of the interview in the Notice of Allowability. .

I] It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview," since the interview
did not result in resolution of all issues. A brief summary by the examiner appears in Part II above.

(Examiner/SEE Siggature) (App|icantlApplicant’s Representative Signature — if appropriate)
US. Patent and Trademark Office '

PTOL—413B (04-03) « Examiner Initiated Interview Summary Paper No. 20070918
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“a/c(AW/ea"rsf4//o°/«/
'EFS-Web with the United States Patent and Trademark Office

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being filed via AMENDMENT UNDER 37 CFR 1.116

EXPEDITED PROCEDURE —

0" - EXAMINING GROUP 2876

 
TOWNSEND an TO

. PATENT

Attorney Docket No.: 080379-000l00US
Client Ref. No.: F/USP8l421X Con.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No. 3911

Herman-ard HULST

Patrick SANDOR
Examiner: PAIK, Steve S.

Technology Center/Art Unit: 2876
Application No.: l 1/336,758

AMENDMENT UNDER 37 CFR 1.116
EXPEDITED PROCEDURE EXAMINING

GROUP 2876
Filed: January 19, 2006

For: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS

SYSTEMS

Customer No.: 20350

 

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action mailed May 3, 2007, on the above-

referenced application, and in accordance with the one month Petition for Extension of Time,

extending the time for response (including the Labor Day holiday of September 3) to today, _

September 4, 2007, please enter the following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 2 of this

' paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 7 of this paper.

Page 1 of 8
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. Page 1 of1

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PAOI Box I450
Alexandria, Virginia 223 I 3- I450
ww_w.uspto.gov

 
BIB DATA SHEET’

CONFIRMATION NO. 3911

SERIAL NUMBER FILINgA<%rE 371(0) GROUP ART UNIT ATTORNEE DOCKET
11/336,758 V 01/19/2006 _ 080379-000100US

' RULE ' ‘

APPLICANTS ‘

Hermen—ard I-Iulst, Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS;
Patrick Sandor Racz, St. Heller, UNITED KINGDOM;

it C N U I NG i'*******'k*'k'k'k'kt**********

This application is a CON of. 10/1 1 1,716 09/17/2002 ABN
which is a 371 of PCT/GB00/04110 10/25/2000

it **********'k*t'k*‘k***i*****
UNITED KINGDOM 9925227.2 11/25/1999

** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED ** ** SMALL ENTITY **
03/01/2006

F°"°‘9" P”°'"V °'3‘“‘°° “Yes D N0 STATE OR SHEETS TOTAL INDEPENDENT

35 use 119(a—d) conditions met U Yes CI No CI mggggge COUNTRY DRAWINGS CLAIMS CLAIMS
Verified and /STEVEN S PAIKI ’ ssp
Acknowledged ExamIneF's Signature niua s 4 K3

ADDRESS

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER

‘EIGHTH FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834 A _ ~ I
UNITED STATES 2

TITLE . '

_ Data storage and access systems

 

:.;:,~,<:,::,E SEES‘ "?::,:i33,':,:':I:"D‘::‘£3;.,
for following: ‘ CI 1.18 Fees (Issue) .

I CI Other I

C] Credit

BIB (Rev. 05/07).
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. . . A licationlcontrol No. A Iicants IPatent under

Issue Classification pp R§§,ami,,‘at’k,,,

 11/336,758 HULST ET AL.
Examiner Art Unit

' Steven S. Paik 2876

  
  

  

 - ‘ ISSUE CLASSIFICATION

°R°SS REFERENCEW

SUBCLASS (om: suacuss PER BLOCK)

230 A 380 235 _—_K
INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

2

%

j
j

5/00 -_----_j
j
-
I
Z

   

  Steveé S. |%aIk 9/18/07
(Primary Examiner) _ (Date)

 

  
El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant

 
E
E
.9’L
O  

..n_L_L_s_L_L.;.a..L 0-)03000)OO|\7l\)I\)I\) -503K)-‘©CD®\lO3

—I—\—K—-K—\—L—L—¥—I1K—K—I—L—I —-—-—--Aooooooooc‘E,oo~:o5c.n.z>oo~:c>o:AwM—-o —I—K¢L-I—I—I -c-wcowwoo ozoooxuoqcn
110wmrowmmrommro—--s—-—-—-—s—-—-  111 II!!!

ZIIE
- 113 -
I -
-
-
-
-

- 119 -
- 120 -

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office ' Part of Paper No. 20070918
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Index of Claims

«I Rejected

IIIIIIIIIIFina" HIIIIIIIII' Illlllllllw Illlllllllj Illlllllllj Illlllllllj IIIIIIIIIIZ IIIIIIIIIIT Illlnllllj Illlllllllj Illlllllllj

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

(Through numeral)
' Cancelled

Allowed I I Restricted 1 I

Applicationlcontrol No.

11/336,758

IIIIIIIIIIIIEQI-5BEflMHMH@HHH WEHHHHHHHWWE IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIW Illllllllllllllllj IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZ Illllnllnlllllj IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII2 IIIIIIIIIIIZ IIIIIIIIIII2 IIIIIIIIIIIZ IIIIIIIIIIIZ

fifiEEfiHHfifiE%%%.9...%%%%.='i.'3%
IIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIII

IEIIIIIIIII
:---------
1---------

Reexamination

HULST ET AL.

E Appeal 

KIIE---------
IIIEIIIIIIIII
2---------
‘IEi---------
IIEIIIIIIIII
XIlFl---------

111

_x_L_\_L_s_n..\_L..L..n-I_;_;_n_s O-Dgt.->(.00)V0l\)l\Jl\)K)—|—I—I—|—| U1(DIVO‘J«h(.0l\J-I(ONO)OJIU
Part of Paper No. 20070918
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Applicationlcontrol No. AppIicant(s)IPatent under
Search Notes Reexamination

11/336,758 ‘ HULST ET AL. '
Examiner _ Art Unit '

’ Steven S. Paik 2876

-SEARCH NOTES V V
1 (INCLUDING SEARCH STRATEGY)

E _Class

Text search combined with

235l$7.cc|s.

- Reviewed 10/111,716
9/1 8/2007

INTERFERENCE SEARCHED

9/1 8/2007

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office . 1 Part of Paper No. 20070918
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Examiner
signature

I

/Steven Paik/ . %;5,d,,,,, 08/22/2005
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE- Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or Efl (571)-273-2885 _j

INSTRUCTIONS: This fonn should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required); Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
apgropnatc. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will e mailed to the current corres ondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate " EE ADDRESS" for
maintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change ofaddrcss) Notei A Cem {Cate 0 _m3l II}? Call 0n y 6 USC 01’ 0m€SI1C U181 ings 0 I 6Fee(s) Transmittal.’ This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper, _such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.
20350 7590 10/04/2007

Certificate of Mailin or Transmis '

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP IS hereb cei-Iii? that this hFee(s Transmitgtal isf beti_ng Cl€1:)l(‘))SllIBd1Wltl1ll'1e Uriitedtates osta ervice wit su icient postage or istcass mai ‘ e veo e
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER addressed to the Mail Sto ISSUE FEE addressr above, or bielinan failcsimile
EIGHTH FLOOR transmitted to the USPTO ( 71) 273-2885, on the date indicated he ow.

 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834  

 

  
 

Sherri Hale (Dcposilor's name)

{C ’ I <SisW°>
Janua v 0 O : (Dam)

APPLICATION NO.
' CONFIRMATION NO..v 

ll/336,758 -01/I9/2006 I-Iermen—ard I-Iulst O80379—O00100US 3911
TITLE OF INVENTION: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

 

   
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

 
FILING DATE
 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

YES $0nonprovisional $720 $300 $1020 01/04/2008

PAIK, STEVE S 2876 235-380000

   
 

 
 

  

2. For printing on the patent front page, list

(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attomeys
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member -a
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attomeys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed.

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of “Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

El Chan e of corres ondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address orm PTO/ B/122) attached.

El "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication fonn
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

1 Townsend and Townsend

2 and Crew LLP

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assi ee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CF 3.1 1. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Sinart—F1ash Limited , East Sussex, Great Britain

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : El Individual morporatioii or other private group entity '2 Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
filssue Fee El A check is enclosed.
flPublication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) El Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
El Ad 0 d — # f C ' “The Director is hereby authorized to charge re ire fee s), any deficiency, or credit anyVance r er 0 oplcs —“ overpayment, to Deposit Account Number él8- Z3 Ienclose an extra copy of this form). 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

)8 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Cl b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR l.27(g)(2). 
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the re rds of the Uite States Patent and Trademark Office.

   

Authorized Signature Date January 2 2 2008

Registration No. (I 8 1 6 3
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. l22_and 37 CFR 1.14. T _is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gatheringhprepanrig, and
subrmtting the completed application fomi to the USPTO. Time will va de endin upon_ the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to com lete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to t e C ief In orrnation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, .0.
Box 1450, Alexan a, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Typed or printed name

 

PTOL—85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPAII){TMEN(”)l"0O2F9C1OMMERCEage
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 11336758

Filing Date: 19-Jan-2006

Title Of Invention: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Hermen-ard Hulst

Jason Donald Lohr/Sherri Hale

Attorney Docket Number: 080379-O0O1OOUS

Filed as Small Entity

Utility Filing Fees

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post -Al lowance—and-Post—lssu ance:

1 300 300Publ. Fee— early, voluntary, or normal 1504
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. -T I‘

S“3s3?§>'"
Extension-of-Time:

Total in USD ($) 1020
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

S

—

Title Of Invention: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

S

Utility under 35 USC 111(a)
Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes

Paymefit T)/De Deposit Account

Pevmeet Wee eeeeeee*e"v reeeivee ie RAM
RAM e°““"“e“°“ Number
eeeeeiteeeeeet
Authorized Ueer  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)
  

Chare an Additional Fees reuired under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 Patent alication and reexaminatin rocsi feesI A
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post lssuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes) Multi PagesNumber Document Descnphon  /Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)
O80379_O00100US_lssueFe

lssue Fee Payment (PTO—85B) epaymem pd]. 3a9bd5d17a0713b50lecd6le57b9ca3lb
b1 57b8a

Warnings:

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO—06) 6ded0945cl7le484b9b4dc68ae6ldb789
a9a48b6

Warnings:

Information:

T°ta' Fi'e=~= Size 0"bvtes>=

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see

37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date

shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the

application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary

components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the

International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due

course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement

Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandtia, Vi 'nia 22313-1450
www.uspto.go

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

11/336,758 02/26/2008 7334720 080379-000100US 3911

 

20350 7590 02/06/2008

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER
EIGHTH FLOOR

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above—identified application will include

an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at

(571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(S) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Hermen-ard Hulst, Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS;
Patrick Sandor Racz, St. Heller, UNITED KINGDOM;

IR103 (Rev. 11/05)
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being filed via PATENT
§.i:EY_iC,t,)_:v_i_[]_1_[\i’ij(?il:-J_rlEd(‘;Si:T_gf?]?i a““ T”“‘°‘“*"“ OW Attorney Docket No.: 080379-0001 1OUS

Client Ref. No.: F/USP81421X Con.
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW Ll,P_

 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No.: 3911

Hermcn—ard Hulst, et a1, Examiner: Steve S. Paik

patent N0_; 7’334’72Q Technology Center/Art Unit: 3663

1 dz pb 26, 2008 REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF
me C may CORRECTION UNDER §1.32_3

For: DATA STORAGE ANI) ACCESS

s){s'I‘EMs

Attn: Certificate of Correction Branch

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.323, Applicants submit a Request for Certificate of

Correction to correct typographical errors made in the patent. The desired corrections are set

forth on the enclosed Form PTO/SB/44.

Inventor Order

Applicant requests a correction to the order of inventors to refleet Patrick Sandor

Racz as first inventor.

Reprint of Title Page of Patent

A telephone conversation between my assistant, Anna Marie Arante and Michele

Williams of the Certificate of Correction Branch, took place on July 21, 2010. Ms. Williams

informed us that the title page of the patent can be reprinted, at no cost, to refleet changes made

to the title page of the patent. Therefore, Applicant requests that the Title page (1st page) of the

Page 00297
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Hermen-ard Hulst, et al. PATENT
Patent No.: 7,334,720

Page 2

patent be reprinted to reflect the new order of inventors and that the title is shown as “Racz, et

al.”

Priority Information

Applicant requests that the foreign application priority data is corrected to reflect

the correct priority date. The correct priority date isi25, 1999. Attached is an excerpt

from the UK Patent Office showing the correct filing date of priority application no. 9925227.2

as October 25, 1999, in support of this correction.

Please charge the certificate of correction for applicant's mistake fee of $100 to

Deposit Account No. 20-1430. Please deduct any additional fees from, or credit any

overpayment to, the above-noted Deposit Account.

Respectfully submitted,A r

. 1”

 
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor

San Francisco, California 94111-3834

Tel. (415) 576-0200

Fax (415) 576-0300
J DL/ama
62785540 vi
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PTOISBI44 (09-07)

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERHHCAWEOFCORRECHON

PATENT NO. I : US7,334,72O B2

APPLICATION NO.: 11/336,758

ISSUE DATE : February 26, 2008

lNVENTOR(S) : Hermen—ard Hulst, Patrick Sandor Racz

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
is hereby corrected as shown below:

On the front of the patent, left column, the inventor’s order as listed is incorrect. It should read:

—— (75) Inventors: Patrick Sandor Racz, St. Helier

Hermen—ard Hulst, Amsterdam --

On the front of the patent, left column, under the Foreign Application Priority Data heading, the
priority data is listed incorrectly.

Please delete “Nov. 25, 1999,” and insert —— Oct. 25, 1999 --

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below):

Jason D. Lohr, Esq.
TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111-3834

Attorney Docket No: 080379—00O110US
62785201 vi
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Intellectual Property Office — Patents — Patent number — Results Page 1 of 1

‘Q
1.‘: . .35.’ INTELLECTUAL

e . at PRDFERTY C3FFlCE
'6 I

‘n
6

Patents status information

Application No GB9925227.2

Date Lodged
25.10.1999

Title DATA STORAGE RETRIEVAL AND ACCESS SYSTEM

App1icant(s)
Internet Limited

Application terminated on 8th January 2001

~k>\'*** ~k~k-k**

© Crown Copyright 2009

Intellectual Property Office is an operating name of the Patent Office

http://www.ipo.gov.uk/types/patent/p—os/p—find/p—find—number 01 a7é%()(16)300
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

;

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)
Description Fee Code Quantity

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-AlIowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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Miscellaneous:

 S“:-S1-;(t$a)| in

Total in USD (S)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

m

—

Title of Invention: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

I

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes—

—Au*h°”zedUSer  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)
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File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

104104
2010_07_30_Req uest_Cert_Co

rection_080379_000110US.pdf d402333906c1611175a94c8f5261db09ec7

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Request for Certificate of Correction

Request for Certificate of Correction

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf aee14602c35cb21fd4a9560a94ce6631526
8a9c3

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

www.uspto.gov

 
Patent No. : 7334720

Ser. No. I _: 11/336758
Inventor(s) : HULST, HERMEN-ARD .

Issued , : 02/26/2008 _

Title 2 DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Docket No. : 080379-000100US

Re: Request for Certificate of Correction

Consideration has been given your request for the issuance of a certificate of correction for the above-identified

patent under the provisions of Rule(s) 1.322 and/or 1.323.

In regards to the alleged error(s) on the Title Page Item [75] Inventors, the patent is printed in accordance with
the Oath of Declaration filed by the Applicant/Attomey on 1-19-06. ‘ , ~

In view of the foregoing, your request, in this matter,iis hereby denied.

However, a petition under 37 CFR 1.182 (required fee currently $130) to correct the order of inventors should
be directed to the attention of:

, By mail: ’ Mail Stop PETITIONS
Commissioner for Patents

Post Office Box 1450 _
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

By hand: Customer Service Window
' Mail Stop Petitions

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

By fax: (703) 872-9306
ATTN: Office of Petitions

A Certificate of Correction will be issued to correct the remaining error(s) noted in your request.

Omega Lewis

For Mary Diggs
Decisions & Certificates

Of Correction Branch

(703)756-1575 or (703) 756-1814
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Jason D. Lohr, Esq.

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW LLP

A Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor

San Francisco, CA 94111-3834
OL
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 7,334,720 B2 Page 1 of 1
APPLICATION NO. : 11/336758

DATED : February 26, 2008
INVENTOR(S) : Hermen-ard Hulst and Patrick Sandor Racz

It is certified that error appears in the above—identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

On the front of the patent, left column, under the Foreign Application Priority Data heading, the

priority data is listed incorrectly.

Please delete “Nov. 25, 1999,” and insert -- Oct. 25, 1999 --

Signed and Sealed this

Thirty-first Day ofAugust, 2010

David J. Kappos
Director ofthe United States Patent and Trademark Ofi?ce
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Case 6:13-cv-00447-MHS—JDL Document 3 Filed 05/29/13 Page 1 of1 Page|D #: 230

A0 120 Rev. 08/10

 

  

Mail Stop 3 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

T0:

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § I I 16 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Eastern District of Texas Tyler Division on the following

I] Trademarks or III Patents. ( E} the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
5/29/2013 Eastern District of Texas T ler Division

DEFENDANT

Apple |nc., Robot Entertainment, lnc., Kingslsle Entertainment,
Inc. and Game Circus LLC

 

  

DOCKET NO.
6: 1 3-cv-447

PLAINTIFF

Smartflash LLC and Smartflash Technologies Limited

 
  
  
 

 

 

DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

1 7,334,720 2/26/2008 Smartflash LLC

2 7,942,317 Smartflash LLC
3 8,033,458 Smartflash LLC
4 8,061,598 Smartflash LLC
5 8,118,221 Smartflash LLC

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

 
PATENT OR

 

 

 

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

  
  

 

CI Amendment I:I Answer [:1 Cross Bill l:I Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

‘ QiB3éi7L} 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

  CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Copy I—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Case 6:13-cv—0O448—MHS—JDL Document 5 Filed 05/29/13 Page 1 of1 Page|D #: 36

A0 120 Rev. 08/10

  
Mail Stop 3 REPORT ON THE

TO: Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN
P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Eastern District of Texas Tyler Division on the following

l:l Trademarks or [Z Patents. ( E] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
6:13-cv-448 5/29/2013 Eastern District of Texas T Ier Division

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

Smartfiash LLC and Smartflash Technologies Limited Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., Samsung Electronics America,
|nc., Samsung Telecommunications America, LLC, HTC
Corporation, HTC America, lnc., Exedea, Inc. and Game Circus
LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

In the above—+:ntitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

 
El Amendment D Answer I:I Cross Bill I:I Other Pleading

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO‘ OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 2779 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Copy 1—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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